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I. lNTRODUCTlON 

Q. Please state your name, occupation and business address. 

A. My name is Pauline M. Ahern and I am a Vice President of AUS Consultants - 

Utility Services. My business address is 155 Gaither Drive, P.O. Box 1050, 

Moorestown, New Jersey 08057. 

Q. Please summarize your educational background and professional experience. 

A. I am a graduate of Clark University, Worcester, MA, where I received a Bachelor 

of Arts degree with honors in Economics in 1973. In 1991, 1 received a Master of 

Business Administration with high honors from Rutgers University. 

in June 1988, 1 joined AUS Consultants - Utility Services as a Financial 

Analyst and am now a Vice President. I am responsible for the preparation of all 

fair rate of return and capital structure exhibits for AUS Consultants - Utility 

Services. I have offered expert testimony on behalf of investor-owned utilities 

before twenty state regulatory commissions. The details of these appearances, 

as well as details of my educational background, are shown in Appendix A 

supplementing this testimony. 

I am also the Publisher of C. A. Turner Utility Reports, responsible for the 

production, publication, dist~ibutkm and marketing of these reports. C. A. TuFne~ 

Utility Reports provides financial data and related ratios covering approximately 

150 public utility companies on a monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. 

Coverage includes electric, combination gas and electric, gas distribution, gas 

transmission, telephone, water and international utilities. The Reports are 

distributed to about 100 subscribers, which include utilities, state utility 

commissions, federal agencies, individuals, brokerage firms, attorneys and public 



and collegiate libraries. 

I also calculate and maintain the A.G.A. lndex under contract with the 

American Gas Association (A.G.A.). The A.G.A. Index is a market capitalization 

weighted index of the common stocks of about 70 corporate members of the 

A. G.A. 

i have co-authored an article with Frank J. Hanley, President, AUS 

Consultants - Utility Services entitled "Comparable Earnings: New Life for an Old 

Precept" which was published in the American Gas Association's Financial 

Quarterlv Review, Summer 1994. 1 also assisted in the preparation of an article 

authored by Frank J. Hanley and A. Gerald Harris entitled "Does Diversification 

Increase the Cost of Equity Capital?" published in the July 15, 1991 issue of 

Public Utilities Fortniqhtly. 

I am a member of the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts, 

formerly the National Society of Rate of Return Analysts serving as 

SecretaryAreasurer for 2004-2006. In '1992, 1 was awarded the professional 

designation "Certified Rate of Return Analyst" (CRRA) by the National Society of 

Rate of Return Analysts. This designation is based upon education, experience 

and the successful completion of a comprehensive written examination. 

I am an associate member of the National Association of Water 

Companies, serving on its Finance Committee, and a member of the Energy 

Association of Pennsylvania, formerly the Pennsylvania Gas Association. 

What is the purpose of your testimony? 

The purpose is to provide testimony on behalf of Aqua IL - Oak Run Division 

(Aqua IL - Oak Run or the Company) as to the appropriate common equity cost 

rate which it should be afforded the opportunity to earn on the common equity 
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financed portion of its jurisdictional rate base. 

Q. What is your recommended common equity cost rate? 

A. Although the Company is basing its filing upon a requested common equity cost 

rate of 10.75%: current capital market conditions indicate that a common equity 

cost rate of 11.30% is applicable to a 51.39% average common equity ratio 

estimated for the test year ending December 31, 2005. The capital structure and 

the embedded cost rates of long- and short-term debt as well as preferred stock 

are supported by Company Witness Jack Schreyer. 

Q. Have you prepared an exhibit which supports your overall recommended fair rate 

of return? 

A. Yes, I have. It has been marked for identification as Aqua Exhibit No. 3.0 and 

consists of Aqua Schedules 3. I through 3.16. Hereinafter, references to 

Schedules within this testimony wilt be from this Exhibit, unless otherwise noted. 

II. SUMMARY 

Q. Please summarize your recommended common equity cost rate. 

A. The basis of the 11.30% common equity cost rate recommendation is 

summarized on Aqua Schedub 3.1, page 2 and results in an overall cost of 

capital of 9.283% when applied to Aqua IL - Oak Run's average capital structure 

and related ratios and fixed capital cost rates estimated at December 31, 2005 

which is summarized on Aqua Schedule 3.1, page I. 

The overall cost of capital is summarized in Table 1 beiow 



Table 1 

Capital 
Structure Cost Weighted 
Ratios - Rate Return 

Long-Term Debt 47.90% 7.19% 3.446% 
Short-Term Debt - 0.38 3.07 L 0 012 
Total Debt 48.28 3.458 

Preferred Stock 0.32 5.48 0.01 8 
Common Equity - 51.39 11.30 - 5.807 

Total 99.99%(1) 9.283% 

(1 ) Does not add due to rounding. 

Because Aqua IL - Oak Run's common stock is not publicly traded, market-based 

common equity cost rates cannot be determined directly for Aqua IL - Oak Run. 

Therefore, in arriving at my recommended common equity cost rate of 11.30%, 1 

assessed the market-based cost rates of companies of reiatively similar risk, i.e., 

proxy group(s), for insight into a recommended common equity cost rate 

applicable to Aqua 11 - Oak Run and suitable for cost of capital purposes. It is 

appropriate to look to a proxy group or groups of companies as similar in risk as 

possible whose common stocks are actively traded for insight into an appropriate 

common equity cost rate applicable to Aqua IL - Oak Run and then adjust the 

results upward to reflect Aqua I1 - Oak Run's greater investment risk {vis-a-vis 

the proxy group(s)). Using other utilities of relatively comparable risk as proxies 

is consistent with the principles of fair rate of return established in the H O R ~ '  and 

~ luef ie ld~ cases and adds reliability to the informed expert judgment used in 

arriving at a recommended common equity cost rate. However, no proxy group 

' Federal P w  Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591 (1944). 

BluefM Water Works lmarovement Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 262 U.S. 679 (1922). 
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can be selected to be identical in risk to Aqua IL - Oak Run and therefore, the 

proxy group(s)' results must be adjusted to reflect the greater relative investment 

risk of Aqua II - Oak Run as will be subsequently discussed in detail. Therefore, 

I have evaluated the market data of two proxy groups of water companies and a 

group of utility companies in arriving at my recommended common equity cost 

rate. The bases of selection are described below. 

As explained in more detail below, my analysis reflects current capital 

market conditions and results from the application of four well-tested market- 

based cost of common equity models, the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 

approach, the Risk Premium Model (RPM), the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM), and the Comparable Eamings Model (CEM). 

The results derived from each are as follows: 

Table 2 
Proxy Group Proxy Group of 

Proxy Group of Three Fifteen Utilities 
ofsix Value Line Selected on the 

C.A. Turner (Std. Ed.) Basis of Least 
Water Cos. Water Cos. Relative Distance 

Discounted Cash Flow Model 10.6% 11 .O% 10.8% 
Risk Premium Model 10.6 10.8 10.9 
Capital Asset Pr ic i i  Model qO.0 10.3 10.3 
Comparable Earnings Model 14.2 14.0 13.8 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate 
Before Investment Risk Adjustment 10.80% 11 .OO% 11 .OO% 

Investment Risk Adjustment - ff .30 - 0.30 - 0.50 

Common Equity Cost Rate After 
Adjustment for Investment Risk 11.1OCYo 11.10% 11.50% 

Recommended Common Equity 
Cost Rate 

After reviewing the cost rates based upon the four models, I conclude that 

a common equity cost rate before an investment risk adjustment of 10.80% is 

indicated based upon the application of all four models to the proxy group of six 

C.A. Tumer water companies, 11.00% for the proxy group of three Value Line 



(Standard Edition) water companies, and 11.00% for the proxy group of fifteen 

utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance. After applying investment 

risk adjustments due to Aqua IL - Oak Run's small size and greater credit risk3 

vis-a-vis the two proxy groups as will be discussed in detail subsequently, the 

indicated common equity cost rate for each proxy group is 11 .lo%, 11.30%, and 

11.50%, respectively. Based upon these cost rates, I recommend a common 

equity cost rate of 11.30% applicable to the Company's proposed common equity 

ratio of 5?.39%. 

Ill.  GENERAL PRlMCiPLES 

Q. What general principles have you considered in amving at your recommended 

common equity cost rate of 11.30%. 

A. in unregulated industries, marketplace competition is the principal determinant of 

the price of a product or service. In the case of regulated public utilities, 

regulation must act as a substitute for marketplace competition. Consequently, 

marketplace data must be relied upon to assure that the utility can fulfill its 

obligations to the public and provide adequate service at all times. This requires 

a level of earnings sufficient to maintain the integrity of presently invested capital 

and permit the attraction of needed new capital at a reasonable cost in 

competition with other comparable-risk firms. These standards for a fair rate of 

return have been estabiished by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Hope and 

Bluefield cases cited previously. Consequently, in my determination of a fair rate 

of return, I have also evakuated data gathered from the marketplace for utilities as 

similar in risk as possible to Aqua IL - Oak Run. 

3 Due to Aqua K MA162 rating, which is equivaJent to a Moody's Baa bond rating and to a Standard & Poor's 
(S&P) bond rating of BBB. 
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IV. BUSJNESS RISK 

Q. Please define business risk and explain why it is important to the determination 

of a fair rate of return? 

A. Business risk incorporates all of the risks of a firm dher than financial risk, which 

will be discussed subsequently. Examples of business risk include the quality of 

management and the regulatory environment which have a direct bearing on 

earnings. 

Business risk is important to the determination of a fair rate of return 

because the greater the level or risk, the greater the rate of return investors 

demand, consistent with the basic financial precept of risk and return. 

Q. Please discuss the business risks facing the water industry in general. 

A. The water utility industry faces signifiant risks related to replacing aging 

transmission and distribution systems. Value Line investment survey4 observes: 

Infrastructure costs continue to climb higher as water utility 
companies, with little help from strapped government branches, are 
forced to deal with maintaining and upgrading existing facilities. 
Costs are becoming an even greater concern as time passes 
because a number of the functioning systems currently in place are 
over 100 years old and in need of significant repair. That said, we 
believe that it will take hundreds of billions of dollars to renovate 
existing pipelines over the next few decades. To make matters 
worse, the costs of staying in compliance with regulatory laws are 
growing even more difficult, due to fears af temrist activities 
against the country's drinking supplies. Although the Safe Drinking 
Water Act JSDWA) of 1974 remains the authority for the safety and 
purity of drinking water, recent amendments are making compliance 
even more demanding. In 1996, an amendment authorized the 

' Value Line Investment Survey, October 29.2004. 



Environmentat Protection Agency (EPA) to step up iocal comptiance 
levels. And, governing law-makers now insist that the EPA work 
with locat and state governments to test for impurities in drinking 
water and to regulate the levels of contaminants that are 
acceptable. 

6 In addition, because the water industry is much more capital-intensive than the 

7 electric, natural gas or telephone industries, the investment required to produce a 

8 dollar of revenue is greater. And, because investor-owned water utilities typically 

9 do no4 receive federal, funds for infrastructure replacement, the challenge to 

10 investor-owned water utilities is exacerbated and their access to financing is 

11 restricted, thus increasing risk. 

12 The water utility industry also experiences lower relative depreciation 

13 rates. Lower depreciati.on rates, as one of the principal sources of internal cash 

14 flows for all utilities, mean that water uti!ity depreciation as a source of intemally- 

15 generated cash is far less than for electric, natural gas or telephone utilities. 

Water utilities' assets have longer lives and, hence, longer capital recovery 

17 periods. As such, water utilities face greater risk due to inflation which results in 

18 a higher replacement cost per dollar of net plant than for other types of utilities. 

19 in addition, as noted by s&P': 

Environmental regulations, which can be particularly stringent for 
water utilities, impact credit quality. Mandatory compliance with 
environmental legislation is often quite capital intensive. This is 
particularly so in the areas of wastewater discharge and drinking 
water quaLity. In most jurisdictions observed by Standard 8 Poor's, 
pressures from environmental standards is likely to increase. High 
compliance costs can impact a water utility's creditworthiness if their 
financing is up-front and their recovery is over a long period, 
potentially putting stress on the financial profile in the short term. 

A key rating consideration is the extent of the link between a water 
utility's legislated environmental standards and its rate-setting 
mechanism. Stringent environmental rules requiring expensive 

a -- 
Standard & Poor's, Cfitefia: lnhashudure Finance, Water and Wastewater Uti l i i ,  Projects and Concessions, September 1998, 
p. 47. 
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upgrade and compliance costs are not necessarily a negative rating 
factor, so long as the utility has a flexible and transparent process 
for passing the costs through to consumers, and these consumers 
are willing and able to bear these costs. Standard & Poor's 
considers whether the environmental and economic regulators are 
acting in isolation, or perhaps have different constituencies. 

~ o o d y ' s ~  afso notes that: 

We expect that the credit quality of the investor-owned U.S. water 
utilities will likely deteriorate over the next several years, due to 
ongoing large capital spending requirements in the industry. Larger 
capital expenditures facing the water utility industry result from the 
fol towing factors: 

Continued federal and state environmental compliance 
requirements; 
Higher capital investments for constructing modem water 
treatment and filtration facilities; 
Ongoing improvement of maturing distribution and delivery 
infrastructure; and 
Heightened security measures for emergency preparedness 
designed to prevent potential terrorist acts. 

Given the overwhelming importance of protecting the public health, 
the water utility industry remains regulated by the federal and state 
regulatory agencies. As a result of this importance, the level of 
state regulators' responsiveness is critical in enabling the water 
utilities to maintain their financial integrity. In addition, when 
utilities are permitted a fair rate of return and timely rate 
adjustments to reflect the costs of providing this essential service, 
they will be more able to implement the necessary safeguards to 
protect the public health. 

In addition, the water utility industry, as well as the electric and natural gas 

utility industries, faces the need for increased funds to finance the increasing 

security costs required to protect the water supply and infrastructure from 
i 

potential terrorist atiacks in the post-September 11, 2001 workl. I 
I 

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that their high degree of capital intensity I 

---- 
Moody's Investors Service, Cjlobal Credi€ Research "Credit Risks and lncreasina for U.S. Investor Owned Water Utilities", Special 
Comment, January 2004, p. 5. i 



coupled with the need for substantial infrastructure capital spending and 

increased anti-terrorism security spending, require regulatory support in the form 

of adequate and timely rate relief so water utilities will be abte to successfully 

meet the challenges they face. 

Q. ~ o e s ' ~ ~ u a  IL - Oak Run face additional extraordinary business risk? 

A. Yes. Aqua tL - Oak Run's smatter size, i.e., totat capital of $112.954 million at 

December 31, 2003 (see page 3 of Aqua Schedule 3.1) vis-his average total 

capital of $502.690 million in 2003 for the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water 

companies (see page 3 of Aqua Schedule 3.1), $865.130 million for the proxy 

group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and $6.719 billion for the 

proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance (see 

page 3 of Aqua Schedule 3.1) indicates greater relative business risk because all 

else equal, size has a bearing on risk. 

Q. Please explain why size has a bearing on business risk. 

A. Smaller companies are less capable of coping with significant events which affect 

sales, revenues and earnings. 

The loss of revenues from a few larger customers, for example, would 

have a greater effect on a small company than on a much larger company with a 

larger customer base. Because Aqua It - Oak Run is the regulated utility to 

whose rate base the Illinois Commerce Commission's (ICC or the Commission} 

ultimately allowed overall cost of capital and fair rate of return will be applied, the 
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relevant risk reflected in the cost of capital must be that of Aqua IL - Oak Run, 

including the impact of its small size on common equity wst rate. Size is an 

important factor which affects common equity cost rate, and Aqua IL - Oak Run, 

as represented by Aqua IL, is significantly smaller than the average company in 

the proxy group based upon total investor-provided capital as shown below 

2003 Times Times 
Total Greater than Market Greater than 

Capital The Comvany Capitalization(1) the Company 
($ millions) ($ Millions) 

Proxy Group of Six 
C.A. Turner 
Water Companies $502.690 4 . 5 ~  $605.425 4 . 4 ~  

Proxy Group of Three 
Value Line (Std. Ed.) 
Water Companies 865.130 7.7~ 1,054.633 8.0~ 

Proxy Gmup of Fineen 
Utilities Selected on the 
Basis of Least Relative 
Distance 6,719.260 59.5~ 5,517.271 49.9~ 

Aqua IL 1 12.954 136.749 (2) 
132.125 (3) 
1 1 0.465 (4) 

(1) From Aqua Schedule 3.1, page 3. 
(2) Based upon the average market-to-book ratio of the proxy group of six C.A. Tumer 

water companies. 
(3) Based upon the average market-to-book ratio of the proxy group of three Value Line 

(Std. Ed.) water companies. 
(4) Based upon the average market-to-book ratio of the proxy group of fif€een utilities 

selected on the basis of least relative distance. 

I have also done a study of the market capitalization of the proxy groups of 

six C.A. Turner water companies, three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, 

and fifteen utilities. The resuits are shown on page 5 of Aqua Schedule 3.1 

which summarizes the market capitalizations as of December 7,2004. 

Aqua Il's common stock is not publicly traded. Consequently, I have 

assumed that if it were publicly traded, its consolidated common shares would be 

selling at the same market-to-book ratio as the average market-to-book ratio for 

the proxy group, or 233.6% (six water companies), 225.7% (three wafer 
11 



companies), and 188.7% (fifteen utilities) at December 7, 2004. Hence, Aqua IL's 

market capitalization is estimated at $1 36.7k million, $132.125, and $1 10.465 

based upon the average rnarket-to-book ratios of each proxy group, respective/y, 

as of December 7, 2004. In contrast, the market capitalization of the average 

C.A. Turner water company was $605.425 million on December 7, 2004, or 4.4 

times larger than Aqua IL's estimated market capitalization. In addition, the 

market capitalization of the average Value Line (Std. Ed.) water company was 

$1.055 billion and of the average utility company selected on the basis of least 

relative distance, $5.517 billion at December 7, 2004, or 8.0 and 49.9 times 

larger than Aqua IL, respectively. It is conventional wisdom, supported by actual 

returns over time, and a general premise contained in basic finance textbooks, 

that smaller companies tend to be more risky causing investors to expect greater 

returns as compensation for that risk. 

Q. Does the financiai literature affirm a relationship between size and common 

equity cost rate? 

A. Yes. E3righam7 statesn 

A number of researchers have observed that portfolios of small-firms 
have earned consistently higher average returns than those of large- 
firms stocks; this is called "small-firm effect." On the surface, it would 
seem to be advantageous to the small firms to provide average returns in 
a stock market that are higher than those of larger firms. In reality, it is 
bad news for the small firm; what the small-fim) effect means is that the 
capital markef demands higher returns on stocks of smaN firms fhan on 
otherwise similar stocks of the large firms. (italics added) 

-- ---- ' Eugene F. Brigham, Fundamentals of Financial Management. Fifth Edition. The Dryden Press, 19B9, p. 623. 
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V. FINANCIAL RISK 

Q. Please define financial risk and explain why it is important to the determination of 

a fair rate of return? 

A. Financial risk is the additional risk created by the introduction of senior capital, 

i.e., debt and preferred stock, into the capital structure. In other words, the 

higher the proportion of senior capital in the capital structure, the higher the 

financial risk 

Utilities formerly were considered to have much less business risk vis-a- 

vis unregulated enterprises, and, as a result, a larger percentage of debt capital 

was acceptable to investors. In June 2004, S&P revised its utility financial 

guidelines and assigned new business profile scores to U.S. utility and power 

companies to better reflect the relative business risk among companies in the 

sector. Sap's revised financial guidelines to the bond rating process for utilities 

can be found in Aqua Schedule 3.2, page 14, while pages 1 through 9 describe 

the utility bond rating process. As shown on page 14, S&P1s revised financial 

guidelines for utilities establishes financial target ratios for ten levels of business 

position/profile with "I" being considered lowest risk and "10" being highest risk. 

As shown on Aqua Schedule 3.14, page 2, the average S&P bond rating 

(issue credit rating) and business profile of the six C.A Turner water companies 

is A+ and "2.6", which rounds to "3", A+/A and "2.7" (rounded to "T), for the three 

Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and A and "3.5" for the fifteen utilities 

selected on the basis of least relative distance. 

Q. How can one measure the combined business and financial risks, i.e., investment 

risk of an enterprise? 



A Similar bond ratingslissue credit ratings reflect similar combined business and 

financiai risks, i.e., total risk. Although the specific business or financial risks 

may differ between companies, the same bond rating indicates that the combined 

risks are similar as the bond rating process reflects acknowledgment of all 

diversifiable business and financial risks. For example, S&P expressly states 

that the bond rating process encompasses a qualitative analysis of business and 

financial risks (see pages 3 through 9 of Aqua Schedule 3.2). There is no perfect 

single proxy, such as bond rating or common stock ranking, by which one can 

differentiate common equity risk between companies. However, the bond rating 

provides a useful means to cornpareldifferentiate common equity risk between 

companies because it is the result of a thorough and comprehensive analysis of 

all diversifiable business and financiai risks, i.e., investment risk. 

Aqua IL's debt has been assigned the bond I issue credit rating equivalent 

14 of an NAlC (National Association of Insurance Commissioners) Rating of 2 by 

15 NatCity Investments, lnc., the investment banker which privately places Aqua IL's 

16 debt with insurance companies. According to the NAIC~: 

NAIC 2 is assigned to obligations of high quality. Credit risk is tow but 
may increase in the intermediate future and the issuer's credit profile 
is reasonably stable. This means that for the present, the obligation's 
protective elements suggest a high likelihood that interest, principal or 
both wilt be paid in accordance with the contractual agreement, but 
there are suggestions that an adverse change in circumstances or 
economic, financial or business conditions will affect the degree of 
protection and lead to a weakened capacity to pay. An NAIC 2 
obligation should be eligible for relativety favorable treatment under 
the NAlC Financial Conditions Framework. 

B National Association of Insurance Commissioners, ~UJ'PLXS and Procedures Manual d the NAIC Seci~rib'es Valuati~n O f f i ,  

e December 31,2003 Update, Part Three: Definitions of NAIC Designation Categories, Valuation Indicators and Administrative 
Symbols, p. I. 



The NAlC also compares its ratings to those of "Nationally Recognized 

Statistical Rating Organizations", such as Moody's and S&P. Thus, according to 

3 the NAIC, an NAIC 2 rating is equivalent to Moody's Baal, Baa2, and Baa3 and 

4 S&P1s BBB+, BBB, and BBB- bond ratings9 Hence, Aqua Il's credit risk is 

5 greater than that of either proxy group whose average Moody's and S&P bond I 

6 issue credit ratings are A2 and A+, for the six water companies, A2 and A+lA, for 

7 the three water companies, respectively, and A3 and A, for the fifteen utilities, 

8 respectively. 

9 VI. AQUA IL - OAK RUN DIVISION 

I 0  Q. Have you reviewed financial data for Aqua IL - Oak Run? 

I I 

a:: A Yes. Aqua IL - Oak Run provides water service to approximately 2,600 retail 

customers in Knox County. Oak Run is a division of Aqua IL which is a 

14 subsidiary of Consumers Water Company. Thus, the Company's common stock 

15 is not publicly traded. 

16 Vll. PROXY GROUPS 

17 Q. Please explain h ~ w  you chose the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water 

18 companies. 

19 

20 A. The basis of selection for the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water companies 

21 were those companies that meet the following criteria: I )  they are included in the 

22 Water Company Group of C.A Turner Public Utility Reports (December 2004); 2) 

23 they have Value Line or Thomson FNIFirst Call Consensus; and 3) they have 

24 more than 70% of their 2003 operating revenues derived from water operations. 

I& Appendbc A, Section 4, "List of Nationally Recognized Slatistical Rating Organ'mtions and the Rating Equtvalent of Their 
Systems to NAlC Designations", pp. A-13 and A-14. 



Six companies met all of these criteria. 

Q. Please describe Aqua Schedule 3.4. 

A. Aqua Schedule 3.4 contains comparative capitalization and financial statistics for 

the six C.A. Turner water companies for the years 1999 through 2003. The 

schedule consists of three pages. Page I contains a summary of the comparative 

data for the years 1999-2003. Page 2 contains notes relevant to page I, as well as 

the basis of selection and names of the individual companies in the proxy group. 

Page 3 contains the capital structure ratios based upon total capital (including 

short-term debt) by company and on average for the years 1999-2003. 

During the five-year period ending 2003, the achieved average earnings rate 

on book common equity for this group ranged between 8.97% in 2003, and 10.82% 

in 1999, and averaged 10.16%. The five-year average marketlbook ratio ending 

2003 was 21 2.98%. The five-year ending 2003 average common equity ratio 

based upon total investor-provided capital was 43.09%, while the five-year average 

dividend payout ratio was 80.1 7%. 

Coverage of interest charges, excluding all AFUDC from funds from 

operations for the years 3999-2003 ranged between 3.1 0 and 3.38 times and 

averaged 3.26 times during the five-year period, while funds from operations 

relative to total debt ranged from 13.57% in 2003 to 15.57% in 1999 and averaged 

14.36% for the five-year period. 

Q. Please explain how you chose the proxy group of three Value Line water 

companies. 

A. The basis of selection for the proxy group of three Value Line (Standard Edison) 
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water companies was to include those companies which are part of Value Line's 

(Standard Edition) Water Utility Industry Group. 

Q. Please describe Aqua Schedule 3.5. 

A. Schedule 3.5 contains comparative capitalization and financial statistics for the 

three Value Line (Standard Edition) water companies for the years 1999 through 

2003. The schedule consists of three pages. Page 1 contains a summary of the 

comparative data for the years 1999-2003. Page 2 contains notes relevant to page 

1, as well as the basis of selection and names of the individual companies in the 

proxy group. Page 3 contains the capital structure ratios based upon total capital 

(including short-term debt) by company and on average for the years 1999-2003. 

During the five-year period ending 2003, the achieved average earnings rate 

on book common equity for this group ranged between 8.86% in 2003, and 11 -28% 

in 1999, and averaged 10.60%. The five-year average marketibook ratio ending 

2003 was 219.34%. The five-year ending 2003 average common equity ratio 

based upon total investor-provided capital was 43.01 %, while the five-year average 

dividend payout ratio was 75.16%. 

Coverage of interest charges, excluding all AFUDC from funds from 

operations for the years 1999-2003 ranged between 3.40 and 3.63 times and 

averaged 3.54 times during the five-year period, while funds from operations 

relative to total debt ranged from 14.60% to 18.17% and averaged 15.89% during 

the five-year period. 

Q. Piease explain how you chose the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the 

basis of least relative distance. 



A Investment risk is the sum of business and financial risks. I chose to examine eight 

operating I financial ratios that i believe provide comprehensive insight into the 

business and financial risks of utilities, including water companies. I based my 

analyses upon the average results for the years 2001, 2002, and 2003. As the 

benchmark I utilized, for Aqua IL, the three-year average for each of eight ratios 

which are described as follows: I )  pretax interest coverage; 2) common equity ratio; 

3) fixed asset turnover, 4) the percentage of allowarice for funds used during 

construction (AFUDC) to net income; 5) cash flow as a percentage of permanent 

capitalization; 6) the ratio of net cash flow to expenditures; 7) interest coverage 

based on funds flow; and 8) operating earnings stability. 

I employed Aqua Il's ratios as described above in order to select 

companies comparable in risk to Aqua IL. I began with all electric, gas, 

combination electric and gas and water utilities for which data are available for the 

entire time period in the Standard & Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC 

Plus/Research Insight Database. I calculated the three-year average ratios for 99 

electric, gas, combination electric and gas and water utilities and rank-ordered them 

in terms of the least relative distance to Aqua IL. The sum of distance was obtained 

by calculating the squared distances between the eight operating / financial ratios 

of each firm and those of the Company, summing those squared distances, and 

then by calculating the square root of the summation. Fifteen utilities were selected 

as having the lowest sum of distance from Aqua IL. Consequently, these 

companies, based upon the eight operating / financial ratios, are the closest in risk 

to Aqua IL. Their financial profile is summarized in Aqua Schedule 3.6. 

Q. Please describe Aqua Schedule 3.6. 

A. Aqua Schedule 3.6 contains comparative capitalization and financial. statistics for 



the fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance for the years 1999 

through 2003. The schedule consists of six pages. Page 1 contains a summary of 

the comparative data for the years 1999-2Q03. Page 2 contains ndes relevant to 

page 1, as well as the basis of selection of the individual companies in the proxy 

group. Pages 3 and 4 contain the capital structure ratios based upon total capital 

(including short-term debt) by company and on average for the proxy group for the 

years 1999-2003. Page 5 contains the e ~ h t  ratios for Aqua IL and the fifteen 

utiiities which have the lowest sum of distance and thus are closest in risk to Aqua 

1L. Page 6 contains notes relevant to page 5. 

During the five-year period ending 2003, the achieved average earnings 

rate on book common equity for this group ranged between 10.02% in 2003 and 

1 1.75% in 1999, and averaged 11.08%. The five-year average market 1 book ratio 

ending 2003 was 179.08%. The five-yew average ending 2003 common equity 

ratio based on total investor-provided capital was 42.11%, while the five-year 

average dividend payout ratio was 71 45%. 

Coverage of interest charges, excluding all AFUDC from funds from 

operations for the years 1999-2003 ranged between 3.69 and 4.29 times and 

averaged 3.99 times during the five-year period, while funds from operations 

relative to total debt ranged from 16.03% to 20..85% .and .averaged 18.65% during 

the five-year period. 

VIII. COMMON E Q U I N  COST RATE MODELS 

A. The Efficient Market Hvwthesis (EMHI 

Q. Are the cost of common equity models you use market-based models, and hence 

based upon the EMH? 

A Yes. The DCF model is market-based in that market prices are utilized in 
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developing the dividend yield component of the model. The RPM is market-based 

in that the bond ratings and expected bond yields used in the application of the 

RPM reflect the market's assessment of risk In addition, the use of betas to 

determine the equity risk premium also reflects the market's assessment of risk as 

betas are derived from regression analyses of market prices. The GAPM is 

market-based for many of the same reasons that the RPM is market-based i.e., the 

use of expected bond (Treasury bond) yields and betas. The CEM is market- 

based in that the process of selecting the comparable risk non-utility companies is 

based upon statistics which result from regression analyses of market prices. 

Therefore, all the cost of common equity models I utilize are market-based models, 

and hence based upon the EMH. 

Q. Please describe the conceptual basis of the EMH. 

A. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (ENIH), which is the foundation of modem 

investment theory, was pioneered by Eugene F. famalo in 1970. An efficient 

market is one in which security prices reflect all relevant information all the time. 

This implies that prices adjust instantaneously to new information, thus reflecting 

the intrinsic fundamental economic value of a security." 

The essential components of the EMH are: 

A. Investors are rational and invest in assets providing the 
highest expected return given a particular level of risk. 

B. Current market prices reflect all publicly available 
information. 

C. Returns are independent i.e., today's market returns are 

'10 Farna, Eugene F., "Efficient Capital Markets. A A e W  of Theory and Empirical Was.  Journal of Finance, May 1970, pp. 383-417. 

' Morin, Roger A., ResuMorv Finance - Utilies' Cost of CaDhl. PuMc Utility Reports, Inc., Arlington, VA, 1994, pp. 136. 
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unrelated to yesterday's returns. 

D. Capital markets follow a random walk i-e., the probability 
distribution of expected returns approximates a normal 
distribution. 

7 Breaiey and Myers state:12 

When economists say that the security market is 'efficient', they are 
not talking about whether the filing is up to date or whether desktops 
are tidy. They mean that information is widely and cheaply available 
to investors and that all relevant and ascertainable information is 
already reflected in security prices. 

The three forms of the EMH are: 

A. The %ear form which asserts that all past market prices and data are 
fully reflected in securities prices i.e., technical analysis cannot enable an 
investor to "outperform the market". 

B. The "semistrong" form which asserts that all publicly available information 
is fully reflected in securities prices i.e., fundamental analysis cannot 
enable an investor to "outperform the market". 

C. The "strongn form which asserts that all information, both public and 
private, is fully reflected in securities prices i.e., even insider information 
cannot enable an investor to "outperform the market". 

29 The "semistrong" form of the EMH is generally held to be true because the 

30 use of insider information often enables investors to "outperform the market" and 

3 1 earn excessive returns. The generally-accepted "semistrong" form of the EMH 

32 means that all perceived risks are taken into account by investors in the prices the 

33 pay f o ~  securities. Investors are aware of all publicly-available information, 

34 including bond ratings, discussions about companies by bond rating agencies and 

35 investment analysts as well as the various cost of common equity methodologies 

36 (modek) discussed in the financial literature. In an attempt to emulate investor 

'' Brealey, RA. and Myers, S.C., Princioles of Cornrate Finance, McGraw-Hill Publications, Inc., 1996, pp. 323-324. a ---- 



1 behavior, this means that no single common equity cost rate model should be 

2 relied upon in determining a cost rate of common equity and that the results of 

3 multiple cost of common equity models should be taken into account. 

4 

5 Q. is there support in the academic literature for the need to rely upon more than one 

6 cost of common equity model in arriving at a recommended common equity cost 

7 rate? 

A. Yes. Fctr example, ~h i l i i ps '~  states: 

Since regulation establishes a level of authorized earnings which, in 
turn, implicitly influences dividends per share, estimation of the growth 
rate from such dafa is an inherently circular process. For these 
reasons, the DCF model "suggests a degree of precision which is in 
fact not present" and leaves "wide room for controversy and argument 
about the level of k". (italics added) (p. 396) 

Despite the difficulty of measuring relative risk, the comparable 
earnings standard is no harder to apply than is the market-determined 
standard. The DCF method, to illustrate, requires a subjective 
determination of the growth rate the market is contemplating. 
Moreover, as Leventha f has argued: 'Unless the uti1d-y is permitted to 
earn a refurn comparable to that available elsewhere on similar risk, it 
will not be able in the long run fo attract capital.' (italics added) (p. 
398) 

Also,   or in'^ states: 

Sole reliance on the DCF model ignores the capital market evidence 
and financial theory formalized in the CAPM and other risk premium 
methods. The DCF model is one of many tools to be employed in 
conjunction with other methods to estimate the cost of equity. It is nof 

'' Charles F. Phillips, Jr., 'The Reuulation of Public UtilitiiTheorv and Practice, 1993, PubUc Utility Reports, Inc., Arlington, VA, p. 
396,398. 

' Roger A. Morin, Reaulato~v Finance-Wes' Cosf of Ca~ifa(, 1994, Public Utilities Reports, Inc., Arlington, VA, pp. 231-232,239- 
240. 



a superior rnefhodology that supplanfs other financial theory and 
markef evidence. The broad usage of the DCF methodology in 
regulatory proceedings does not make it superior to other methods. 
(italics added) (Morin, pp. 231 -232) 

Each methodology requires the exercise of considerable judgment on 
the reasonableness of the assumptions underlying the methodology 
and on the reasonableness of the proxies used to validate a theory. 
The failure of the tradifional infinite gmwfh DCF model to account for 
changes in relative markef valuation, discussed above, is a vivid 
example of the potential shorfcomings of the DCF model when applied 
to a given company. It follows that more fhan one mefhodology 
should be employed in amving at a judgment on fhe cost of equity and 
that fhese methodologies should be applied across a series of 
comparable risk companies. ... Financial iiferature supporfs the use of 
mulfiple methods. (italics added) (Morin, p. 239) 

Professor Eugene Brigham, a widely respected scholar and finance 
academician asserted: 

In practical work, it is often best fo use all fhree mefhods -CAPM, bond 
yield plus risk premium, and DCF - and then apply judgement when 
the methods produce different resutts. People experienced in 
estimating capital costs recognize that both careful analysis and very 
fine judgements are required. It woutd be nice to pretend that these 
judgements are unnecessary and to specify an easy, precise way of 
determining the exact cost of equity capital. Unfortunately, this is not 
possible. (italics added) (Morin, pp. 239-240) 

Another prominent finance scholar, Professor Stewart Myers, in his best- 
selling corporate finance textbook stated: 

The constant growth formula and the capital asset pricing model are 
fwo different ways of geffing a handle on the same problem. (italics 
added) (Morin, p. 240) 

In an earlier article, Professor Myers explained the point more fully: 

Use more than one model when you can. Because estimating the 
opportunity cost of capital is difficult, only a fool throws away useful 
information. That means you should not use any one model or 
measure mechanically and exclusiveiy. Beta is helpful as one tool in 
a kit, to be used in parallel with DCF models or other techniques for 
interpreting capital market data. (Morin, p. 240) 



In view of the foregoing, it is clear that investors are aware of ail of the models 

available for use in determining a common equity cost rate. The EMH requires the 

assumption that, collectively, investors use them all. 

B. Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) 

1. Theoretical Basis 

Q. What is the theoretical basis of the DCF model? 

A. The theory of the DCF model is that the present value of an expected future stream 

of net cash flows during the investment holding period can be determined by 

discounting the cash flows at the cost of capital, or the capitalization rate. DCF 

theory suggests that an investor buys a stock for an expected total return rate 

which is expected to be derived from cash flows received in the form of dividends 

plus appreciation in market price (the expected growth rate). Thus, the dividend 

yield on market price pjus a growth rate equals the capitalization rate, i.e., the total 

retum rate expected by investors. 

Q. Please comment on the applicability of the DCF model in establishing a cost of 

common equity for Aqua It - Oak Run. 

A The extent to which the DCF is relied upon should depend upon the extent to which 

the cost rate results differ from those resulting from the use of other cost of 

common equity models because the DCF model has a tendency to mis-specify 

investors' required retum rate when the market value of common stock differs 

significantly from its book value. Market values and book values of common stocks 

are seldom at unity. The market-based DCF model will result in a total annual 

dollar return on book common equity equal to the total annual dollar return 



expected by investors only when market and book values are equal, a rare and 

unlikely situation. In recent years, the market values of utilities' common stocks 

have been weil in excess of their book values as shown on page A of Aqua 

Schedule 3.4 ranging between 191.35% and 221.41 % for the proxy group of six 

C.A. Turner water companies, between 206.93% and 225.26% for the proxy group 

of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies as shown on page I of Aqua 

Schedule 3.5, and between 170.39% and 187.01 % for the proxy group of fifteen 

utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance as shown on page 1 of Aqua 

Schedule 3.6. 

Mathematically, the DCF model understates/overstates investors' required 

return rate when market value exceedsfis less than book value because, in many 

instances, market prices reflect investors' assessments of long-range market price 

growth potentials (consistent with the infinite investment horizon implicit in the 

standard regulatory version of the DCF model) not fully reflected in analysts' 

shorter range forecasts of l tu re  growth for earnings per share (EPS) and 

dividends per share (DPS) accounting proxies. This indicates the need to better 

match market prices with investors' longer range growth expectations embedded in 

those prices. However, the understatementloverstatement of investors' required 

return rate associated with the application of the market price-based DCF model to 

the book value of common equity clearly illustrates why reliance upon a single 

common equity cost rate model should be avoided. 

2. Applicability of a Market-Based Common Equity 
Cost Rate to a Book Value Rate Base 

Q. Is it reasonable to expect the market values of utilities' common stocks to 

continue to sell well above their book values? 



A. Yes. I believe that the common stocks of utilities will continue to sell 

2 substantially above their book values, because many investors, especially 

individuals who traditionally committed Jess capital to the equity markets, will 

likely continue to commit a greater percentage of their available capital to 

common stocks in view of lower interest rate alternative investment opportunities 

and to provide for retirement. The recent past and current capital market 

environment is in stark contrast to the late 1970's and early 1980's when very 

high (by historical standards) yields on secured debt instruments in public utilities 

were available. 

The significant recent increases in market-to-book ratios have been 

influenced by factors other than fundamentals such as actual and reported 

growth in earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS). For 

example, David Wessel in the Walt Street Journal states:'= 

So if the fundamentals aren't driving stock prices, then what 
is? It's that hard-to-quantify investor appetite for buying 
stocks. The market has been strong because lots of people 
want to hold stocks. It will continue to be strong as long as 
they continue to be willing to pay more for stocks than they 
used to. 

Psychoanalyzing investors is a favorite pastime, from Wall 
Street saloons to American livingrooms. Perhaps baby 
boomers, intent on saving for retirement and their children's 
college tuition, see stocks as the only smart alternative. 
Perhaps Generation-Xers fear Social Security will vanish before 
they retire, and are bulking up on stocks. Perhaps mutual-fund 
marketing has diverted billions of dollars that once would have 
ended up in low-interest bank accounts. Perhaps the internet 
age has dispefled the mystique of the stock market; everyone 
can do it. 

' 5  *If This is a Bubble, It Sure is Hard to Pop,' Wall Street Journal, March 34 1999, pp. A1 and A6. 



Traditional rate basehate of return regulation, where a market-based 

m m o n  equity cost rate is applied to a book value rate base, presumes that 

market-to-book ratios are one. However, there is ample empirical evidence over 

sustained periods which demonstrate that this is an incorrect presumption. 

Market-to-book ratios of one are rarely the case as there are many factors 

affecting the market price of common stocks, in addition to earnings. Moreover, 

allowed ROES have a limited effect on utilities' marketlbook ratios as market 

prices of common stocks are influenced by a number of other factors beyond the 

direct influence of the regulatory process. 

For example, ~hillips'%tates: 

Many question the assumption that market price should equal book 
value, believing that 'the earnings of utilities should be sufficiently 
high to achieve market-to-book ratios which are consistent with 
those prevailing for stocks of unregulated companies.' 

In addition,   on bright" states: 

In the first place, commissions cannot forecast, except within wide 
limits, the effect their rate orders will have on the market prices of 
the stocks of the companies they regulate. In the second place, 
whafever fhe initial market prices may be, they are sure fo change 
not only wifh the changing prospecs for earnings, but with fhe 
changing ouflook of an inherently volatile sfock market. In short, 
market prices are beyond the control, though not beyond the 
influence of rate regulation. Moreover, even if a commission did 
possess the power of control, any attempt to exercise it ... would 
result in harmful, uneconomic shifts in public utility rate levels. 
(italics added) 

In view of the foregoing, a mismatch results in the appfication of the DCF 

model as market prices refled long range expectations of growth in market prices 

James C. Bonbright, Albert L. Danielsen and David R. Kamerschen, Principles of Public Utilii Rates, 1988, PubEc Utilities 
Repmts, h, A!ngton, Vfl, p 334. 



(consistent with the presumed infinite investment horizon of the standard D%F 

model), white the short range forecasts of growth in accounting proxies, i.e., EPS 

and DPS, do not reflect the full measure of growth (market price appreciation] 

expected in per share market value. 

Q. Please explain why a DCFderived common equity cost rate mis-specifies 

investws' expected common equity cost rate when the marketibook ratio is 

greater or less than unity (1 00%). 

A. Under the DCF model, the rate of return investors require is related to the price 

paid for a stock is., market price js the basis upon which they formulate the 

required rate of return. A regulated utility is limited to earning on its net book 

value (depreciated original cost) r8te base. As discussed p~euiously, market 

values differ from book values for many reasons unrelated to earnings. Thus, 

when market values differ significantly from book values, a market-based DCF I 
cost rate applied to the book value of common equity will not accurately reflect 1 

I 

investors' expected common equity cost Fate. it will eithe~ overstate or I 

understate investors' expected common equity cost rate (without regard to any 
I 
I 
i 

adjustment for Wtation costs whi~h may, at ttmes, be appropriate an an ad hoc 
I 

basis) depending upon whether market value is less than or greater than book 1 

vahe. 

Aqua Schedule 3.7 demonstrates how a market-based DCF cost rate 

applied to a h k  value which is  either below or above market value will either 

understate or overstate investors' expectations because these expectations are 1 
based on a required F ~ ~ U F R  OR market value. As shown, there is no realistic I 

i 

opportunity to earn the market-based rate of return on book value. Note that in , 



Column 1, investors expect a 20.00% return on a market price of $24.00. 

Moreover, as shown in Column 2, when the 10.00% return rate on market value 

is applied to book value which is approximafely 55.5% of market value, the total 

annual return opportunity is just $1.333 on book value. With an annual dividend 

of $0.960, there is an opportunity for growth of $a373 which translates to just 

1.55% in contrast to the 6.00% growth in market price expected by investors. 

There is no way to possibly achieve the expected growth of $1.440 or 6.QO% 

absent a huge cut in the annual dividend, an unreasonable expectation which 

would result in an extremely adverse reaction by investors because it would be a 

sign of extreme financial distress. 

Conversely, in Column 3, where the market-to-book ratio is 80%, when 

the 10.00% return rate on market value is applied to a book value which is 

approximately 25.0% greater than market value, the total annual return 

opportunity is $3.000 on book value with an annual dividend of $0.960, there is 

an opportunity for growth of $2.040 which translates to 8.50% in contrast to the 

6.00% growth in market price expected by investors. 

In view of the foregoing, it is clear that the DCF model either understates 

or overstates investors' required cost of common equity capital when market 

values exceed or are less than their underlying book values and thus multiple 

cost of common equity models should be relied upon when estimating investors' 

expectations. 

Q. Have any commissions explicitly stated that the DCF model should not be relied 

upon exclusively? 

A. Yes. As stated previously, the majority of regulatory commissions rely upon a 

combination of the various cost of common equity models available. 



Specifically, the lowa Utilities Board (IUB) has recognized the tendency of 

the DCF model to understate investors1 expected cost of common equity capital 

when market values are significantly above their book values. In its June 17, 

1994 Final Decision and Order in Re U.S. West Communications. Docket No. 

RPU-93-9 the IUB stated:l8 

While the Board has relied in the past on the DCF model, in lowa 
Electric Light and Power Company, Docket No. RPU-89-9, "Final 
Decision and Order" (October 15, 1990), the Board stated: 'mhe 
DCF model may understate the return on equity in some 
circumstances. This is particularly true when the market is 
relatively volatile and the company in question has a market-to- 
book ratio in excess of one." Those conditions exist in this case 
and the Board will not rely on the DCF return. (Consumer 
Advocate Ex. 367, See Tr. 2208, 2250, 2277, 2283-2284). The 
DCF approach underesfimafes the cosf of equity needed to 
assure capifal atfraction during fhis time of markef uncertainty and 
voiafilify. The board will, therefore, give preference to the risk 
premium approach. (italics added) 

21 Similarly, in 1994, the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (IURC), for 

22 example, recognized the tendency of the DCF model to understate the cost of 

23 equity when market value exceeds book va~ue'~: 

In determining a common equity cost rate, we must again 
recognize the tendency of the traditional DCF model, . . . to 
understate the cost of common equity. As the Commission stated 
in Indiana-Mich. Power Co. (BPU 8/24/90), Cause No. 38728, 116 
FUR 4th I, 17-1 8, "the unadjusted DCF result is almost always 
well below what any informed financial analyst would regard as 
defensible, and therefore, requires an upward adjusfmenf based 
largely on the experf wifness's judgement" (italics added) 

--- ---- 

a '' Re: U.S. W& Communications. Inc.. Docket No. RPU-93-S, 152 PUR4th at 459. 

'' Re: Indiana-American Water Comaanv. Inc.. Cause No. 39595,150 PUR4th at 167-1 68. 



[ulnder the traditionat DCF model . . . €he appropriate earnings 
level of the utility would not be derived by applying the DCF result 
to the market price of the Company's stock. . . it would be applied 
to the utility's net original cost rate base. If the market price of the 
stock exceeds its book value, . . . the invesfor will nof achieve the 
return which the model finds is necessary. (italics added) 

Also, the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission (HPUC) recognized this 

phenomenon in a decision dated June 30, 1 9 9 ~ ' ~  in a case regarding Hawaiian 

Electric Company, inc., when it stated: 

In this docket, as in other rate proceedings, experts disagree on 
the relative merits of the various methods of determining the cost 
of common equity. In this docket, HECO is particularly critical of 
the use of the constant growth DCF methodology. It asserts that 
method is imbued with downward bias and, thus, its use will 
understate common equity cost. We are cognizanf of the 
shorfcomings of the DCF mefhod, There are, however, 
shortcomings to be found with the use of CAPM and the RP 
methods as well. We reiterate that, despite the problems with the 
use of any methodology, all methods should be considered and 
fhaf the DCF mefhod and the combined CAPM and RP mefhods 
should be given equal weight. (italics added) 

More recently, the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, (PaPUC) in 

its January 16, 2004 Opinion and Order in Docket Nos. R-00038304 .(PAW,C) 

and COO01 through COO171 re: Pennsylvania-American Water Company 

(PAWC) stated: 

As we determined in PAWC's prior base rate base, at Docket No. R- 
00016339 (Order entered January 25, 2002), a 60 basis point 
adjustment to the market based common equity cost rate will 
compensate PAWC for the aforementioned application of a market 
based common equity cost rate to a book value common equity ratio. 

PAWC indicates that a preliminary DCF calculation, which is 
computed using the market price of PAWC's common stock, should 

20 Re: Hawaiian Elecbic Commnv, Inc.. Docket No. 6998, 134 PUR4th at 479. 
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be adjusted to reconcile the divergence between market and book 
values. 

We agree that a financial risk adjustment is proper. Accordingly, we 
find that, in order to place the computed DCF result on a consistent 
basis with the greater financial risk, inherent in PAWC's book value- 
derived capital structure ratios, a 60 basis point finariciaf risk 
adjustment above our 10 percent representative DCF common equity 
cost rate recommendation is warranted. 

Q. Do other cost of common equity models contain unrealistic assumptions and 

have shortcomings? 

A. Yes. That is why I am not recommending that any of the models be relied upon 

exclusively. I have focused on the shortcomings of the DCF model because 

some regulatory commissions still piace excessive or exclusive reliance upon it.. 

Although the DCF model is useful, it is not a superior methodology that supplants 

financial theory and market evidence based upon other valid cost of common 

equity models. For these reasons, no model, inctuding the DCF, should be relied 

upon exclusively. 

3. A~plication of the Sinale-Stage DCF Model 

a. Dividend Yield 

Q. Please describe the dividend yield you used in your application of the DCF 

model. 

A. The unadjusted dividend yields are based upon an average of a recent spot date 

(December 7,2004) as well as an average of the three months ended November 

30, 2004, respectively, which are shown on Aqua Schedule 3.7 1. The average 

unadjusted yield is 3.2% for the six C.A. Turner water companies, 3.2% for the 



three Vatue Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and 3.7% for the fifteen utilities 

selected on the basis of least relative distance. 

b. Discrete Adjustment of Dividend Yield 

Q, Please explain the dividend growth component shown on Aqua Schedule 3.9, 

pages 1 and 2, Column 2. 

A Because dividends are paid quarterly, or periodically, as opposed to continuously 

(daily), an adjustment to the dividend yield must be made. This is often referred 

to as the discrete, or the Gordon Periodic, version of the DCF model. 

Since the various companies in the proxy group increase their quarterly 

dividend at various times during the year, a reasonable assumption is to reflect 

one-half the annual dividend growth rate in the Di expression, or Dl/*. This is a 

conservative approach which does not overstate the dividend yield which should 

be representative of the next twelve-month period. Therefore, the actual average 

dividend yields in Column 1 on pages 1 and 2 of Aqua Schedule 3.9 have been 

adjusted upward to reflect one-half the growth rates shown in Column 4. 

c. Selection of Growth Rates for Use in the Single-Stage DCF Model 

Q. Please explain the basis of the growth rates of the proxy group of six C.A Turner 

water companies, the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies, and the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least 

reiative distance which you use in your application of the OCf model. 

A. Aqua Schedule 3.12 indicates that 79.4% of the common shares of the proxy 

group of six C.A. Turner water companies, 70.0% of the common shares of the 

proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and 53.4% of the 



common shares of the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected based on least 

relative distance are held by individuals as opposed to institutional investors. 

individual investors are particularly likely to place great significance on the 

opinions expressed by financial information services, such as Value Line and 

Thomson FNIFirst Call, which are easily accessible andlor available on the 

Internet. 

Forecasts by analysts, including Value Urn, are typically limited to five 

years. In my opinion, I believe that investors in water utilities would have little 

interest in historical growth rates beyond the most recent five years because an 

historical five-year period balances the five-year period for projected growth 

rates. Consequently, the use of five-year historical and five-year projected 

growth rates in earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS) as well 

as the sum of internal and external growth in per share value (BR t- SV) is 

appropriate to consider in the determination of a growth rate for use in this 

application of the DCF model. In addition, investors realize that analysts have 

significant insight into the dynamics of the industries and they analyze individual 

companies as well as companies' abilities to effectively manage the effects of 

changing laws and regulations. Consequently, I have reviewed analysts' 

projected growth in EPS, as well as historical and projected five-year compound 

growth rates in EPS, DPS and (BR + SV) for each company in each proxy group. 

The historical growth rates are from Value Line or calculated in a manner similar 

to Value Line, while the projected growth rates in earnings are from Value Line 

and Thomson FNIFirst Call forecasts. Thornson FNIFirst Call growth rate 

estimates are not available for DPS and internal growth, and they do not include 

the Value Line projections. 

In addition to evaluating EPS and DPS growth rates, it is reasonable to 

assume that investors also assess (BR + SV). The concept is based on well 



documented financial theory that future dividend growth is a function of the 

portion of the overall return to investors which is reinvested in the firm plus the 

sales of new common stock. Consequently, the growth component as proxied by 

internal and external growth is defined as follows: 

g=BR+SV 

Where: 

B =the fraction of earnings retained by the firm, 
i.e., retention ratio 

R =the return on common equity 

S =the growth in common shares outstanding 

V =the premiurn/discount of a company's stock price 
relative to its book value, i.e., one minus the 
complement of the marketlbook ratio. 

Consistent with the use of five-year histo~ical and five-year projected 

growth rates in EPS and DPS, I have derived five-year historical and five-year 

projected {BR + SV) growth. Projected EPS growth rate averages are shown in 

Column 4 on page 2, while historical and projected growth in DPS, EPS, and BR 

+ SV is shown in Column 4, page I of Aqua Schedule 3.9. The bases of these 

growth rates are summarized for the companies in each proxy group on page I, 

Aqua Schedule 3.13. Supporting growth rate data are detailed on pages 2 

through 9 of Aqua Schedule 3.13, while pages 10 through 25 contain all of the 

most current Value Line Investment Survey data for the companies in all three 

proxy groups. 

d, Conclusion of Single-Stage Cost Rates 

Q. Please summarize the single-stage growth DCF model results. 

A. As shown on Aqua ,Schedule 3.9, the results of the applications of the single- 
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stage DCF model are 10.5% for the proxy group of six C.A Turner water 

companies, 10.9% for the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies, and 10.7% for the proxy group of fifteen utilities. In arriving at 

conclusions of indicated common equity cost rates for the two proxy groups, I 

included only those single-stage DCF results which are greater than 200 basis 

points above the average prospective yield on Moody's A rated public utility 

bonds of 6.6%' or 8.6%, based upon Blue Chip Financial Forecasts' December I ,  

2004 consensus forecast of about 50 economists of the expected yield on Aaa 

rated corporate bonds as discussed subsequently and derived in Note 3 on page 

6 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. It is necessary to adjust the average Aaa rated 

corporate bond yield to be equivalent to a Moody's A2 rated public utility bond. 

As detailed in Note 2 on page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14, an adjustment to the 

average prospective yield on Aaa rated corporate bonds of 0.5% was required. 

Thus, the average prospective yield on Moody's A rated public utility bonds is 

6.6%. 

Based upon a review of recent authorized returns on common equity 

(ROE) in Illinois vis-8-vis concur~ent estimates of the forecasted average yield on 

A rated public utility bonds, I determined that the equity risk premium implicit in 

recent ICC authorized ROES k between 300 and 450 basis points. In addition, 

the ICC's authorized common equity cost rate for Aqua IL in Docket No. 04-0403 

of 10.16% entered Ap~ii  16, 2004 was 356 basis points above the then 

prospective yield on A rated public utility bonds of 6.6%. In accordance with the 

EMH, investors are aware of these implicit equity risk premia and, in my opinion, 

would not consider returns providing an equity risk premium of only 200 basis 

points either reasonable or credible. Therefore, it is reasonable, if not 

conservative, to eliminate any single-stage DCF results which are no more than 

200 basis points above the current prospective average yield on A rated public 



utitity bonds of 6.6%. 

4. Application of the Quarterly Version of the DCF Model 

Q. Please describe the quarterly version of the DCF model which you use to 

caiculate the indicated common equity cost rates. 

A The traditional, or annual, single-stage, DCF model is based upon the 

assumption that dividends are paid annually. Virtually every utility pays 

dividends on a quarterly basis. The quarterly DCF model takes into account the 

reality of quarterly payments of dividends to investors. As Morin states2' (Aqua 

Schedule 3.10, page 5): 

By analogy, a bank rate on deposits that does not take into 
consideration the timing of the interest payments understates the 
true yield if the customer receives the interest payments more 
than one a year. The actual yield will exceed the stated nominal 
rate. 

The form of the model employed is shown in detail in Equation (7-2) 

shown on Aqua Schedule 3.10, page 5, an excerpt from Marin's text, Reaulat~w 

Finance: Utilities' Cost of Capital. 

a. Selection of Market Prices for Use in the 
Quarterly Version of the DCF Model 

Q. What periods of time have you used for market prices in order to employ the 

quarterly DCF model? 

A. As indicated in Aqua Schedule 3.10, 1 employed the recent spot market prices as 

of December 7, 2004 as well as average market prices for the three months i 
I 
I 



ended November 30, 2004 consistent with my application of the single-stage 

DCF model previously discussed. 

b. Selection of Growth Rates for Use in the 
Quarterly Version of the DCF Model 

Q. What growth rates did you use in your application of the quarterly version of the 

DCF model? 

A. i utilized growth rates for each company based upon historical and projected 

growth in DPS, EPS, and BR+SV as well as based upon average projected 

growth in EPS calcuiated in a manner identical to the average growth rates for 

each proxy group previously discussed in this testimony. 

c. Conclusion of Quarterly Version DCF Cost Rates 

Q. Please summarize the quarterly DCF model results. 

A. As shown on Aqua Schedule 3.10, pages 1 and 2, the resuits of the application 

of the quarterly version of the DCF model are 10.7% for the proxy group of six 

C.A. Turner water companies, 3 1.I0h for the prmy group of three Value Line 

(Std. Ed.) water companies, and 10.8% for the proxy group of fifteen utilities. As 

explained in detail above relative to the single-stage DCF model results, I also 

eliminated those quarterly DCF model results which were no more than 200 basis 

points above the prospective average yield on Moody's A rated public utility 

bonds of 6.6%, or 8.6%. 

5. Conclusion of DCF Cost Rates 

Q. Please summarize the DCF model results. 



A. As shown on Aqua Schedule 3.8, the results of the applications of the DCF 

models are 10.6% for the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water companies, 11 .O% 

for the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and 30.8% 

for the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least relative 

distance. 

C. The Risk Premium Model (RPM) 

1. Theoretical Basis 

Q. Please describe the theoretical basis of the RPM. 

A. Risk Premium theory indicates that the cost of common equity capital is greater 

than the prospective company-specific cost rate for long-term debt capital. In 

other words, the cost of common equity equals the expected cost rate for long- 

term debt capital plus a risk premium to compensate common shareholders for 

the added risk of being unsecured and last-in-line for any claim on the 

corporation's assets and earnings. 

Q. Some analysts state that the RPM is another form of the CAPM. Do you agree? 

A While there are some similarities, there is a very significant distinction between 

the two models. The RPM and CAPM both add a "risk premium" to an interest 

rate. However, the beta approach to the determination of an equity risk premium 

in the RPM should not be confused with the CAPM. Befa is a measure of 

systematic, or market, risk, a relatively small percentage of total risk (the sum of 

both non-diversifiable systematic and diversifiable unsystematic risk). 

Unsystematic risk is fully captured in the RPM through the use of the prospective 

long-term bond yield as can be shown by reference to pages 3 through 9 of Aqua 



Schedule 3.2, which confirm that the bond rating process involves an 

assessment of all business and financial risks. In contrast, the use of a risk-free 

rate of return in the CAPM does not, and by definition cannot, reflect a company's 

specific i.e., unsystematic risk. Consequently, a much larger portion of the total 

common equity cost rate is reflected in the company-specific bond yield (a 

product of the bond rating) than is reflected in the risk-free rate in the CAPM, or 

indeed even by the dividend yield employed in the DCF model. Moreover, the 

financial literature recognizes the RPM and CAPM as two separate and distinct 

cost of common equity models as discussed previously. 

Q. Have you performed RPM analyses of common equity cost rate for the two proxy 

groups? 

A. Yes. The results of my application of the RPM are summarized on page 1 of 

Aqua Schedule 3.14. On Line No. 3, page 1, Aqua Schedule 3.14, 1 show the 

average expected yield on A rated public utility bonds of 6.6%. On Line No. 4, 1 

show the adjustments, if necessary, that need to be made to the average 6.6% 

expected A rated utility bond yield so that the expected yields of 6.6% and 6.7% 

in Cine No. 5 are reflective of the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water 

companies' average Moody's bond rating of A2, the average Moody's bond rating 

of the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies of A2, and the average 

Moody's bond rating of A3 for the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the 

basis of least relative distance as shown on page 2 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. On 

Line No. 6 of page 1, my conclusion of an equity risk premium applicable to each 

proxy group is shown, while the total risk premium common equity cost rates are 

shown on Line No. 7. 



2. Estimation of Expeded Bond Yield 

Q. Please explain the basis of the expected bond yield of 6.6% applicable to the 

average company in both proxy groups. 

A. Because the cost of common equity is prospective, a prospective yield on 

similarly-rated long-term debt is essential. As shown on Aqua Schedule 3.14, 

page 2, the average Moody's bond rating is A2 for both the proxy group of six 

C.A. Turner water companies and the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies, and A3 for the proxy group of fifteen utilities. I relied upon a 

consensus forecast of about 50 economists of the expected yield on Aaa rated 

corporate bonds for the six caiendar quarters ending with the first calendar 

quarter of 2006 as derived from the December 1, 2004 Blue Chip Financial 

Forecasts (shown on page 7 of Aqua Schedule 3.14). As shown on Line No. 1 of 

page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14, the average expected yield on Moody's Aaa rated 

corporate bonds is 6.1%. It is necessary to adjust that average yield to be 

equivalent to a Moody's A2 rated public utility bond. Consequently, an 

adjustment to the average prospective yield on Aaa rated corporate bonds of 

0.5% was required. It is shown on Line No. 2, page I of Aqua Schedule 3.14 and 

explained in Note 2 at the bottom of the page. After adjustment, the expected 

bond yield applicable to a Moody's A rated public utility bond is 6.6% as shown 

on Line No. 3, page I of Aqua Schedule 3.14. 

Because both the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water companies' and 

the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies' average Moody's 

bond rating is A2, no adjustment is necessary to make the prospective bond yield 

applicable to an A2 public utility bond. In addition, because the proxy group of 

fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least relative resistance average Moody's 

bond rating is A3, an adjustment of the expected yield on A rated public utility 



bonds of 6.6% is necessary. As described in Note 4 on page I of Aqua Schedule 

3.14, such an adjustment rounds to 0.0%. Therefore, the expected specific bond 

yield is 6.6% for both proxy groups of water companies and 6.7% for the proxy 

group of fifteen utilities. 

3. Estimation of the Eauitv Risk Premium 

Q. Ptease explain the method utilized to estimate the equity risk premium. 

A. I evaluated the results of two different historical equity risk premium studies, as 

well as Value Line's forecasted total annual market return in excess of the 

prospective yield on high grade corporate bonds, as detailed on pages 5, 6 and 

8 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. As shown on Line No. 3, page 5 of Aqua Schedule 

3.14, the mean equity risk premium based on both of the studies is 4.0% 

applicable to the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water companies and 4.2% 

applicable to both the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies and the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least 

relative distance. These estimates are the result of an average of a beta-derived 

historical equity risk premium and a forecasted total market equity risk premium 

as well as the mean historical equity risk premium applicable to public utilities 

with bonds rated A based upon holding period returns. 

The basis of the beta-derived equity risk premia applicable to the proxy 

groups is shown on page 6 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. Beta-determined equity risk 

premia should receive substantial weight because betas are derived from the 

market prices of common stocks over a recent five-year period. Beta is a 

meaningful measure of prospective relative risk to the market as a whole and is a 

logical means by which to allocate a relative share of the market's total equity 

risk premium. 
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The total market equity risk premium utilized is 5.7% and is based upon 

an average of both the long-term historical and forecasted market risk premia of 

6.3% and 5.1 %, respectively, as shown on page 6 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. To 

derive the historical market equity risk premium, I used the most recent lbbotson 

Associates' data on holding period returns for the S&P 500 Composite Index and 

Salomon Brothers Long-term High-grade Corporate Bond index covering the 

period 1926-2003. The use of holding period returns over a very long period of 

time is useful in the beta approach. As lbbotson ~ssociates'~~ Valuation Edition 

2004 Yearbook states: 

The estimate of the equity risk premium depends on the length of 
the data series studied. A proper estimate of the equity risk 
premium requires a data series long enough to give a reliable 
average without being unduly influenced by very good and very 
poor short-term returns. When calculated using a long data 
series, the historical equity risk premium is relativeiy stablee5 
Furthermore, hecause an average of the realized equity risk 
premium is quite volatile when calculated using a short history, 
using a long series makes it less likely that the analyst can justify 
any number he or she wants. The magnitude of how shorter 
periods can affect the result will be explored later in this chapter. 

Some analysts estimate the expected equity risk premium using a 
shorter, more recent time period on the basis that recent events 
are more likely to be repeated in the near future; furthermore, they 
believe that the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s contain too many 
unusual events. This view is suspect because all periods contain 
"unusual" events. Some of the most unusual events this century 
took place quite recently, including the inffation of the late 1970s 
and early 1980s, the October 1987 stock market crash, the 
collapse of the high-yield bond market, the major contraction and 
consolidation of the thrift industry, the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, and the development of the European Economic 
Community - all of these happened in the last 20 years. 

It is even difficult for economists to predict the economic 
environment of the future. For example, if one were analyzing the 

Ibbotson Associates. Stocks. Bonds. Bills and Inflation -Valuation Edrtion 2004 Yearbook, pp. 7677. 



stock market in 1987 before the crash, it would be statistically 
improbable to predict the impending short-term volatility without 
considering the stock market crash and market volatility of the 
1929-1 931 period. 

Without an appreciation of the 1920s and 1930s, no one would 
believe that such events could happen. The 78-year period 
starting with 1926 is representative of what can happen: it 
includes high and low returns, volatile and quiet markets, war and 
peace, inflation and deflation, and prosperity and depression. 
Restricting attention to a shorter historical period underestimates 
the amount of change that could occur in a long future period. 
Finally, because historical event-types (not specific events) tend 
to repeat themselves, long-run capital market return studies can 
reveal a great deal about the future. Investors probably expect 
"unusual" events to occur from time to time, and their return 
expectations refl ect this. (footnote omitted) 

In addition, the use of iong-term data in a RPWI model is consistent with 

the long-term investment horizon presumed by the DCF model. Consequently, 

the long-term arithmetic mean total return rates on the market as a whole of 
I 

12.4% and the long-term arithmetic mean yield on corporate bonds of 6.1 % were 

used, as shown at Line Nos. I and 2 of page 6 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. As 

shown on Line No. 3 of page 6, the resultant long-term historical equity risk 

premium on the market as a whole is 6.3%. 

I used arithmetic mean return rates because they are appropriate for cost 

of capital purposes. As lbbotson Associates state in their Valuation Edition 2004 

  ear book*^: 

The equity risk premium data presented in this book are arithmetic 
average risk premia as opposed to geometric average risk premia. 
The arithmetic average equity risk premium can be demonstrated 
to be most appropriate when discounting future cash flows. For 
use as the expected equity risk premium in either the CAPM or the 
building block approach, the arithmetic mean or the simple 
difference of the arithmetic means of stock market returns and 



riskless rates is the relevant number. This is because both the 
CAPM and the building block approach are additive models, in 
which the cost of capital is the sum of its parts. The geometric 
average is more appropriate for reporting past performance, since 
it represents the compound average return. 

The argument for using the arithmetic average is quite 
straightforward. In looking at projected cash flows, the equity risk 
premium that should be employed is the equity risk premium that 
is expected to actually be incurred over the future time periods. 
Graph 5-3 shows the realized equity risk premium for each year 
based on the returns of the S&P 500 and the income return on 
long-term government bonds. (The actual, observed difference 
between the return on the stock market and the riskless rate is 
known as the realized equity risk premium.) There is considerable 
volatility in the year-by-year statistics. At times the realized equity 
risk premium is even negative. 

As lbbotson ~ssoc ia tes~~ states in their 1999 Yearbook: 

The expected equity risk premium should always be calculated 
using the arithmetic mean. The arithmetic mean is the rate of 
return which, when compounded over multiple periods, gives the 
mean of the probability distribution of ending wealth 
values .... Stated another way, the arithmetic mean is correct 
because an investment with uncertain returns wit1 have a higher 
expected ending wealth value than an investment which earns, 
with certainty, its compound or geometric rate of return every 
year. .. . Therefore, in the investmenf markefs, where refurns are 
described by a probabiliify disfribution, the arifhmefic mean is the 
measure thaf accounts for uncerfainty, and is fhe appropriate one 
for estimating discount rafes and the cosf of capital. (italics added) 

Ex-post (historical) total returns and equity risk premium spreads differ in 

size and direction over time. This is preciselv whv the arithmetic mean is 

important as it provides insight into the variance and standard deviation of 

returns. This prospect for variance, as captured in the arithmetic mean, provides 

the valuable insight needed by investors to estimate future risk when making a 

current investment. Absent such valuable insight into the potential variance of 

'' lbbotson Associates, Stocks. Bonds. Bills and Inflation - 1999 Yearbook, pp. 157-158. 
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returns, investors cannot meaningfuliy evaluate prospective risk. As discussed 

previously, all of the cost of common equity models, including the DCF, are 

premised upon the EMH, that all publicly available information Is reflected in the 

market prices paid. If investors relied upon the geometric mean of ex-post 

spreads, they would have no insight into the potentiai variance of future returns 

because the geometric mean relates the change over manv periods to a constant 

rate of chanae, therebv obviatina the vear-to-vear fluctuations. or variance, 

critical to risk analvsis. 

The basis of the forecasted market equity risk premium can be found on 

Line Nos. 4 through 6 on page 6 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. It is derived from an 

average of the most recent 3-month (using the months of September 2004 

through November 2004) and a recent spot (December 3, 2004) median market 

price appreciation potentials by Value Line as explained in detail in Note I on 

page 3 of Aqua Schedule 3.15. The average expected price appreciation is 42% 

which translates to 9.54% per annum and, when added to the average (similarly 

calculated) dividend yield of 1.64% equates to a forecasted annual total return 
e 

rate on the market as a whole of 11.1 8%, rounded to 11.2%. Thus, this 

methodology is consistent with the use of the 3-month and spot dividend yields in 

my application of the DCF model. To derive the forecasted total market equity 

risk premium of 5.1% shown on Aqua Schedule 3.14, page 6, Line No. 6, the 

December 1, 2004 forecast of about 50 economists of the expected yield on 

Moody's Aaa rated corporate bonds for the six calendar quarters ending with the 

first calendar quarter 2006 of 6.1% from Blue Chip financial forecasts was 

deducted from the Value Line total market return of 11.2%. The calculation 

resulted in an expected market risk premium of 5.1 %. 

The average of the historical and projected market equity risk premia of 

6.3% and 5.1% is 5.7%. 



On page 9 of Aqua Schedt.de 3.14, the most current Value Line (Standard 

Edition) betas for the companies in all three proxy groups are shown. Applying 

the average beta of each proxy group to the average market equity risk premium 

of 5.7% results in a beta adjusted equity risk premium of 3.8% for the proxy group 

of six C.A. Turner water companies, 4.1 % for both the proxy group of three Value 

Line (Std. Ed.) water companies and the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected 

on the basis of least relative distance as shown on Aqua Schedule 3.14, page 6, 

Line No. 9. 

A mean equity risk premium of 4.2% applicable to companies with A rated 

public utility bonds was calculated based upon holding period returns from a 

study using public utilities, as shown on Line No. 2, page 5 of Aqua Schedule 

3.14, and detailed on page 8 of the same schedule. 

The equity risk premia applicable to the proxy group of six C.A. Tumer 

water companies, the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies, and to the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of 

least relative distance are the averages of the beta-derived premia and that 

based upon the holding period returns of public utiiities with A rated bonds, as 

summarized on Aqua Schedule 3.14, page 5, i.e., 4.0%, 4.2%, and 4.2%, 

respectively. 

Q. What are the RPM calculated common equity cost rates? 

A. They are 10.6% for the six C.A. Tuner water companies, 10.8% for the three 

Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and 10.9% for the fifteen utilities as 

shown on Aqua Schedule 3.14, page I. 

Q. Some critics of the RPM model claim that its weakness is that it presumes a 



constant equity risk premium. Is such a claim valid? 

A No. The equity risk premium varies inversefy with interest rate changes, 

although not in tandem with those changes. This presumption of a constant 

equity risk premium is no different than the presumption of a constant "g", or 

growth component, in the DCF model. If one calculates a DCF cost rate today, 

the absolute result "k", as well as the growth component "g", would invariably 

differ from a calculation made just one or several months earlier. This implies 

that the "g" does change, although in the application of the standard DCF model, 

the "g" is presumed to be constant. Hence, there is no difference between the 

RPM and DCF models in that both models assume a constant component, but in 

reality, these components, the "g" and the equity risk premium both change. 

As ~0ri t- t~'  states with respect to the DCF modet: 

It is not necessary that g be constant year after year to make the 
model valid. The growfh rate may vary randomly around some 
average expected value. Random variations around trend are 
perfectly acceptable, as long as the mean expected growfh is 
constant. The growth rate must be 'expectationally constant' to 
use formal statistical jargon. (italics added) 

The foregoing confirms that the RPM is similar to the DCF model. Both assume 

an "expectationally constant" risk premium and growth rate, respectiveiy, but in 

reality both vary (change) randomly around an arithmetic mean. Consequently, 

the use of the arithmetic mean, and not the geometric mean is confirmed as 

appropriate in the determination of an equity risk premium as discussed 

previously. 



D. The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 

1. Theoretical Basis 

Q. Please explain the theoretical basis of the CAPM. 

A. CAPM theory defines risk as the covariability of a security's returns with the 

market's returns. This covariability is measured by beta ("v), an index measure 

of an individual security's variability relative to the market. A beta less than 1.0 

indicates lower variability while a beta greater than 1.0 indicates greater 

variability than the market. 

The CAPM assumes that all other risk, i.e., all non-market or 

unsystematic risk, can be eliminated through diversification. The risk that cannot 

be eliminated through diversification is called market, or systematic, risk. The 

CAPM presumes that investors require compensation for risks that cannot be 

eliminated through diversification. Systematic risks are caused by 

macroeconomic and other events that affect the returns on ail assets. 

Essentially, the model is applied by adding a risk-free rate of return to a market 

risk premium.. This market risk premium is adjusted proportionately to reflect the 

systematic risk of the individual security relative to the market as measured by 

beta. The traditional CAPM model is expressed as: 

R, = Rf + B(&- Rf) 

Where: R, = Return rate on the common stock 

Rf = Risk-free rate of return 

R, = Return rate on the market as a whole 

f3 = Adjusted beta (volatility of the security 
relative to the market as a whole) 



Numerous tests of the CAPM have confirmed its validity. These tests 

have measured the extent to which security returns and betas are related as 

predicted by the CAPM. However, Morin observes that whib the results support 

the notion that beta is related to security returns, it has been determined that the 

empirical Security Market Line (SML) described by the CAPM is not as steeply 

sloped as the predicted SML.   or in^' states: 

With few exceptions, the empirical studies agree that ... low-beta 
securities earn r6turns somewhat higher than the CAPM would 
predict, and high-beta securities earn less than predicted. 

nerefore, the empirical evidence suggests that the expected 
return on a security is related to its risk by the folbwing 
approximation: 

where x is a fraction to be determined empirically. ... the value of x 
that best explains the observed relationship is between 0.25 and 
0.30. If x = 0.25, the equation becomes: 

In view of theory and practical research, I have applied both the 

traditional CAPM and the empirical CAPM to the companies in the proxy -groups 

and averaged the results. 

2. Risk-Free Rate of Return 

Q. Please describe your selection of a risk-free -rate of -return. 

Id., at pp. 335336. - 



A. My applications of the traditional and empirical CAPM are summarized on Aqua 

Schedule 3.15, page 1. As shown on Line Nos. 1 and 4, the risk-free rate 

adopted for both applications is 5.4%. It is based upon the average consensus 

forecast of the reporting economists in the December I, 2004 Blue Chip 

Financial Forecasts as shown in Note 2, page 4, of the expected yields on long- 

term U.S. Treasury bonds for the six quarters ending with the first calendar 

quarter 2006. 

Q. Why is the prospective yield on long-term U.S. Treasury Bonds appropriate for 

use as the risk-free rate? 

A. The yield on long-term T-Bonds is almost risk-free and its term is consistent with 

the long-term cost of capital to public utilities measured by the yields on A rated 

public utility bonds, and is consistent with the long-term investment horizon 

inherent in utiliti.esS common stocks. Therefore, it is consistent with the .long-term 

investment horizon presumed in the standard DCF model employed in regulatory 

ratemaking. Moreover, r or in*' states: 

Equity investors generally have an investment horizon far in 
excess of fifty days. More importantly, the short-term T-bill yields 
reflect the impact of factors different from those influencing long- 
term securities, such as common stock. For example, the 
premium for expected inflation absorbed into 90-day Treasury 
bills is likely to be far different than the inflationary premium 
absorbed into long-term securities yields. The yields on tong-term 
Treasury bonds match more closely with common stock returns. 
For investors wifh a long t h e  horizon, a long-ferm government 
bond is almosf risk-fee. (italics added) 

In addition, lbbotson Associates note in their Valuation Edition 2003 



The horizon of the chosen Treasury security should match the 
horizon of whatever is being valued. When valuing a business 
that is being treated as a going concern, the appropriate Treasury 
yield should be that of a long-term Treasury bond. Note that the 
horizon is a function of the investment, not the investor. 

In conclusion, the average expected yield on long-term Treasury Bonds is 

the appropriate proxy fur the risk-free rate in the CAPM because it is less volatiie 

than yields on Treasury Bills, is almost risk-free as noted by Morin above and is 

consistent with the long-term investment horizon implicit in common stocks. 

3. Market Equitv Risk Premium 

Q. Please explain the estimation of the expected equity risk premium for the market. 

A. First, I estimate investors' expected total return rate for the market. Then I 

estimate the expected risk-free rate which i subtract from the expected total 

return rate for the market. The result is an expected equity risk premium for the 

market, same proportion of which must be allocated to the companies in the 

proxy group through the use of beta. As a measure of risk relative to the market 

as a whole, #e beta is an appropriate means by which to apportion the market 

risk premium to a specific company or group. 

As shown on Aqua Schedule 3.15, page I, Line No. 2, the proportional 

market equity risk premium, based on the traditional CAPM, is 4.3% for the proxy 

group of six C.A. Turner water companies and 4.7% for both the proxy group of 

three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies and the proxy group of fifteen 



utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance. Applying the empirical 

CAPM results in an equity risk premium of 4.8% for the six C.A. Turner water 

companies and 5.1% for both the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies 

and the fifteen utilities as shown on Line No. 5 on page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.15. 

The total market equity risk premium utilized was 6.5% and is based upon an 

average of the long-term historical and projected market risk premia. 

The basis of the projected median market equity risk premium is 

explained in detail in Note 1 on page 4 of Aqua Schedule 3.15. As previously 

discussed, it is derived from an average of the most recent 3-month (using the 

months of September 2004 through November 2004) and a recent spot 

(December 3, 2004) 3 - 5 year median total market price appreciation projections 

from Value Line, and the long-term historical average from lbbotson Associates. 

The appreciation projections by Value Line plus average dividend yield equate to 

a forecasted annual total return rate on the market of 11.2%. The long-term 

historical return rate of 12.4% on the market as a whole is from lbbotson 

Associates' Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation - Valuation Edition 2004 Yearbook. 

In each instance, the relevant risk-free rate was deducted from the total market 

return rate. For example, from the Value Line projected total market retum of 

11.2%, the forecasted average risk-free rate of 5.4% was deducted indicating a 

forecasted market risk premium of 5.8%. From the lbbotson Associates' long- 

term historical total retum rate of 12.4%, the long-term historical income retum 

rate on long-term U.S. Government Securities of 5.2% was deducted indicating 

an historical equity risk premium of 7.2%. Thus, the average of the projected and 

historical total market risk premia of 5.8% and 7.2%, respectively, is 6.5%. 

Q ~ h a t ' a r e  the results of your applications of the traditional and empirical CAPM to 

the proxy groups? 



A. As shown on Aqua Schedule 3.15, Line No. 3 of page 1, the traditional CAPM 

cost rate is 9.7% for the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water commes and 

10.1% for both the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies 

and the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis d least relative 

distance. And, as shown on Line No. 6 of page 1, the empirical CAPM cost rate 

is 10.2% for the six water companies and 10.5% for both the three Value Line 

(Std. Ed.) water companies and the fifteen utilities. The traditional and empirical 

CAPM cost rates are shown individually by company on pages 2 and 3 of Aqua 

Schedule 3.15. As shown on Line No. 7, the CAPM cost rate applicable to the 

proxy group of six C.A. Turner water companies is 10.0%' 40.3% applicable to 

the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and 10.3% 

applicable to the proxy group of fifteen utilities based upon the traditional and 

empirical CAPM results. 

Q. Some critics of the ECAPM model claim that using adjusted betas in a traditional 

CAPM amounts to using an ECAPM. Is such a claim valid? 

A. No. Frank J. Hanley, President, AUS Consultants - Utility Services and a 

colleague of mine, has been in communication with Dr. Roger A. Morin of 

Georgia State University and the author of Regulatorv Finance - Utilities' Cost of 

Capital (1994, Public Utility Reports, Inc., Arlington, VA). Via e-mail, Dr. Morin 

has indicated that the ECAPM compensates for GAPM's inherent bias by 

ascribing a higher intercept and flatter slope to CAPM. It is not an attempt to 

increase beta. In his e-mail of August 31, 2000, Dr. Morin states: 

There are two distinct separate issues involved when implementing 
the CAPM. First, given the validity of the standard CAPM, what is the 



best proxy for expected beta? Second, and more fundamentally, does 
the standard form of the CAPM provide the best explanation of the 
risk-return relationship observed on capitaf markets? 

Regarding the standard, or traditional, CAPM, Dr. Morin also states: 

There have been countless empirical tests of the CAPM to determine 
to what extent security returns and betas are related in the manner 
predicted by the CAPM. The resufts of the tests support the idea that 
beta is related to security returns, that the risk-return tradeoif is 
positive, and that the relationship is linear. The contradictory finding 
is that the risk-return tradeoff is not as steeply sloped as the predicted 
CAPM. That is, low-beta securities earn returns somewhat higher 
than the CAPM would predict, and high-beta securities earn less than 
predicted. This is one of the most well-know results in finance, A 
CAPM-based estimate of cost of capital underestimates the return 
required from low-beta securities and overstates the return from high- 
beta securities, based on the empirical evidence. The empirical form 
of the CAPM refines the standard form of the CAPM to account for this 
phenomenon. 

Thus, I do not share the view that the ECAPM is equivalent to a beta 
adjustment. For utility stocks with betas less than one, the CAPM 
understates the return. The ECAPM allows for the CAPM's inherent 
bias by ascribing a higher intercept and flatter slope to the CAPM. 
The ECAPM is a return (Y-axis, vertical axis) adjustment. It is not a 
beta risk (X-axis, horizontal) adjustment. The ECAPM is not an 
attempt to increase the beta estimate, which would be a horizontal x- 
axis adiustment. The ECAPM is a return adiustment rather than a risk 
adiustment. (emphasis added.) 

Dr. Morin also indicates in his correspondence with Mr. Hanley that there 

"is a huge financial literature which supports both the use of the ECAPM and the 

use of adjusted betas." 

Moreover, regulatory support for the ECAPM can be found in the New 

York Public Service Commission's Generic Financing Docket, Case 91-M-0509. 

In addition, the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA) in its Order No. 151 in 

Docket No. P-97-4 re: in the Matter of the Correct Cafcuiation and Use of 

Acceptable Input Data to Calculate the 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002 



Tariff Rates for the intrastate Transportation of Petroleum over the TransAlaska 

Pipeline System notice: 

3 Although we primarily rely upon Tesoro's recommendation, we are 
4 concerned, however, about Tesoro's CAPM analysis. Tesoro 
5 averaged the results i t  obtained from CAPM and ECAPM while at the 
6 same time providing empirical testimonym that the ECAPM results are 
7 more accurate then [sic] traditional CAPM results. The reasonable 
8 investor would be aware of these empirical results. Therefore, we 
9 adjust Tesoro's recommendation to reflect only the ECAPM result. 

I 0  

11 Moreover, the slope of the Security Market Line (SML) should not be 

'I 2 confused with beta. As Eugene F. Brigham, finance professor emeritus and the 

13 author of many financial textbooks states3' : 

The siope of the SML reflects the degree of risk aversion in the 
economy - the greater the average investor's aversion to risk, then (1) 
the steeper is the slope of the line, (2) the greater is the risk premium 
for any risky asset, and (3) the higher is the required rate of return on 
risky  asset^.'^ 
12 Students sometimes confuse beta with the slope of the SML. This is 
a mistake. As we saw earlier in connection with Figure 6-8, and as is 
developed further in Appendix 6A, beta does represent the slope of a 
line, but nof the Security Market Line. This confusion arises partly 
because the SML equation is generally written, in this book and 
throughout the finance literature, as & = RF + b i ( h  - RF), and in this 
form bi looks like the slope coefficient and (h - RF) the variable. It 
would perhaps be less confusing if the second term were written (h - 
RF)bi, but this is not generally done. 

30 In view of the foregoing, using adjusted betas in an ECAPM analysis is 

3 1 not incorrect, nor inconsistent with the financial literature. Rather, the use of the 

32 traditional CAPM results in an understated estimate of the cost of common equity 

33 capital for a utility with an adjusted beta below 1.00. And notwithstanding 

30 Eugene F. Brigham, Financial Manaaement -Theow and Practice, 4* Ed., The Dryden Press, 1985, p. 203. 
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regulatory support for the use of OJ& the ECAPM, my C W M  analysis, which 

includes the traditional CAPM and the ECAPM, is a conservative approach 

resulting in a reasonable estimate of the cost of common equity 

E. Comparable Earnings Model KEM) 

I. Theoretical Basis 

Q. Please describe your application of the Comparable Earnings Model and how it is 

used to determine common equity cost rate. 

A My application of the CEM is summarized on Aqua Schedule 3.16 which consists 

of eight pages. Pages I and 2 show the CEM results for the proxy group of six 

C.A. Turner water companies, pages 3 and 4 show the CEM result for the proxy 

group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and pages 5 and 6 show 

the CEM results for the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of 

least relative distance. Pages 7 and 8 contain notes related to pages I through 

6. 

The comparable earnings approach is derived from the "corresponding 

risk" standard of the landmark cases of the U.S. Supreme Court. Therefore, it is 

consistent with the Hope doctrine that the return to the equity investor should be 

commensurate with returns on investments in other firms having corresponding 

risks. 

The CEM is based upon the fundamental economic concept of 

opportunity cost which maintains that the true cost of an investment is equal to 

the cost of the best available alternative use of the funds to be invested. The 

opportunity cost principle is also consistent with one uf the fundamental 

principles upon which regulation rests: that regulation is intended to act as a 

surrogate for competition and to provide a fair rate of return to investors. 

The CEM is designed to measure the returns expected to be earned on 



the book common equity, in this case net worth, of similar risk enterprises. Thus, 

it provides a direct measure of return, since it translates into practice the 

competjtive principle upon which regulation rests. In my opinion, it is 

inappropriate to use the achieved returns of regulated utilities of similar risk 

because to do so would be circular and inconsistent with the principle of equality 

of risk with non-price regulated firms. 

The difficulty in application of the GEM is to select a proxy group of 

companies which are similar in risk, but are not price regulated utilities. 

Consequently, the first step in determining a cost of common equity using the 

comparable earnings model is to choose an appropriate proxy group of non-price 

regulated firms. The proxy group should be broad-based in order to obviate any 

company-specific aberrations. As stated previously, utilities need to be 

eliminated to avoid circularity since the returns on book common equity of utilities 

are substantially influenced by regulatory awards and are therefore not 

representative of the returns that could be earned in a trujy competitive market. 

2. Application of the GEM 

Q. Please describe your application of the CEM. 

A. My application of the CEM is market-based in that the selection of non-price 

regulated firms of comparable risk is based upon statistics derived from the 

market prices paid by investors. 

I have chosen three proxy groups of domestic, non-price regulated firms 

to reflect both the systematic and unsystematic risks of the proxy group of six 

C.A. Turner water companies, the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) 

water companies and the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of 

least relative distance, respectively. The proxy group of seventy-nine non-utility 
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companies similar in risk to the proxy group of six C.A. Turner water companies, 

of ninety-seven non-utility companies similar in risk to the proxy group of three 

Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies and seventy-one nwr-utility companies 

similar in risk to the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least 

relative distance are listed on pages 1 through 6, Aqua Schedule 3.16. The 

criteria used in the selection of these proxy companies were that they be 

domestic non-utility companies and have a meaningful rate of return on net 

worth, common equity or partners' capital reported in Value Line (Standard 

Edition) for each of the five years ended 2003, or projected for 2007-2009. Value 

Line betas were used as a measure of systematic risk. The standard error of the 

regression was used as a measure of each firm's specific, i.e., unsystematic risk 

The standard enor of the regression reflects the extent to which events specific 

to a company's operations will affect its stock price and, therefore, is a measure 

of diversifiable, unsystematic, company-specific risk. In essence, companies 

which have similar betas and stanabrd errors of fhe regressions, have M a r  

investment risk, i-e., the sum of systematic (markef) risk as reflected by beta and 

unsystematic (business and financial) risk, as reflected by the standard error of 

the regression, respectively. Those statistics are derived from regression 

analy-ses using markef pces  which, under the EMH reflect all relevant M s .  The 

application of fhese criteria results in proxy groups of non-price regulated firms 

similar in risk to the average company in each proxy group. 

Using a Value Line, Inc. database dated September 16, 2004, the proxy 

group of seventy-nine non-price regulated companies were chosen based upon 

ranges of unadjusted beta and standard error of the regression. The ranges 

were based upon the average standard deviations of the unadjusted beta and the 

average standard error of the regression for the proxy group of six C.A. Turner 

water companies. 



The six C.A. Turner water companies in the proxy group have an average 

unadjusted beta of 0.45 whose standard deviation is 0.1 01 4 as of September 16, 

2004, as shown on page 2, Aqua Schedule 3.16. The average standard error of 

the regression is 3.7805 as also shown on Aqua Schedule 3.14, page 2 with a 

standard deviation of 0.1661 as derived in Note 5, page 7 of Aqua Schedule 

3.16. Ranges of unadjusted betas from 0.15 to 0.75 and of standard errors of the 

regression from 3.2822 to 4.2788 were used to select the proxy group of seventy- 

nine domestic non-utility companies comparable to the profile of the proxy group 

of six C.A. Turner water companies as can be gleaned from pages I and 2 and 

explained in Note 1 on page 4 of Aqua Schedule 3.16. These ranges are based 

upon the proxy group's average unadjusted beta of 0.45 and average standard 

error of the regression of 3.7805 plus or minus three standard deviations of beta 

(0.1014 x 3 = 0.3042) and standard error of the regressions (0.1661 x 3 = 

0.4983). The use of three standard deviations assures capturing 99.73% of the 

distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors, assuring comparability. 

Likewise, using the same Value Line, Inc. database dated September 16, 

2004, the proxy group of ninety-seven non-price regulated companies were 

chosen based upon ranges of unadjusted beta and standard error of the 

regression. The ranges were based upon the average standard deviations of the 

unadjusted beta and the average standard error of the regression for the proxy 

group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies. 

The three Value tine (Std. Ed.) water companies in the proxy group have 

an average unadjusted beta of 0.54 whose standard deviation is 0.0940 as of 

September 16, 2004, as shown on page 4, Aqua Schedule 3.16. The average 

standard error of the regression is 3.6320 as also shown on Aqua Schedule 3.16, 

page 4 with a standard deviation of 0.1 596 as derived in Note 10, page 8 of Aqua 

Schedule 3.16. Ranges of unadjusted betas from 0.26 to 0.82 and of standard 



errors of the regression from 3.1532 to 4.1 108 were used to select the proxy 

group of ninety-seven domestic non-utility companies comparable to the profile of 

the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) watw companies as can be 

gleaned from pages 3 and 4 and explained in Note 9 on pages 7 and 8 of Aqua 

Schedule 3.16. These ranges are based upon the proxy group's average 

unadjusted beta of 0.54 and average standard error of the regression of 3.6320 

plus or minus three standard deviations of beta (0.0940 x 3 - 0.2820) and 

standard error of the regressions (0.1596 x 3 = 0.4788). The use of three 

standard deviations assures capturing 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted 

betas and standard errors, assuring comparability. 

In addition, using the same Value l ine, Inc. database dated September 

16, 2004, the proxy group of seventy-one non-price regulated companies were 

chosen based upon ranges of unadjusted beta and standard error of the 

regression. The ranges were based upon the average standard deviations of the 

unadjusted beta and the average standard error of the regression for the proxy 

group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance. 

The fifteen utilities in the proxy group have an average unadjusted beta of 

0.53 whose standard deviation is 0.0861 as of September 16, 2004, as shown on 

page 6 of Aqua Schedule 3.16. The average standard error of the regression is 

3.2953 as also shown on Aqua Schedule 3.16, page 8 with a standard deviation 

of 0.1448 as derived in Note 12, page 8 of Aqua Schedule 3.16: Ranges of 

unadjusted betas from 0.27 to 0.79 and of standard errors of the regression from 

2.8609 to 3.7297 were used to select the proxy group of seventy-one domestic 

non-utility companies comparable to the profile of the proxy group of fifteen 

utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance as can be gleaned from 

pages 5 and 6 and explained in Note 11 on page 8 of Aqua Schedule 3.16. 

These ranges are based upon the proxy group's average unadjusted beta of 0.53 



and average standard error of the regression of 3.2953 plus or minus three 

standard deviations of beta (0.0861 x 3 = 0.2583) and standard error of the 

regressions (0.1 448 x 3 = 0.4344). The use of three standard deviations assures 

capturing 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors, 

assuring comparability. 

1 believe that this methodology for selecting non-price regulated firms of 

similar total risk (i.e., non-diversifiable systematic and diversifjab-le non- 

systematic risk) is meaningful and effectively responds to the criticisms normally 

associated with the selection of firms presumed to be comparable in total risk. 

This is because the selection of non-price regulated companies comparable in 

total risk is based upon regression analyses of market prices which reflect 

investors' assessment of all risks, diversifiable and non-diversifiable. Thus, the 

empirical selection process results in companies comparable in both systematic 

and unsystematic risks, i.e., total risk. 

Once proxy groups of non-price regulated companies we selected, it is 

then necessary to derive returns on book common equity, net worth or partners' 

capital for the companies in the groups. I have measured these returns using the 

rate of return on net worth, common equity or partners' capital reported by Value 

Line (Standard Edition). It is reasonable to measure these returns over both the 

most recent historical five-year period as well as those projected over the 

ensuing five-year period. 

Q. M a t  are your conclusions of CEM cost rate? 

A. Conclusions of GEM cost rates are 16.5% for the proxy group of six C.A. Turner 

water companies as shown on page 2 of Aqua Schedule 3.16, 16.1 % for the 

proxy group of three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies as shown on page I, 



and 15.4% for the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least 

relative distance as shown on page 6. Note that I have applied a test of 

significance (Student's t-statistic) to determine Mether any of the historical or 

projected returns are significantly different from their respective means at the 

95% confidence level. As a result, the historical and the projected means of 

several companies have been excluded. 

I have also eliminated from the groups of non-price regulated companies, 

all those rates of return which are greater than 20.0% or less than 200 basis 

points above the current prospective yield of 6.6% on Moody's A rated public 

utility bonds (see page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14), or 8.6% for reasons discussed 

previously. Such an elimination results in an arithmetic mean return rate of 

14.8% on an historical five-year and 13.6% on a projected five-year basis for the 

six C.A. Turner water companies, 14.4% on an historical five-year basis and 

13.5% on a projected five-year basis for the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies, and 14.1 % on an historical five-year basis and 13.5% on a projected 

five-year basis for the fifteen utilities as shown on pages 2, 4 and 6 of Aqua 

Schedule 3.16, respectively. I ~ely upon the midpoint of the arithmetic mean 

historical five-year and projected five-year rates of return of 14.2, 14.0% and 

13.8% as my CEM conclusions for each proxy group, respectively. 

IX. RECOMMENDED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE 

Q. What is your recommended common equity cost rate? 

A. It is 11.30%, based upon a range of common equity cost rates of 11.10% to 

11.50% after investment risk adjustment based upon the common equity cost 

rates resulting from all four cost of common equity models consistent with the 



EMH which logically mandates the use of multiple cost of common equity models. 

In formulating my recommended common equity cost rate of 11.30%, 1 

reviewed the results of the application of four different cost of common equity 

models, namely, the DCF, RPM, CAPM, and CEM for the three proxy groups. f 

employ all four cost of common equity models as primary tools in arriving at my 

recommended common equity cost rate because no single model is so inherently 

precise that it can be relied upon sdely, to the exclusion of other theoretically 

sound models. As discussed above, all four models are based upon the Efficient 

Market Hypothesis (EMH), and therefore, have application problems associated 

with them. The EMH, as also previously discussed, requires the assumption that 

investors rely upon multiple cost of common equity models. Moreover, as 

demonstrated in this testimony, the prudence of using multiple cost of common 

equity models is supported in the financial literature. Therefore, none should be 

relied upon exclusively to estimate investors' required rate of return on common 

equity. 

In a market environment where market value deviates significantly from 

book value (lower or higher), sole reliance on the DCF model is problematic for a 

regulated utility because its application results in an overstatement or 

understatement, respectively, of investors' required rate of return. Investors 

expect to achieve their required rate of return based upon dividends received 

and appreciation in market price. This testimony has shown that market prices 

are significantly influenced by factors other than earnings per share (EPS) and 

dividends per share (DPS). Thus, because it is necessary to use accounting 

proxies for growth in the DCF model (such as EPS, DPS, or their derivative, 

internal growth), that model does not reflect the full extent of market price growth 

expected by investors. Market prices reflect other factors affecting growth not 

accounted for in the standard regulatory version of the DCF model such as an 



increase in the market value per share due to expected increases in 

price/eamings multiples and less obvious factors included in the long-range 

goals of investors. For these reasons, sole reliance on the DCF model should be 

avoided. In fact, as discussed in detail above, state commissions in Iowa, 

Indiana, Hawaii and Pennsylvania, which have previously relied primarily upon 

the DCF, have explicitly recognized this tendency of the DCF model to 

understats the common equity cost rate when, as now, market prices significantly 

exceed book values. 

The results of the four cost of common equity models applied to the proxy 

groups of six C.A. Turner water companies, three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water 

companies, and fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least relative distance are 

shown on Aqua Schedule 3.1, page 2 and summarized below 

Table 4 

Proxy Group 
of Six 

C.A. Turner 
Water Cos. 

Discounted Cash Flow Model 10.6% 
Risk Premium Model 10.6 
Capital Asset Pricing Model 10.0 
Comparable Earnings Model 14.2 

Proxy Group 
of Three 
Value Line 
(Std. Ed.) 

Water Cos. 

1 1 .O% 
10.8 
10.3 
14.0 

Proxy Group of 
Fifteen Utilities 
Selected on the 
Basis of Least 

Relative Distance 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate 
Before Investment Risk Adjustment 10.80% 1 1 .OO% 11 "00% 

Investment Risk Adjustment - 0.30 - 0.30 - 0.50 

Common Equity Cost Rate After 
Adjustment for Investment Risk 11,1D% 11.30% lLs?%! 

Recommended Common Equity 
Cost Rate 

Based upon these common equity cost rate results, I conclude that a 

common equity cost rate of 10.80% is indicated for the proxy group of six C.A. 



Turner water companies, of 2 1.00% for the proxy group of three Value Line (Std. 

Ed.) water companies, and of 11.00% for the proxy group of fifteen utilities 

selected on the basis of least relative distance based upon the use of multiple 

common equity cost rate models and before any adjustment for Aqua IL's and 

hence Oak Run's greater relative investment risk as shown on Line No. 5, page 2 

of Aqua Schedule 3.1. 

However, as discussed previously, Aqua IL - Oak Run has greater 

investment risk than the average proxy group company because of its small size 

vis-8-vis each proxy group, whether measured by book capitalization or the 

market capitalization of common equity (estimated market value for Aqua IL, 

whose common stock is not traded) and because of its lower bond rating 

equivalent. In addition, as indicated in Company Witness Thomas J. Burosky's 

direct testimony, the Company is experiencing a significant level of capital 

expenditure requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to upwardly adjust the 

10.80% and 1 1.00% indicated common equity cost rates based upon each proxy 

group, ~Gspectively. 

Based upon Aqua IL's and hence, Oak Run's small relative size, an 

adjustment to reflect Aqua Il's smaller relative size of 2.71% (271 basis points) 

relative to the indicated common equity cost rate of the six C.A. Turner water 

companies, 3.03% (303 basis points) relative to the indicated common equity 

cost rate of the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, and 5.75% (575 

basis points) relative to the fifteen utilities are indicated. These adjustments are 

based upon data contained in Chapter 7 entitled "Firm Size and Return" from 



lbbotson Associates' Stocks, Bonds. Bills and Inflation-Valuation Edition 2004 

Yearbook. The determinations are based on the size premia for decile portfolios 

of New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), American Stock Exchange (AMEX) and 

NASDAQ listed companies for the 1926-2003 period and related data shown on 

pages 3 through 18 of Aqua Schedule 3.1. The average size premia for the 

deciles in which the proxy groups fall have been compared to the average size 

premia for the 9" and 10"110~ decile betweeidin which Aqua IL would fall if its 

stock were traded and sold at the December 7, 2004 average marketlbook ratio 

of either 233.6%, 225.7% or 188.7% experienced by each proxy group, 

respectively. As shown on page 3 of Aqua Schedule 3.1, the size premium 

spread between Aqua IL and the six water companies is 2.72%, between Aqua 

IL, 3.03% between the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies and Aqua IL 

and 5.75% between Aqua IL - Oak Run and the fifteen utilities. Page 4 contains 

notes relative to page 3. Page 5 contains data in support of page 3 while pages 

6 through 18 of Aqua Schedule 1 contain relevant information from the Ibbotson 

Associates' Valuation Edition 2004 Yearbook discussed previously. 

In addition, based upon Aqua IL's NAlC 2 rating which is the equivalent of 

Moody's Baa bond rating category as previously discussed, adjustments of 

0.28% (28 basis points) relative to the indicated common equity cost rate of the 

six C. A. Turner water companies, three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, 

and 0.19% (19 basis points) relative to the fifteen utilities are indicated. These 

adjustments are based upon the average yield spread between Moody's Baa 

rated public utility bonds and Moody's A2 and A3 public utility bonds, the average 



bond ratings of the six water companies (AZ), the three Value tine (Stb. Ed.) 

water companies (N), and fifteen utilities (A3), respectively, as shown on page 2 

of Aqua Schedule 3.14. The average yield spread between Moody's Baa rated 

and A rated public utility bonds is 0.28% (28 basis points), and 0.1 9%31 (1 9 basis 

points) between Moody's A3 and Baa rated public utility bonds as shown odor 

can be gleaned from page 4 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. Thus, to reflect Aqua 1L's 

lower credit rating, the adjustments to the indicated common equity cost rate of 

the proxy group of six C. A. Turner water companies and three Value Line (Std. 

Ed.) water companies is 0.28%, or the average yield spread between Moody's 

Baa and A rated public utility bonds. Since the average Moody's bond rating of 

the proxy group of fifteen utilities is A3, the adjustment to its indicated common 

equity cost rate is equal to one-third the average yield spread between the 

average yield on Moody's Baa and A rated public utility bonds of 0.28%, or 

0.19% (O.A9% = 113 * 0.28%). 

Consequently, total investment risk adjustments of 2.99% (2.99% = 

2.71% + 0.28%), 3.31% (3.31% = 3.03% + 0.28%) and 5.94% (5.94% = 5.75% + 

0.19% ) are indicated for the six water companies, three Value Line (Std. Ed.) 

water companies, and the fifteen utilities, respectively. However, I will make 

conservatively reasonable investment risk adjustmenfs of 0.30% (30 basis points) 

to the indicated common equity cost rates of 10.80% and 11.00% for the six 

water companies and the three Value Line (Std. Ed.) water companies, 

respectively, and 0.50% (50 basis points) to the indicated common equity cost 

31 One-third of the avemge yield spread of Baa over A rated public utility bonds of 0.28% (la x 0.28% = 0.19%). 
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rates of 11.00% for the fifteen utilities. 

Therefore, as shown on page 2 of Aqua Schedule 3.1 at Line No. 7 and 

Table 4 above, the indicated common equity cost rates based on each proxy 

group, including the business adjustment based upon Aqua IL - Oak Run's small 

size are I 1  .I 0%, 1 1.30%, and 11.50%. My recommended common equity cost 

rate of 11.30% is based upon the average of these cost rates. In my opinion, 

such a cost rate is both reasonable and conservative. 

Q. Does that conclude your direct testimony? 

A. Yes. 
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
OF 

PAULINE M. AHERN, CRRA 
VICE PRESlDENT 

AUS CONSULTANTS - UTILITY SERVICES 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

As a Vice President, I continue to prepare fair rate of return and cost of capital exhibits, as well as 
submitting testimony on same before state public utiliity commissions. I continue to provide assistance 
and support throughout the entire ratemaking litigation process. 

As the Publisher of C.A. Tumer Utility Reports, I am responsible for the production, publishing, 
and distribution of the reports. C.A. Tumer Utility Reports provides financial data and related ratios for 
about 200 public utilities, i.e., electric, combination gas and electric, natural gas distribution, natural gas 
transmission, telephone, and water utilities, on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis. C.A. Tumer Utility 
Reports has about 1,000 subscribers including utilities, many state regulatory commissions, federal 
agencies, individuals, brokerage firms, attorneys, as well as public and academic libraries. The 
publication has continuously provided financial statistics on the utility industry sine8 1930. 

As the Publisher of CA. Tumer Uti l i i  Reports, I supervise the production, publishing, and 
distribution of the AGA Rate Senrice publications under license from the American Gas Association 1 am 
also responsible for maintaining and calculating the performance of the AGA Index, a market 
capitalization weighted index of the common stocks of the approximately 90 corporate members of the 
AGA. In addition, I supervise the pmducfion of a quarterly survey of investor-owned water company rate 
case activity on behalf of the National Association of Water Companies. 

As an Assistant Vice President, I prepared fair rate of return and cost of capital exhibits which are 
filed along with expert testimony before various state and federal public utility regulatory bodies. These 
supporting exhibits include the determination of an appropriate ratemaking capital structure and the 
development of embedded cost rates of senior capital. The exhibits also support the determination of a 
recommended return on common equity through the use of various market models, such as, but not 
limited to, Discounted Cash Flow analysis, Capita1 Asset Pricing Model and Risk Premium Methodology, 
as well as an assessment of the risk characteristics of the client utility. I also assisted in the preparation 
of responses to any interrogatories received regarding such testimonies filed on behalf of client utilities. 
Following the filing of fair rate of retum testimonies, I assisted in the evaluation of opposition testimony in 
order to prepare interrogatory questions, areas of cross-examination, and rebuttal testimony. I also 
evaluated and assisted in the preparation of briefs and exceptions following the hearing process. 1 have 
submitted testimony before state public utility commissions regarding appropriate capital structure ratios 
and tixed capital cost rates. 

As a Senior Financial Analyst, I supervised two analysts in the preparation of fair rate of retum 
and cost of capital exhibits which are filed along with expert testimony before various state and federal 
public utility regulatory bodies. The team also assisted in the preparation of interrogatory responses. 

I evaluated the final orders and decisions of various commissions ta determine whether further 
actions are warranted and to gain insight which may assist in the preparation of future rate of return 
studies. 



1 assisted in t k  preparation of an article authwed by Frank J. Hanley and A. Gerald Hanis 
entitled "Does Diversilication Increase the Cost of Equity Capital?" published in the July 15,1991 issue of 
Public Utilities Fortniahtly. 

I coauthored an article with Frank J. Hanky entitled "Comparable Earnings: New Lie for an Old 
Precept" which was published in the American Gas Association's Financial Quarterly Review, Summer 
1994. 

I was awarded the professional designation "Certified Rate of Retum Analyst" (CRRA) by the 
National Society of Rate of Return Analysts (now the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts 
(SURFA)). This designation is based upon education, experience and the successful completion of a 
comprehensive examination. 

As Administrator of Financial Analysis for C. A. Turner Utility Reports, which reports financial data 
for over 200 utility companies and has approximately 1,000 subscribers, 1 oversee the preparation of this 
monthly publication, as well as the annual publication, Financial Statistics - Public Utilities. 

As a Financial Analyst, I assisted in the preparation of fair rate of retum studies including capital 
structure determination, development of senior capital cost rates, as well as the determination of an 
appropriate rate of return on equity. I also assisted in the preparation of interrogatory responses, 
interrogatory questions of the opposition, areas of cross-examination and rebuttal testimony. I also 
assisted in the preparation of the annual publication C.A. Turner Utiiitv Reports - Financial Statistics - 
Public Utilities. 

I 973-1 975 

As a research assistant in the Research Department of the Regional Economics Division of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, I was involved in the development and maintenance of econometric 
models to simulate regional economic conditions in New England in order to study the effects of, among 
other things, the energy crisis of the early 1970's and property tax revaluations on the economy of New 
England. I was also involved in the stati&cal analysis and preparation of articles for the New Enaland 
Economic Review. Also, I acted as assistant editor for New Enoland Business Indicators. 

As a research assistant in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs, U.S. 
Treasury Department, Washington; D.C., t developed and maintained econometric models ~ M c h  
simulated the economy of the United States in order to study the results of various alternate foreign trade 
policies so that national trade policy could be formulated and recommended. 

I am also a member of the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts (formerly the 
National Society of Rate of Return Analysts). 

Clients Served -- 
I have offered expert testimony before the following commissions: 



Arkansas 
California 
Delaware 
Florida 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
lndiana 
Maine 
Maryland 

Michigan 
Missouri 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
Ohio 
Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 
Virginia 
Washington 

I have sponsored testimony on the rate of retum and capital stnlcture effects of merger and 
acquisition issues for. 

California-American Water Company New Jersey-American Water Company 

I have sponsored testimony on fair rate ofrettm and related jssues for: 

Aqua Illinois, lnc. 
Audubon Water Company 
Carolina Pines Utilities, Inc. 
Carolina Water Service, lnc. 
Consumers Illinois-Water Company 
Consumers Maine Water Company 
Consumers New Jersey Water Company 
Elizabethtown Water Company 
Emporium Water Company 
GTE Hawaiian Telephone Inc. 
Greenridge Utilities, Inc. 
Long Neck Water Company 
Middlesex Water Company 
Missouri-American Water Company 
Mt. Holly Water Company 
Nero Utility Se~ces,  lnc. 
New Jersey-American Water Company 
Ohio-American Water Company 
Pinelands Waste Water Company 

P'rttsburgh Thermal 
Sussex Shores Wate~ Company 
Thames Water Americas 
Tidewater Utilities, Inc. 
Transyhrania Utilities, Inc. 
Twin Lakes Utilities, fnc. 
United Utility Companies 
United Water Arkansas. Inc. 
United Water Delaware, Inc. 
United Water Idaho, Inc. 
United Water lndiana, Inc. 
United Water New Rochelle, Inc. 
United Water Virginia, Inc. 
United Water West Lafayette, Inc. 
Utilities, Inc. of Florida 
Valley Energy, inc. 
Wellsborn EJectric Company 
Western Utilities. Inc. 

I have sponsored testimony on capital structure and senior capital cost rates for the following 
clients: 

Aipena Power Company 
Arkansas-Western Gas Company 
Associated Natural Gas Company 

PG Energy Inc. 
United Water Delaware, Inc. 
Washington Natural Gas Company 

I have assisted in the preparation of ate of return studies on behalf of the following clients: 

Algonquin Gas Transmission Company 
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas Company 
Arkansas Western Gas Company 
Artesian Water Company 
Associated Natural Gas Company 
Atlantic City Electric Company 
Bridgeport-Hydraulic Company 
Cambridge Eieddc Light Company 
Carolina Power & tight Company 
Citizens Gas and Coke Utility 
City of Vernon, CA 

Columbia GasIGuW Transmission Cos. 
Commonweatth Electric Company 
Commonwealth Telephone Company 
Conestoga Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
Connecticut Natural Gas Corporation 
Consolidated Gas Transmission Company 
Consumers Power Company 
CWS Systems, lnc. 
Delmawa Power & tight Company 
East Honolulu Community Services, Inc. 
Equitable Gas Company 



Rate of Return Study Clients, Continued 

Equitrans, Inc. 
Florida Power & Light Company 
Gary Hobart Water Company 

GTE Arkansas, Inc. 
GTE California, Inc. 
GTE Florida, Inc. 
GTE Hawaiian Telephone 
GTE North, Inc. 
GTE Northwest, Inc. 
GTE Southwest, Inc. 
Great Lakes Gas Transmission L.P. 
Hawaiian Electric Company 
Hawaiian Electric Light Company 
IES Utilities lnc. 
Illinois Power Company 
Interstate Power Company 
lowa Electric Light and Power Company 
lowa Southern Utiliies Company 
Kentucky-West Virginia Gas Company 
Lockhart Power Company 
Middlesex Water Company 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewer District 
Mountaineer Gas Company 
National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp. 
National Fuel Gas Supply Corp. 
Newco Waste Systems of NJ, Inc. 
New Jersey-American Water Company 
New Jersey Natural Gas Company 
New York-American Water Company 
North Carolina Natural Gas Corp. 
Norfhurnbrian Water Company 

EDUCATION: 

1973 - Clark University - B.A. - Honors in Economics 
1991 - Rutgers University - M.B.A. - High Honors 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS: -- 

Ohio-American Water Company 
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company 
Orange and Rockland Utilities 
Paiute Pipeline Company 
PECO Energy Company 
Penn-York Energy Corporation 
Pennsylvania-American Water Co. 
PG Energy lnc. 
Philadelphia Electric Company 
South Carolina Pipeline Company 
Southwest Gas Corporation 
Stamford Water Company 
Tesoro Alaska Petroleum Company 
United Telephone of New Jersey 
United Utility Companies 
United Water Arkansas, Inc. 
United Wate~ Delaware, Inc. 
United Water Idaho, Inc. 
United Water Indiana, lnc. 
United Water New Jersey, Inc. 
United Water New York, lnc. 
United Water Pennsylvania, Inc. 
United Water Virginia, Inc. 
United Water West Lafayette, InC. 
Vista-United Telecommunications Corp. 
Washington Natural Gas Company 
Washington Water Power Corporation 
Waste Management of New Jersey - 

Transfer Station A 
Wellsboro Electric Company 
Westem Reserve Telephone Company 
Wesfem Utilities, Inc. 

Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts (serve as Secretarflreasurer from 2004-2006) 
Energy Association of Pennsylvania 
National Association of Water Companies - Member of the Finance Committee 
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Aqua Illinois. Inc. - Oak Run Division 
Summary of Cost of Capital and Fair Rate of Return 

-.gpon an Averaae Capital Structure Estimated forthe Test Year Ended December 31.2005 

Type of Capital Ratios (1) Cost Rate WeigMed Cost Rate 

Long-Term Debt 47.90 % 7.19 % ( 1 )  3.446 % (1) 

Short-Term Debt 0.38 3.07 (1) 0.012 (1) 

Total Debt 48.28 3.458 

Preferred Stock 0.32 5.48 (1) 0.018 (1) 

Common Equity 51.39 11 30 (2) 5.807 

Total 9.283 1 
PIECilllliP 

Notes: 

(I) From Schedule D -1, page 1. 
(2) Based upon informed judgment from the entire study, the principal results of which are summamed on page 

2 of this Schedule. 

(3) Does not add due to rounding. 
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Aaua Illinois. Inc. -Oak Run Division 
Brief Summary of Common EauiW Cost Rate 

Proxy Group of Three 
Value Line (Standard 

Proxy Group of Si C. k Ediion) Water 

No. - Principal Methods Tumer Water Companies Companiw 

1. Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) (1) 10.6 % 11.0 % 

2. Risk Premium Model (RPM) (2) 10.6 10.8 

3. Capiil Asset Pricing Model (CAPIM) (3) 10.0 10.3 

4. Comparable Earnings Model (CEM) (4) 14.2 14.0 

5. Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate 
before Adjustment for Investment 
Risk 

Investment Risk Adjustment (5) 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate 
after Adjustment for Investment Risk 

Average 

Recommendation 

Notes: (1) From Aqua Schedule 3.8. 
(2) Fmm page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14. 
(3) Fmm page Aqua Schedule 3.15. 
(4) Fmrn page 2.4 and 6 of Aqua Schedule 3.16. 
(3 Investment risk adjustment to refled Aqua ICs greater investment risk due to its small size 

and lower credit ratlng vis-5-vis each proxy group as detailed in Ms. Ahem's direct 
testimony. 

Proxy Group of Fifteen 
Utilities Selected on the 
Basii of Least Relative 

Distance 



Line No. - 

,4aua Illlnols. Ino. -Oak Run Dlvlslo~ 
DerivaUon of Investment Rlsk Adjustment Based upon 

jbbdson Associates' Size Premle for the Declle Portlollos ofthe NYSEIAMFWNASDAQ 

Appllcable Declle . . 
of the Spread from 

Total Capitalization (inol. Short-Term Market Cepitalizatlon on Deoember N Y S E t W W  Appllcable Applicable She 
Debt) for the Year 2003 7,2004 (1) NASDAQ 

Premlum Premlum (2) 
( mlliions ) (times larger) ( mlillons ) (times larger) 

1. Aqua Iilinol~, Inc. $ 112.954 (3) 
Based upon ;he Pmxy Qmup of Six C. A. Turner 

A. Water Companies 

Based upon the Pmxy Group of Three Value Line 
8, (Standard Edltlon) Water Companles 

Based upon the Proxy Omup of Flfleen Utilities 
C. Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 

2, 
Pmxy Gmup of Slx C. A. Turner Water Companies S 502.690 (7) 4.5 x $ 605.425 4.4 x 7 - 8 (8) 1.91% (9) 2.71% 

Proxy Gmup of Three Value Llne (Standard Edltlon) 
3, Water Companies S 865.130 (10) 7.7 $ 1,054,633 8.0 6 (11) 1.59% (12) 3.03% 

4. Pmxy Qmup of Rfleen UUlltles Seleoted on the Beds d 
Least Relative Dlslance $ 6,719.260 (13) 59.5 $ 5,517,272 49.9 2 - 3  (14) 0.59% (15) 5.75% 

Recent Total Recent 
Number of Market Average 

Declle Companies Capitallration Nlarket 
( mllllons ) ( mllllons ) 

I - Largest 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 -Smallest 

See page 4 for notes. 
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Notes: 

(1 1 

(2) 

Aaua Illinois. Inc. -Oak Run Division 
Derivation of Investment Risk Adjustment Based upon 

lbbotson Associates' S i e  Premia for the Decile Portfolios of the NYSE 

From page 5 of this Schedule. 

Line No. 1 -tine No. 2 and Line No. 1 -Line No. 3 of Columns 3 and 4, respectively. For example, the 
2.71% in Column 5, tine No. 2 is derived as fonows 2.71% = 4.62% - 1.91%. 

From page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.3. 

Wrth an estimated market capitalization of $136.749 million (based upon the proxy group of six C. A 
Tumer water companies), $132.125 (based upon the proxy group of three Value tine (Standard Edition) 
water companies), $1 10.465 (based upon the proxy grou! of fifteen utilities selected on the bask of least 
relative distance), Aqua Illinois, Inc. falls between the 9 and 1 0 ~  deciles or in the 10" dedle of the 
NYSUAMWNASDAQ which have average market capitareations of $177208 million and $78.903 as can 
be gleaned from the information shown in the table on the bottom half of page 3 of this Schedule 

Average size premium applicable to the 9'h and loa deciles of the NYSUAMEXfNASDAQ as shown on 
page 15 of this Schedule. 

Size premium applicable to the 10" decile of the NYSE/AMmSDAQ as shown on page 15 of this 
Schedule. 

From page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.4. 

Wh an estimated market capital~ation of $605.425 million, the proxy group of six C. A Tumer water 
companies falls between the 7m and 8m deciles of the NYSUAMMNASDAQ which have an average 
market capitalaation of $573.587 million as can be gleaned from the information shown in the table on the 
bottom half of page 3 of this Schedule. 

Average size premium applicable to the 7'h and 8* deciles of the NYSWAMEX/NASDAQ as shown on 
page I 5  of this Schedule. 

From page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.5. 

W i  an estimated market capitalization of $1,054.633 million, the proxy group of three Value tine 
(Standard Edition) water companies falls in the decile of the NYSWAMUONASDAQ which has an 
average market capitariation of $1,048.566 million as can be gleaned from the information shown in the 
table on the bottom haff of page 3 of this Schedule. 

Sire premium applicable to the 6a decile of the N Y S U A M W S D A Q  as shown on page 15 of this 
Schedule. 

(1 3) Wrth an estimated market capitalization of $5,517.271 millio3 the proxy group fifteen utilities selected on 
the basis of least relative ditance falls between the znd and 3 deciles of the NYSUAMEXMASDAQ which 
have an average market capitaliaation of $5,841.644 minion as shown in the table on the bottom half of 
page 3 of this Schedule. 

(14) Average size premium applicable to the 2nd and 3'fl deciles of the N Y S W A M W D A Q  as shown on 
page 15 of this Schedule. 

Source of Information: lbbotson Associates, Stocks. Bonds. Bills and Inflation -Valuation Ed~on -2003Yearbook, 
Chicago, IL, 2003 
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Chapter 7 
Firm Size and Return 

The F i r m  Size Phenomenon 

One of the most remarkable discoverics of modern finance is that of a relationship between fitm size 
d rernta. Tht relationship cats across the entire size spectrum but is most evident among smder 
companies, which have higher returns on average than larger ones. NLany nu&& have looked at  the 
elfecr of 6rm size on r m '  In ihis chapter, the returns across the entire range of firm size 
are ucamined 

ConsPruction sf the Decile Portfolios 

The portfolios used in this chaptu: arc thost created by the Center for Research in Senrritp Prices 
(CRSP) at the Universitp of Chicago's Gradme School of Business. CRSP has refined rhe methodol- 
ogy of creating size-based portfolios and has applied this methodology to the endre univcrse of 
NYSYAMEXlNASDAQ-listed securities going back to 1926. 

Thc New York Stock Exchange universe excludes dosed-cad m d  funds, preferred stocks, 
real estate investment trusts, foreign stocks, Amcsican Depository Receipts, unit investment mrm, 
and Amcriens T i .  All companies on the NYSE are ranked by the combined market capitalization 
of their eligible quity securities. The companies are rhcn split into 10 equally populated groups, or 
decilcs. Eligible companies traded on the Amedcan Stock Exchange (AMEX) and the Nasdaq 
National Market (NASDAQ) axe then assigned to the appropriate dedles according to their capital- 
ization in relation to the NYSE breakpoints. The portfolios are rebalance4 using dosing prices for 
the last trading day of M.arch, June, Septembw; and Decembec Securities added during the quarter 
are assigned to the appropriate portfolio when two consecutive month-end prices axe available. If the 
6nal MTSE price of a sccuritty &at becomes delisusd is a month-md price, then that month's return . 
is included in the -17 return of the s d t p ' s  portfolio. When a monthsnd NYSE price is miss- 
ing, the month-end value of the security is derived from merger arms, quotations on regional 
exchanges, and other sources. If a monthad value still is not determined, the last available daily 
price is used 

Base security retarns are monddy hoIding pcriod returns. AJi distributions are added to the 
month-end prices, and appropdatc price adjustments are made to aFonnt for stock splits and divi- 
dends. The return on a portfolio for one month is calcnland as the wei&xd average of the rctums 
for its individual stocks. Annual raarns are calcniated by compounding &e monthly poa- 
folio returns, 

Size of the Deciles 

Table 7-1 reveals that the top three deciles of &e NYSYAMUlMASDAQ account for mom of the 
total market value of its mocks. Approximady two-thirds of the market value is represented by the 
first dcdlc, which candy consists of 168 stock,  wldc the r d s t  d d e  accounts for just over 
one percent of the market value. The data in the second column of Table 7-1 are averages across d 

1 Rolf W. Barn: was rhe fim a, dmmmt d& phenom~ron Ste Banz, Ro!f W. 7% ReLrionshp Brrwcen Rctnrnr and 
Marker Vdoc of Common Sm&' of F i d  Emb-, Vol9,19B& pp. 3-18. 
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78 years. Of course, the proportion of market vdae represented by the various Wes varies from 
yeax to ytaL 

Columns three and four give recent figures on he rider of companies and rheir market cap 
idkit ion, presmring a snapshot of rfit srruaure of the deciles near the end of 2003. 

- 
Table 7-1 
Ske-Declle Portfolios of the NYSWWWNASDAQ Size and Compositr'on 
1926-2003 - 

Recent 
Hktorical Avsraga Recent DacileBJlarket Recent  

Percentage of Numbw d ' CapWugtron Pemantage of 
Decile T~tal Capitatlzation Cornpanlea F thousands) Total Cepitatkatt~n 

Smmz Q 200403 CUSP Center for Reseaht, in Seardly Prices. Oreduate Schwl of BuJnesr. The UnbvsRy of Chlago. Used 
with pemdffkm. A8 rights reserved. www.crspuchicsgo.edu. 

MEtcxicsl t ~ ~ h 7  pemntage od total c a p w o n  shows 818 average, war the Irlsti.8 yws, d the dedle market valoes ar a 
pfnwntaoe of the total NYSVAMIEX/NASDAQ calwlmd &ch month Number of companies in dedies, racanl market 
cepmlbtion of decks,  end reoent pmntage of total !splt&&m are as d Septembsr 30.2~3. 

Table 7-2 gives the merit breakpoints that de£ine the composition of che NYSElAMEXEWDAQ 
site decilcs. lhe largest company and its market capitalization arc presented for tach d d e .  Table 
7-3 shows the historical breakpoints for each of the three size groupings prcseated throughout this 
chap= Mid-cap stocks ate d&d here as the aggregate of deciles 3-5. Based on the most r e m t  
data (Table 7-Z), companies within tbis mid-cap range have market capitalizations at or below 
$4,794,027,000 but grtatcr rban $1,166,799,000. Low-cap stocks indude M e s  6-8 and m t l y  
include all companies in rhc NYSWAMMMASDAQ with market capitalizations at or bclow 
$1,166,799,000 but greater than $330,608,000. Micro-crp stocks indade deciles 9-10 and indude 
companies with market capitalizations at or below $330,608,000. The market capitalization of che 
smallest company included in the miaosapitaktion group is nurcndy $332 rhou~a~d. 
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Table 7-2 
She-Decile Portfolios of the PS(SYAMM/NASDAQ, Largest Company 
and Its Market C a p W i o n  by Decile 
September 34 2W3 

Market CapkWatian 
of Largest Company 

Dedle rmthwrsands) . Campany Name 

$253,638,355 Genend Elecb'fc Co. 2'EE", - .  ,, 
2 -- - -- - $1,366,767 M~SCO Gorp. 

7- 

3 4,794,027 EOG R e s o u r n  Inc. _I__I_.- 
4 --...- "---- 2,585,964 Toys R Us lnc. - 
5 1,720,958 htemational Recthier C q .  

6__ -, - .- ,- . 1,168,799 Thor lndustrttts Inc. - 
7.- - 795.983 Oanne Construction Inc 

Swace: Cerrtsr far Research h SeMRy Ftbs, University of Chicago. 

S.-f statistics of a n n d  retuns of the 10 de&s over 1926-2003 are presented ia Table 7-4. 
Note from this exhibit that both thc average retum and the total risk, or standard deviation of annual 
returns, tend to increase as one moves from the largest dedc to the smallest Furthermore, the 
serial correlations of returns are neas zero for all bur the smalItst two decifes. Serial correlations and 
their significaace will be discussed in detail later in this chap re^ " 

Graph 7-1 depicts the growth of one d o h  invested in each of three NYSEI-DAQ 
groups broken down im mid-cap, low-cap, and micrasap stocks. The index value of tbe entire 
NYSW-ASDAQ is aIso included. All retums presented art value-weighted based oh the mar- 
ket capitalizations of the deciles contained in each subgroup. The sheet magnitude of the size effust 
in some years is noteworthy. While the largest stocks a d y  dedined in 1977, the smallest stocks 
rose more than 20 pcrccnt A mon m e m e  case o c c ~ e d  in the depression-recovery year of 1933, 
when the differmu between the first and tenth decile returns was  fa^ more substantid This diver- 
gence in the performance of small and large company stocks is a common oannencc 
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chMrw 7 

Table 7-3 
SiDeci le  Portfolios of the NYSYAIJlEWNASDAQ 
Largest and Smallest Company by She Group 

from 1926 to1 965 
Capitalidon of Largest Company CapitaIi ion of Smallest Company 

(im thousands) on thousands) 

Date M i b C a p  LowCap Micro-Cap Mid-Cap Low-Cap Mino-Cap 
ISmt 301 " 3-5 6-8 5 1  0 3-5 6-8 9-1 0 

Source: Center for Research in Security Prices. (Jnimdty of Chicago. 
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Finn Stte and Rtthan 

Table 7-3 I- 
sze-Decile Portfolios of the NYSWANIWNASDAQ 
Largest and S d e s t  Company by Size Group 

frum 1966 to 2003 . . . . . . . .  -~ . 

CapttakaSm oi !ages¶ Company Ciqkahtim of Smallarrt Company 
r i  thouspndo) Iin 

Date Mid-Cap LowrCap Rmwo-Cap MldCap W s p  ~ 0 -  
6erJt 30) 9-5 6-5 9-10 3-5 6-8 5 1  0 

Sovrce: Center for Research in SeaPlty Piices, Universfty of -go. 
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Table 7-4 
Sre-Dscik Portfdo~ of the NYSVAAllE3NASDAQ. Summary S t a t l ~ b s  of Anna  Returns 
19262003 

Oeomstrlc Arlffunetic Serial 
DacEla Mean Maan corral& 

. . .  !+??e"' . . . . 9:e96 11.4%. , .1Q.e 0.p 
? . . . . . . . . . .  "'0.B. . '32 . ??* . 0.03 

.. . . .  . . . .  3 1~ 13:~  24.00   PA^ 
4 "4- . 9.P. . .  2F-Y " .. -?:? . . . . .  
5 . . . . . . .  '1.5. 74.9. ". 27.1: 70.02 

. . . .  6 - .  . .  . -. . l l ? ? " . ~  ,, . - .- . 28-12 . .?E 153. 

. . . . . .  . . .  ......... 7. . 11s '5.6 30.4: 0.01 

. . .  . . . . . .  . 8" ?.! :7. .".!.8- 33.T. 0$4 
9 .  ... . , !?..I . .'?.f! ~ " . 37J! .. " . 0.06 -- 
10-Smallest 139 21 .f 45.95 0.15 

. . . . . 1 ? 5 . . . . . . .  Y?!" ?42_ ." . " .25.10 . ." .- . 5% 
Low-.Cap.~ e . . . . .  11.' . . .  3.7. . IBBB . . . .  0.03 

. . ..... ~~~ ?lo . " .  '&? .'?to 39.F. 0.OB 
NYSWAMDSUASD& 
Totd We-WefgMed IndPs 7D.7 7 2 1  2Rd6 0.D3 

Source: Center& Research in Sacumy Rian. Unhmrr)tyofM\icago. 

Aspects of the Em Sire Effect 

The firm size phtnomtnon is remarkable in several ways. First, rhe greater risk of small stocks docs 
nor, in the contud of the %pita assa pricing mod4 (CAPM), fully account for thcir hi@u: renrrns 
over h e  long term. In the CAPM, only systematic or beta risk is rewarded; small company stoch 
have had nturm in uorss of those implied by theit betas. 

Second, the calendar annual raurs difftreKcs between s m d  and krge companies arc strialfy 
conektbd ?his suggcm rhat past annual rcmm may be of soms value H pxcdicring future annual 
rcmms. Su& s d  conelation, or antocorrclabon, is practically &own in tbe market for large 
stocks and in most other equity but is evident in the size prcmia. 

Third, the firm size e k  is cta~onaL For cramplq 4 company stocks o u t p c r f o d  large 
company stocks in the month of January in a large majority of the years. Such pndictability is sur- 
prising and suspiaou~ in light of modern capiml market theorg. Th~hese three aspca~ of the firm. s'rze 
cEcct--long-renn ~nrns  in utccss of spnunaric risk, su id  conrIadon, and s e a s o r i d i y 4  be 
analyzed thoroughly in the following d o = .  
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Fbm Sh;e and Return 

- 
G* f -1 
Si iDec i le  Portfdios of the NYSVAMWSDAQ Wealth Indices of lnverstments h Mid-, Low-, Micro- and 
Total C a p i i o n  Stock; 
1925-2003 
Year-end 1925 = $3 .OO 

1925 1935 1945 1W 1965 1975 1985 1995 20W 

Year-end Sowe Cents for Resavch in Seanffy Prices, lJniver&y of Chicago. 
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Long-Term Returns m Excess of Systematic Risk 

B e  capital asset pricing model (CAPM) does not f d y  acconnt. for rhe higher retnrns of small am- 
panp stocks. Table 7-5 shows h e  nnrrns in excess of sy- risk o w  the past 78 years for each 
dtdIe of the NYSU-DAQ. Recd that rhe CAPM is expressed as follow 

Table 7-5 uses the CAPM m estimate rbt rctnrn in exce6~ of rhe risktss rate and compares this esd- 
matc to hkxtrical performance. According to rfit CAPM, the c x p x t d  retum on a scm5ty should 
can* of the r i s h  rate pfus an additional ~ n m  to compensate for thf spstcxwtic risk of the secu- 
riry. The rctum in excess of the dskless rate is cd.mad io the conten of the W M  b y  multiplying 
the q&y risk prcminm by (bcra). The equity risk premium is the rrtura that comptnsars investors 
for t&&g on risk qd to the risk of the market as a whole (systematic risk)? Baa meanrns r k  
mem to which a straritg or portfolio is exposed to systunatic risk.' Tht beta of each d d e  in&- 
catcs &LC dcgm to which the decile's return moves with rhat of the o v d  market 

A beta g ~ n r  rhan one indicates tkat the sccnriry or portfolio has greater systcmak risk &an 
I& mmht; according to the W M  quadon, investors arc compmsad for taking on this addirional 
risk. Ycr, TabSc 7-5 iltustrates that thc d e r  dcdls haye had r m ~ ~  &at an not fully expkinable 
by their higher betas. This rcm in excess of that prediacd by CAPM iK1.wsc.s as one moves from 
r6e hpst  companies ia decile 1 to the smallest in decilr. 10. The cxc*;s rctum is especially pro- 
nouoccd for micro-cap stocks ( d d e s  9-10). This sjze-rchzd phenomenon has prompted a revision 
to the which hdudcs a size prcminm. Chap= 4 presents this modified CAPM theory and 
its application in more detaiL 

phenomenon can also be v i e d  graphically, as depicted in the Graph 7-2. The security 
market line is based on tbe pure CAPM withont adjusanint for the size prmium. Baed on the risk 
(or beta) of a sccnciry, the cxpmcd renun lies on thc d~ market link Howevu; the actud his- 
toric rrtnms for rhe s d m  d d e s  of the ma-DAQ lie above the line, indicating that 
h e  dcciles have had remrns in exes  of that WiJch is appropriate for their systematic risk 

2 Thc tqniry risk prcmiPm csdmanrl h e  78-pcar W e d c  w;ca xemm on 1- mmpany stoJs. 1241 puunr., I c n  
rfu: 7s-yta~ arithmmc m u n  mcomc-rmun component of 20-p.s govanma h& ns tbr hinoriEd ~~ nh, in rfS 

5 2  puuaa (It is appropiate, kowcmg EJ march rht mamriry, or duntion, of rbc rirklcn asset wirh tbe iaycrrmcm 
~OZ&OII.) Set Chqm 5 for more dcnil on tpnir)r risk pnminm crrim&on. 

3 HLmdcal bas wue dculuad aring 8 simple rrgrraion of tk m* portfolio (dcdt) mral raumc in e m s  of cfic 
30-&y US. Trunuf ba rod r a m s  versus the S&P 5 OD total nmarr m cxass of tbe 30-dtr US. Tnanrrp ba 
J a n w  1926-Ikcmbs 2003. Sa Chaptu: 6 for m e  d d  on baa &tion. 
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Further Anafysis of ttw 10th Decile 

The siu: premia presented &us far do a grcat deal to e x p k  the return due solely to size in pnblicfy 
uaded companies. Howcpcc, by splitting the 10th d d e  into two cizc groupings we can get a closer 
look at tk smantst companies. This magni€ication of thc smallest companirs will demonstsate 
wherhcr the company size to size p d  &donship wndnnts ro hold arm* 

As prtvionsly discnsscd, thc mahod for dcrennining the size p ~ ~ . p i n g s  far size prrmia analysis 
was t& take tfie stocks traded on rhe NYSE and break them up into 10 dedles, after which stocks 
traded on r6r. AMEX and W D A Q  were docand  into rhe same size groupings. Tbh same method- 
ology was used t~ split he 1Orh d d e  into m o  p e .  IOa and lob, wid lob being the smallu: of 
t6e two. Thit is eqaivalmt to bteaking &e st& down into 20 size groupings, with portfoLias 19 
and 20 reprcsardng 10a and lob. 

Table 7-7 shows that rhc pattun continues; as companies get d e r  rhek size prc.aiinm increas- 
es. There is a noticeable iacreax: in size premium Erom 1Oa to lob, which can &o be demonstrated 
v i s d p  in Graph 7-3. Thit can be mefnl in valuing companies that are ortrendy rmall, Table 7-6 
presears & size, composition, and breakpoints of dccilts 10a and lob. Fxst, the recent number of 
companies and total d d e  m a t h  capitahtion are presennd Thcn the Largest company and ia: 
market capitahition are prcsmtcd 

Bnaking the smallen decile down lowers the si&cancc of the mdts compared to results for 
the 10th d& takcn as a whole, however: The same holds true for comparing the 10th decilt with 
the Mko-Cap aggregation of the 9th and lOth deciles. The more stocks included in a sample the 
more significance can be placed on the r&. While rhis is not as much of a farror with the recent 
years of data, these size premia are c o m c t e d  with data back to 1926. By breaking the 10th d d c  
down into d e r  camponem we have cut tfic number of stock; included in each grouping. The 
change over b e  of the number of stocks induded in the 10th dcdle for the NYSEI-AQ 
is presented in TabIe 7-B. Wrtfi stocks inctnded in the analysis carIy on, there is a strong pos- 
sibiJky that just a fcw st& can dominate che renms for those early yerm. 

While the number of companies hdnded in the lOrh dm% for thc d y  years of our analysis 
i s  low, it is not too low to sdll draw meaningful results even whul broken down into &visions 
1Oa and lob. AX things considered, site premia developed for dcciles 10a and lob arc significant and 
can be used in cost of capital anal+. These size prcmia should gteady enhance the developrntnt of 
w6t of capid analysis for very srad cornpanis. 

Table 7-6 
W D e d l e  PWtfolios 1 Oa and 1 Ob of the NYSWAWIWNASDAQ, 
Largest Campany and Its Market CBpkkation 
septembra30.ZOW 

Recent Dafi)e Market CapltaQrati~n 
Recmt Number Market Capltelbahon 0 f ~ e s f C o m p a n y  Company 

~eeirs dCornmiee f i t h m d d  : On thbwamds) Name - .  - 

554 $75,93l424 ! n66.414 Emyl Gorp. !()a ." " --,.. .- , ...-.-...-.- .-.*..--- * ---.,-- "L . .-.--, -.--..- .-.-... -..,"."- ." - - 
1 Ob 1,lSB $54867,824 S96.928 Mesa RoyaYry Tnnt 

~ o t e :  W e  numers may not aggRg3tB to equal dedle 10 frgrnar 
~ a m e : C B n t e r f w R e s e a r c h i n ~ P r l t z s . ~ o f C h i c a g o .  
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Table 7-7 
bng-Tern Returns in Excess of CAPM Estimation for Dscile Portfob of the 
NYSVAMWNASDAQ, with 1 Mh Dede Split 
19262003 

Rsaftred ' Estimatad SimPramii 
&immtic Rehvntn Return in 

Mean Ercessof Ercsrsof 
m b  
E,%%ss Df 

Beta* Return Rtsklear Rateu Risklass Rate? C A W  
7 -LergM 0.81 11.43% 521 % 654% -0.34% - --.-- - .- ----------- ------- 

aetas are estimated from mMnMy portfob total retumt in axmss of the 3Pdey US. Treasury'bIE tDtal return versus the W 
500 tdal returns in excess of b e  3D-day U.S. Tmsuy bill. J W a r y  192M3ecunbsr 2003. 

"Hsbxlcal r isks rate b m a w e d  by the ?&year arlttunetlc mean incWIe return component d 20-year govemmaM bonds 
8.= 23. 

~ ~ ~ t f i e ~ ~ r r t E p d ~ f t h e C A P N l b y m u t t i p l y i n g ~ e ~ e q u i t y r i J c & b y b e t a . T h a e q r d t y ~ k ~ i f ~ e d b y  
~ e ~ ~ t ~ t a l ~ o l t h e W 5 0 0 ( 1 2 . 4 1  ~ t ) ~ t h e a m h m s t ) c m a a n ~ r e t L a n ~ t o f ~ ~  
g~vemmeni bonds (523 percent) from 1926X#M. 

GEph 73 
Security Market tine vemus Sba-Doclle Portfolios of the NYSWAMEWNRSDAQ, wKh 10th Decile Split 
1 926-2003 

Beta Sarrrs:CentarforRBsaarrhb,~RicerUrdverdlyof~IdQftedat;3.  
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Table 7-8 
fiisbrical Number of Companies for NYSEIAWIMMASDAQ Dacile 10 

Sapt Number of Companies 

1 L - "  57.. 
1930 72 .--...--- 
lEk.---. - 78 

1OD 'EL  -- . - - -  
196D 1 D9 

197D 865 -- 
'I BBD 685 

fewest nmber of c m e s  was 49 in Ma* 1920 

s o u r w : c f m t e r f o r R e s a a n h ' m S e n r r f t y P f i c e s . ~ o i ~ g a .  

Aitemative Methods of Calcuiaffng the Size Premia 

The size prcmia &tion mcchod pmented abom makes several assumptions with respect m the 
market benchmsrk and rhe rnmmmt of bcra The impan of these assumptions can best be exam- 
ined by looking at some dtanztives. In this section we will ucamine the impact on tfie size prcmia 
of using a diffcrcnr m k e r  b m b k  for estimating the equity risk premia and beta. We will also 
examine rhe effect on the size prtmia m d y  of using sum baa or an annnal bera: 

Changing the Market Benchmark 
In the origid size prrmia study, &e S&P 500 i s  used as the m k e t  benchmark in the calculatipn of 
the re.abed hisrorid q u i y  risk premium and of each site group's beta. The mSE total oduc- 
weighred index is a common alrematiw market benchmark used to calcnlate baa. Table 7-9'nscs rhis 
market bendrmak in the calculation of b c t ~  Zn order m isolate thc size effect, we require an equity 
risk premium based on a largt company stock benchmark 1C6e NYSE dedIts 1-2 large company 
index offers a mumalty exclusive set of portfolios for the anal* of the d e r  company groups: 
mid-cap d d e s  3-5, low-cap d d t s  6 4 ,  and r n i a ~ c a p  dacilu: 9-10. The size prcmia analyses using 
these !xncharks art summarized in Table 7-9 and d e p W  g r a p W y  in Graph 7-4. 

For rhe enrire period analyzed, 1926-2003, the betas obtained using the NYSE to& value- 
weighred index arc higher rhaa &ost obtained asing the S&P 500. Since s m d u  companirs had 
bigbet betas rising thc NYSE b-k, o m  would expctt chc site prtmia to &.ti& How- a s  
was iUustaud in Chapter 5, the cqniry risk premium calculated nsing the NYSE d d c s  1-2 bench- 
mark r e d s  in a d u e  of 6.40, as opposed ro 7.19 when using tbt S&P 500. The eff#t of chc 
higher bctas and 10- equity risk premium cancel each orher out, and the resulting sizt premia in 
Table 7-9 are slightly higher rhan those r d r i n g  horn the' origins! study. 

4 Sum beu h c6e m&d af beta csdmation dcsm'bcd in &per 6 durt was dcvclopcd w b a z ~  acconnx for rbc la+ 
mcrjon of Eman. &to markn mwcmaus. The sum bm &odologp anr ddopa i  for rhe mns reawn &I rbt 
r i r c p ~ w w d ~ o & m u J l ~ y b ~ m w o r m a I I t o a c c o r r n r l o r J 1 o f & c i c ~ r r m r n r  
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Dear Reader, 

This volume updates the 1994 edition of 
Corporate Finance Criteria. There are several 
new chapters, covering our recently introduced 
Bank Loan Ratings, criteria for "notching* junior 
obligations, and the role of cyclicality in ratings. 
Naturally, the ratio medians have been brought 
up to date. 

Standard & Poor's criteria publications represent 
our endeavor to convey the thought processes and 
mdodologies employed in determining Standard 
& Poor's ratings. They describe both 
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the 
analysis. We believe that our rating product has 
the most value if users appreciate all that has 
gone into producing the letter symbols. 

Bear in mind, though, rhat a rating is, in the end, 
an opinion. The rating experience is as much an 
art as it is a science. 

Solomon B. Samson 
Chairman, Corporate Ratings Criteria Committee 

P ~ d s r d  LC0 c owdl 
Em& Vice Presidents 

Hendrik J. Kranenbmg Robert E Maitnet 
1 Exscufirn Managiag Directws 

Edward Z. Emmcr, Corpomte FiMm Rnting~ 
Uiiord M. Gri Fbrandal InmtutMIs Ratings 

vladimir st%yk, Public icmance M n p  
R N .  Taub, Inarrance Ratings 

Vidcie h?lillman, ~artctwed ~inance Ratings 

Joanne W. ROW SEttiOT Mmngmg Directm 
General Cortnrel 

acnn S. Coldberg, &nagkg Director, 
Ratings Development 6 Gmmunications 

Staiorficc President Jeffrey R. Paarson 

T i  Pnsidmnt Roben Frump 
ProduatManagar Olga B. Sd&o 

Mutsting SpociaIii Suunnc Fermfioxr 
Managing Ediir Lkk Saul 

Editorial Maasgem Irmc Coknnn 
Radd L Gordon 
S w c  D. Hornan 

CON Ed* Petu Dinolfo 

TL~C~OLOCY & DEVELOPMEN 
Senior Pmdar;60uMmgw Edward b p o b  

pmdscfioo M.pagu Thcodorc Pcla 
~iorRod~ctionAsristaPt Jsoa Rcrdc 

SALES 
vim PmsidPnt Ser& krgusw 

DirecW, Global S s b  Gtorgt Schqrp 

Standard & R~~oor's Z CuslnmerSwviw Msmgmr ~0kei-f B ~ O M  

A t s 5 k . y -  -..-- 
R m W d & ~ k P o o h  a D L k h n d T b s L l b . m r - H U C o m p l a k ~ k ~ L B a c l m k r r n d l b s ~  ! k W Y v d i ~ 1 ~ t i g a * r d k C C 2 S B m t d ~  HaYml;W~OCI)4rS61110GW7?8.6~rPrrpc 
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k~~braq~mrrorOrmPSgD~1RlbsRPULf~dlmmth:~~dSPhMBmZlOtL --- 
a u 6 u d k ~ R s l * a ~ ~ b r ~ ~ ~ W ~ b b n a d m t h b n d ~ b * f h ~ ~ k ~ p 1 M ~ W 8 u h d r t e h ~ ~ W ~ t ~ p ~  
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Utilities 
The uMitIes rating methodology encampasses two badc 

components buslness risk anatysLs and f'inandal ady& 
Evaluation of industry d.raraberistIcq the utillty's posltIon 
within that industry, its regulation. and its management 
provides the context for assessfng a Brm's mandal wndl- 
tion 

Historical analysis Is a tool for idenHfying strengths and 
weaknesses and provides a starting point for evaluating 
m d a l  wndltion Business position assesanent is the 
qualltatlve measure of a utility's fundamental credltwor- 
thiness. It focuses on the forces that wBl shape the utilities' 
fiture. 

The credit analysis of utilities Is qufckly evolving. as 
utILlties are tmibd less as regulated monopolies and more 
as entities faced with a host of challengers in a competitive 
environment Marketplace dynamlcs are ~pplanting the 
power of regulation. maklng i t  crlHdy Qh-tan! to re- 
duce mds and/or market new services in order to thwart 
competitocs' inroads 

ment-wiIl have a greater mpadty to support its opera- 
tiom 

For electric and gas utilities. dtsMbution by customer 
class is sautintzed to assess the depth and dtverslty of the 
utaltyts customer mtx. For example. heavy fndustrial WR- 
centration is viewed cautiously, since a uMity may have 
si-t exposure to cy& v ~ t y .  AI&&IY. a 
large residential component yields a stable and more pre- 
dfdable revenue stre&, ?h;largest utility astomeiare 
identfned to deterrnfne their importance to the bottom line 
and assess the riskof their loss and potentfal adverse effect 
on the utiltty's ELnandal position. Credit concerns arise 
when individual customers repsesent more than 5% of 
revenues. The company or ind* ma. play a sigdiicant 
role in the overalI ewnotnlc base ofthe service area. More- 
over. large customers may turn to cogeneration or dtema- 
tIve power suppkesto meet thelr energy needs, potentialiy 
leading to reduced cash £low for the utility (even fn cases 
where a large cusmmer pays discounted rates and fs not a 
profitable account for the m. Customer concentration 
fs less slgnIflcant for water and telecommunication utili- 
ties. 

Competitive posifian 
As competitive pressures have i n t d e d  in the utilities 

ind-, Standard & Poor's adysis has deepened to in- 
clude a more thorough review of competitive position. 

Electric utility competition 
For eledric ut[Uties, competitive factors examined in- 

dude. pertentage of E m  wholesale revenues that are most 
vdnerable to competitlow Musklid load concentration; 
exposure of key customers to attefnathre supplierss corn- 
merdal wncemations: rates for ~ w s  customer dasses: 
rate desIgn and 5&bIU& productionmsts, both marginal Mitrkeik: and service area economy and fixed: emam and 

AssessLnir service tenttom beeins with the economtcand 
demogapkc evaluation a fke  &eah which the utUIty has 
Its franchise. Strength oflong-term demand for the product 
is examined from a maaoeconomlc pertpdve. This en- 
ables Standard & Poor's to evaluate the aEfordaWicy of 
rates and the staying power of demand. 

Standard &Poor's Mes to discern any secular consump 
tion tends and. more importantly, the reasom for them 
SpedlIc items examined fndude the size and growth rate 
of the market. strength of the Iranchfse, hfstoricd and 
projected sales growth. f n w m  levels and trends In popu- a lation employment, and per capita inwme. A utility with 
a heatthy emnomy and customer base--as fflustraled by 
dfverse employment opportunities average or abwe-av- 
erage wealth and income statlstfcs, and low unernploy- 

constraints. A r&ional ficus fs evident, but high costs and 
rates relatfve to national averages are also of slgdficant 
concern because of the potential for dectrldty subsfth2tes 
over time. 

Mounting competition h the electric utility indusgy 
derives from excess generating capadty. lower barriers to 
entering the elmMc generating business and marginal 
costs that are below embedded costs Standard & Poor's 
has already witnesed declining prices in wholesale mar- 
kets, as (& facto retail competition is already bekg seen tn 
several parts of the counqy. Standard & Poor's belleves 
that over the mmlng years more and more customers will 
want and demand lower prices. Initial concerns focus on 
the largest industrial loads, but other customer classes will 
be increasingly vulnerable. Competltlon MI not necesx- 
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ify be driven by legklation Other pressures will arise from ance thelr tight budgets) Also. water utEUties are not fully 
global competition and Improving technologies, whether immune to the forces of competition: in a few instances 
it be the declining mst of incremental generatton or ad- wholesale customers can access more than one supplier. 
vances i n  transmission capadey or substitute energy 
sources like the fuel cell. It ls Impossible to say precisely Telephone competition 
when wide-open retail competition will 0- this will be The Telecommuni~ons A b  of I996 accelerates the con- 
evoIutionary. However, signfilcantly greater competition tinuing challenge to the local exchange companies' ( L w  
h retall markets is inevitable. cenatry-old monopoly in the local loop. Competitive ac- 

cess providers (CAPS), both facilities-based and resellers 
Gas utility competition are aggressively pursuing customers, generally targetfng 

SSrdarly, gas utlllties are analyzed with regard to their metropolltan areas. and promlstng lower rates and better 
competitive standing in the three major areas of demand: service. 
residentlet wmrnerdal, and industrial. Although r e p -  Most long-distance calls are still originated and termi- 
lated as holders of monopoly power. natural gas utilities nated on the local telephone company network. To com- 
have for some ttme been actfvely comptfng for energy plete such a dl. the longatstance provider (induding 
market share with fuel oil. elebridty, mal, solar. wood. etc AT&T. MCI. Sprint and a host of smaller interexchange 
The long-term staying power of market demand for natu- carriers or 'KCs")must pay the local telephone company 
ral gas cannot be taken for granted. In fact, as the electric a steep 'access'' fee to compensate the IocaI phone corn- 
uMty industry restructures and reduces costs electric pany for the use of its local network CAP& in contrast 
power wlll become more cost competitfve and threaten build or lease fadllttes that directly connect customers to 
certatn gas markets. In addition, independent gas market- their long-distance carrier, bypassing the local telephone 
ers have made greater inroads behhd the dty gate and are wmpany and avoiding access fees. and thereby can offer 
competing for large gas users. Moreover, the recent trend lower long-djstance rates But the UCs  are not standing 
by state regulators to unbundle utility services is creating stilk they are combating the loss of business to CAPS by 
opportunities for outsiders to market niche products. Dfs- lowering access fees, thereby reducing the ewnornicincen- 
fributors still have the upper hand. but those who do not tive for a high usage long-distance customer to use a CAP. 
reduce and controI costs, and thus rates, could h d  a m -  LECs are attempting to make up for the loss of revenues 
petition even more d B &  from lower access fees by increasing basic local service 
Natural gas pipelines are Judged to carry a somewhat: rates (or at least not lowerfng them), since basic service is 

higher bustness risk than distribution companies because far less subjed to competttion. LECs are improvhg oper- 
they face competition in e v q  one of their markets. To the atlng effidency and marketing high margin value-added 
extent a pipeline serves utilities versus industrial end us- new services. Additionally. in the wake of the Telecornmu- 
its stabiUty is greater. Over the next five years, pipeline nications Act. LECs wiU capture at least some of the Inter- 
competition wIII heat up slnce many service contrm with LATA longafstance market. As a result of these inltidves, 
customers are explrfng. Most distributor or end-use cus- LECs continue to rebuild themselves-from the traditional 
tomers are looking to reduce pipeline costs and are work- utility monopoly to leaner, more marketing oriented or- 
ing to Improve their load factor to do so. Thus, pipelines ganizations. * 

will likely flnd it dffncult to recontract all capadty in While LECs. and indeed al l  segments of the telecommu- 
coming years. Being the pipeline of choice is a function of nications sector. face Increasing compeliMon. there are fa- 
afhadfve transportation rates, diversity and quality of vorable industry factors that tend to offset heightened 
services provided+ and capacity available in each particular business risk and auger for overall ratings stability for most 
m k e t  In all cases though, perlodfc dfscountfng of rates WCs Importantly, telecommunlcatlons isa deching-wst 
to retah customers wlll occur and put pressure on profit- business. With increased deployment of Bber opttcs. the 
ability. cost of transport has fanen dramatidy and digital switch- 

ing hardware and software have yIeIded more capable. 
Water utility competition trouble-free and costemdent networks As a result the 

As the last true uh'lJty monopoly, water utilities face very cost of network maintenance has dropped sharply, as illus- 
little competition and there Is currently no challenge to the trated by the ratio of employees per 10.000 access lines. an 
continuation of franchise areas. The only exceptions have oft dted measurement of efficiency. Ratios as low as 25 
been cases where investor-owned water mmpanies have employees per 10.W)O lines are being seen down from the 
been subject to condemnation and muddpallzatIon be- typical 40 or more employees per 10,000 ratio of only a few 
cause of poor servtce or poUtical motivations. In that re- years aga 
gad. Standard & Poor's pays dose attention b costs and In addition, networks are far more capable. They are 
rates in relation to neighboring utUUes and national aver- increasingly digitally switched and able to accommodate 
ages. (in contrast. the privatization of public water hdlities high-speed wrnmunicatIons. The infrastructure needed to 
has begun, albelt at  a slower pace than antidpated. This is a a m a t e  switched broadband services wilt be built 
occurring rnoscly in the form of operating contra& and into telephone networks wer the next few years. These 
publidprivate partnerships; and not in asset lransfers advanced networks will enable telephone companies to 
This trend should continue as dties look for ways to bal- look to agreatervariety of high-margin, value-added sew- 
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ices In addltion to those anrent services such as call 
waiting or calla ID. the dellvery of hundreds of brbadcast 
and interaclive video channels will be possible. W e  these 
services offer the potential of new revenue streams they 
will simdtaneous?y present a formidable challenge. LECs 
win be entering the new (to them) arena of multimedia 
entertahment and will have to develop expertise in mar- 
keting and entertatnment programming acumen; such 
sW stand in sharp contrast to LECs' traditf onal strengths 
in engineering and customer service. 

Standard & Poor's focuses on the n-e of operations 
Eum the perspective of cost rellahilfty. and q u a @  of 
service. Here, emphasis is placed on those areas that re- 
qutre management attentionin termsofthe ormoney and 
which, if unresolved. may lead to political. regulatory, or 
competitive problems. 

Operations of electric utilities 
For elecMo; the status of utfllty plant investment is 

reviewed with regard to generaH@ piant availabuty and 
utilization and also for compliance with existinS! and con- 

enoe. In essence. favorable nuclear operations offer sfgnifi- 
cant opportunltles but if a nudear unit runs poorly or not 
at all. the attendant risks can be great. 

Operations of gas utilities 
For gas pipellne and distribution companies, the degree 

of plant utilization. the physical condition of the mains and 
lines, adequacy of storage to meetseasonalneeds, "lost and 
unaccounted for" gas levels. and per-unit nongas operat- 
ing and construction costs are important factors. Effidency 
statistics such as load factw. operating costs per customer. 
and operating income per employee are also evaluated fn 
comparison to other utilities and the industry as a whole. 

Operations of water utilities 
As a group. water utfllties are continually upgrading 

their physfcal plant to sattsfy regulations and to deveIop 
additional supply. Over the next decade, water systems 
will increasingly face the task af maintaining compllance, 
as drlnklng water regulations change and infrastructure 
ages. Given that the Safe Drinking Water Act was author- 
ized in 1974, the flrst generation of treatment plants built 
to conform with these rules are almost 20 years old. Addi- 
tionally. bemuse the focus during this period was on sat- 

templated environmental G d  other regulatory k d a r d s .  isfying'emrltonmental standards,'befe&d maintenance of 
The record of plant outages. equivalent avallahility, load distribution systems has been common. espedally in older 
factocs, heat rates and capadty factors are examined. Also 
important is emdency, as defined by total megawm hour 
per employee and customers per employee. Transmlsdon 
interconnections are evaluated in terms of the number of 
utilities to which the utility in question has access. the cart 
sbnrctures and maflable generating capadty of these other 
utilltb. and the price paid for wholesale power. 

Because of mounetng competition and the substantial 
escalation in dewmmissioning estimates, signlflcant 
weight i s  given to the operation of nuclear facilities Nu- 
clear plan& are becoming more vdnerable to hfgh pmdnc- 
tion msts that make their rates uneconomic SIgnIflcant 
asset concentration may expose the utility to poor perform- 
ance, unscheduled outages or premature shutdowns, and 
large deferrals or replatmy assets that may need to be 
written off for the uMl.ky to remain competitive. Also. 
nuclear facilities tend to represent signingnt portions of 
their operatars' generating capability and assets. The loss 
of a productive nuclear unit from both power supply and 
rate base can interrupt the revenue stream and create sub- 
stantial additional costs for rep- and Improvements and 
replacement power. The ability to keep these stations run- 
ning smoothly and economldy directly SnEluences the 
ability to meet eIedric demand, the stability of revenues 
and costs, and, by extensfon. the W t y  to maintain ade- 
quate credltworthfness. Thus, economic operation. safe 
operation, and long-term operation are examined in depth 
Specifically, emphasis is placed on operation and matate- 
nance costs. busbar costs, fuel costs refueling outages. 
forced outages. plant statfsticr;, NRC eduatiom, the po- 
tential need for rep- operating licenses, de-on- 
ing estimates and amounts held h external trust$ spent 
fuel storage capacity. and management's nuclear ertpert- 

urban areas. h e  increasing cost of supplying treated water 
argues against the high level of unaccounted for water 
witnessed in the Industry. Consequently, Standard & 
Poor's antidpates capital plans for rebuilding distribution 
lines and major renewal and replacement efforts aimed at 
treatment plants. 

Operations of telephone companies 
For tkle~hone companies, cost-of-service analysis fo- 

cuses on plant capability and measures of efficiency and 
quality of seivice.Plantcapabilityis ascertained by looking 
at such parameters as percentage of digitally switched 
hes: fiber optic deployment, in particular in those por- 
tions of the plant key to network survival; and the degree 
of broadband capadty fiber and coaxial deployment and 
broadband switching capadty. Efadency measures in- 
dude operating margins. the ratlo of employees per 10,000 
aces lines and the extent of network and operations 
consolidation Quality of service encompasses examha- 
tion of quantiMve measures, such as trouble reports and 
repeat service calk, as well as an assessment of qitalltative 
factors, that may include service quality goals mandated 
by regulators. 

Regulation 
Regulatory rate-setting actions are reviewed on a case- 

by-case basis wlth regard to the potential effed on aedit- 
worthiness. Regulators' authorking high rates of return is 
of little value unless the returns are earnable. Furthermore. 
allowing high returns based on noncash items does not 
beneflt bondholders. Ah. to be viewed posftfvdy. regula- 
tory treatment should allow consistent performance from 
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period to period given the importance of handaI stability 
as a rating consideration. 

The utility group meets frequently with commfssion and 
staff members, both at Standard & Poor's offfoes and at 
commission headquarters, demonstrating the importance 
Standard &Poor's places on the regulatory arena for credit 
quality evaluation Input from these meetings and from 
review of rate orders and their impact weigh heavily in 
Standard & Poor's analysis. 

Standard & Poor's does not 'rate" regulatory commls- 
dons. State commissions typically regulate a number of 
diverse industries. and reguht,ory approaches to different 
types of companies oftenesdifFer within a single reguiatory 
jurisdiction. Thls makes it all but impossible to devebp 
inclusive 'tatlngs" for regulators. 

Standard &Poor's evaluation of regulation also encorn- 
passes the administrative. JudidaL and legislathre p m -  
esses Snvohred in state and federal regulation These can 
affect rare-setting activities and othar aspects of the busi- 
ness, such as competiuve entry. environmental and safety 
rules, facility siting, and seNfUes sales. 

As the utIllty industry faces an increasingly deregulated 
environment alternatives to traditional rate-rnaking are 
becoming more critical to the abLUty of utLUties to effec- 

competitive if they are to sustain m n t  IeveIs of bond- 
holder protection.) 

Natural g a s  industry regulation 
In the gas industry, toa severaI sfate commission poUdes 

weigh heady tn the evaluation of regulatory suppoh 
Ewnples include stabthation mechanisms to adjust reve- 
nues for changes fn weather or the economy. rate and 
service unbundling decisions revenue and cost allocation 
between sales and transportation mstomers, flexible fn- 
dusMaI rates, and the general supportlveness of conshuc- 
tion costs and gas purchases 

Water industry regulation 
In a11 water utility acUvfCles federal and srate environ- 

mental regulatio&continue to play a csiUcal role. The 
lejzislattve timetable to effect the 1986 amendments to the 
~ 2 e  Drinkfng Water Ad of 1974 was qulte aggressive. But 
environmental standards-setting has actually slowed over 
the past couple ofyears due largely to increasing sentiment 
that the stringent costly standards have not been j d e d  
on the basis of public health. A moratorium on the prom- 
ulgation of signffrcant new environmental rules is antid- 
pate& 

tivey compete, rnatntafn earnings power, and sustain Telecommunications industry regulation 
cteditor proteaion Thus. Standard & Poor's focuses on Despite the advances in telecommunications deregula- whefher both and federalw help Or tion, analysis of regulation of telephone operators wtU hinder utilities as they are exposed to greater competition. 

continue to be a key rating determinant for the foreseeable 
ThereismudtthatreghrsQndo*fmmall~gcosts future. The method of regulation may be either dasdc 

more -me'' to pri&g flexibfl- rate-based rate of return or some form of price cap me&- ity-and sometimes just stepphg out of the way. nisn The most important f&tor is to assess whether the 
Under rate-making rates and eamfngs are regulatory framework-no matter which type---provides 

tied to the amount of invested 'vital and the cost of suffldent financial incentive to encourage the rated corn- 
capftd can mnetimes reward companies *ore for pany to mafntafn its qu&ty o f d W  and to upgrade i b  
j W h g  than for containing them Moreaver* most plant to accommodate new serviceswMe fadng inmasing 
merit W'Jlmry p0'des do '0' p e m t  utUties '0 be competiuon from *el&oprators and d l e  devidon 
flexible when responding to competitive p res~ ' e s  of a companies 
deregulated market. Lackof flexible tartffs for electricutlli- Where reguiators do set tarLffs based on an author- tiesmaylurelafgearstomerstowhee'cheaperpowerbm fied return. Standard 

& Poor's strives to explore with other sources. regulators their view of the rate-of-return components: that 
In general. a regulator~j-ction is viewed favora'b canmatelmy impact reported veasregulatory h s  

if it perm earning a return the ability S p e a a y  these indude the allowable base upon wNch 
rates at, competitive levels. In addition to performance- the authorfied return be earned, amable  expenses 
based rewards or penalti6 flexible plans indude and the m t h d  return Stnce regulatory wersigNrum 
m€l&et-based raw  ace caps, indexbased price$ and the gamut from met, a d v d  wfth the 
rates premtsed "Iue of customer service. Such rates regulated operating coqanles to Mghly supportive p m  
more d o s e l ~ ~ t h e c o m ~ e t i t i v e  that tures. Standard &Poor's probes beyond the apparent r e p -  
ties are confronting. latory environment to ascertain the actual Impact of 

regulation on the rated company. 
Electric industry regulation 

The ability to enter i n b  long-term arrangements: at ne- 
gotiated rates without having to seek regulatory approval Management 
for each contract is also important in the electric Mushy. Evaluating the management of a utility is o f p m o u n t  
(WMe contracting at  reduced rates constrains financial importance to the a n w d  process since management's 
performance. it lessens the potentlal adverse impact in the abilities and dedsions affect all areas of a company's o p  
event of retafl wheeling. Since revenue 1osse-s amdated eratiom WMe regulation the economy. and other outside 
with this strategy are not likely to be recovered from rate- factors can lntluence results it is u l W y  the quality of 
w e t s ,  uttlldes must control costs well enough to remaIn management that determines the success of a company. 
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WW1 emerging competltlon, utility management wffl be reserve rnarglns, fuel mix. fuel contract terms. demand- 
more closely -tintzed by Standard & Pow's and wffl side management techniques, and purchased power ar- 
become an InaeasInghl &tical component of the credit rangements The adequacy of generating margins is 
watuatfon Management strategies canbe the key determt- examined nationalIy, regionally. and for each individual 
nant in differendating utilities and in establishing where company. However. the reserve margfn picture is mud- 
companies lie on the business position spectrum It Is died by the imprecise nahtrt! of peak-load growth forecast- 
lmpkative that managements be adaptable, aggrWe.  
and proactive If their utilities are to be a l e  in the future; 
this is especially important for utilities that are curren9 
uncompetltive. 

The assessment of management is accomplished through 
meetings, conversations, and reviews of company plans. It 
is based on such factors as tenure. industrv ex~erience. - .  
grasp of indushyissues. knowledge ofcustomersand theit 
needs, knowledge ofcompetlton, acoounting and Ananc- 
ing practices. and commitment to credit quaUty. Manage- 
ment's ability and willingness to develop workable 
strategies to address their systems' needs, to deal with the 
competitive pressures of free market, to execute reasonable 
and effective long-term plans, and to be proactive in bad- 
ing theft utilities into the future are assessed. Management 
quallcy is also indicated by thoughtful balandng of public 
and private priorities, a record of credhUtty. and effectlve 
communication with the public, regulatory bodies, and the 
flnandal community. Boards of directors wilI receive ever 
more attention with resped to their role in setting appm- 
priate management incentives 

Wlth competition the watchward. Standard & Poor's 
also focuses on management's efforts to enhance financial 
condition Management can bolster bondholder protection 
by taking any number of M o n a r y  actions such as 
s&ng w m o n  equity, lowering the common dfvidend 
payout, and paying down debt. Also important for the 
eIem-Ic industry will be creativity in entering into strategic 
alliances and working partnerships that improve em- 
dency, such as central dispatching for a number of utilities 
or loddng up at-risk ulstomers through Iong-term con- 
trads w expanded flexible pricing agreements. Fkoactive 
management teams wlLI a h  seek alternatives to hadf- 
tional-m-base, rate-of-return rate-making, move to adopt 
higher depredatfon rates for generating fadlities, segment 
customers by individual market preferences, and attempt 
to create superior service o ~ o n s .  

in generd management's ability to respond to mounting 
competition and changes in the utility industry in a swift 
and appropriate manner will be necessary to maintain 
credit health. 

Fuel, power, and water supply 
Assessment of present and prospective fuel and power 

supply is critical to wery electric uwty analysis wMe 
gauging the long-term natural gas supply position for gas 
pipeline and distribution companies and the water re- 
sources of a water utility is equany important. There is no 
simiIar andytrca! category for telephone utilities. 

Electric utilities 
For electric utilities emphasis is placed on generating 

hg. and a h  supply un&ty relating to such things as 
Canadfan capacUy availabuty and potential plant shut- 
downs due to age, new NRC rules, add rain remedies, fuel 
shortages problems assodated with nontraditional tech- 
nologies, and so forth Even apparently ample reserves 
may not be what they seem Moreover, the quality of 
capadty is just as important as the size of reserves Corn 
panles' reserve requirements differ, depending upon indi- 
vidual operating charactems 

Fuel divecdty provides flexibility in a changfng environ- 
ment Supply dtsntptions and price hikes can rake rates 
and ignite political and regulatory pressures that uItl- 
mately lead to erosion in f'inandal performance. Thus, the 
ability to alter generatlng sources and take advantage of 
lower cost fuels is vlewed favorably. 

Dependence on any single fuel means exposure to that 
fuel's problems: electric utiliUes that rely on ofl or gas face 
the potential for shortages and rapid price Increases; utili- 
ties that own nuclear generating fadllties face escdafing 
costs for decommfsslorting; and mal-fked capadty entails 
enGkonmental problems stemming from concerns over 
add rain and the 'greenhouse effect' 
Buying power from neighboring utilities. qt~rrllfving fa- 

dlity projects, or independent power producers may be the 
best choice for a utility that faces increasing electridty 
demand. There has been a growing reliance on purchased 
power arrangements as an alternative to new plant con- 
structlon. This can be an important advantage. since the 
purchasing utility avoids potential construction cost wer- 
runs as well as risking substantial capital.Also, utilities can 
avoid the Dnanctal risks typical of a multiyear construction 
program that are caused by regulatory lag and prudence 
reviews Furthermom purchased power may enhance 
supply flexibility, fuel resource diversity. and rmxhke 
load factors Utllitles that plan to meet demand proJections 
with a portfoUo of supply-sfde options also may be better 
able to adapt to future growth uncertatnties. Notwith- 
standing the benefits of p a -  such a strategy has 
risks assodated with it. By entering into a firm long-term 
purchased power contract that contalns a fixed-cost corn- 
ponenf utiUMes can incur substantial market, operating. 
regulatory. and £lnancial rlsks. Moreover, regulatory treat- 
ment of purchased power remwes any updde ktential 
that might help offset the risks. Utilities are not compen- 
sated through incentive rate-maktng, rather. purchased 
power fs recovenxl dollar-fordollar as an operating ex- 
pe- 

To an- the flnandal impact of purchased power. 
Standard & Poor's fht calculates the net present value of 
future annual capadty payments: (discounted at 10%). TNs 
represents a potential debt equivalent-the off-balance- 
sheet obligation that a utility incurs when it enters into a 
long-term purchased power contract However. Standard 
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& Poor's adds to the utility's bafance sheet only a portion 
of tfds amount recognfzlng that such a wntrac€d ar- 
rangement fs not entire@ the equfvaled of debt. What 
percentage fs added is a fundlon of Standard & Poor's 
qualitative ardysh of the spedac contract and the extent 
to whkh market operating, and regulatory risks are borne 
by the utility (the risk factor). For unwnditiod take-or- 
pay contracts, the rfsk factor range is &om 40%-80%. wlth 
the average hoverfng around 60%. A lower risk factor is 
typicaIly assigned for system purchases from coal-&d 
utilities and a higher risk factor Is usually designated for 
unit-sped& nuclear purchases. The range for take-and- 
pay performance obligatfons is between 10%-50%. 

Gas utifitiea 

For gas dWrIbution utiIities, long-term supply adequacy 
obviously fs critical. but the supply role has become even 
more hportant in nedft analysfs since the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission's Order 636 ehha ted  the inter- 
state pipeline merchant business. TNs thrust gas supply 
responsibilities squarely on local gas distributors. Stand- 
ard & Poor's has always believed distributor management 
has the expertlse and wherewithal to perform the job we& 
but the risks are significant since gas casts are such a large 
percentage of total umty costs. In that regard. it is fmpor- 
tant for utilities to get preappmvalsof supply plans by state 
regulators or at least keep the staff and commissioners well 
LnFomd. To mLntmtze risks, a wen-run program would 
ciiversiFy gas sources among ditferent producers or mar- 
keters, different gas basins In the US. and Canada. and 
Werent pipeline routes Also, purchase contracts should 
be Brm, wlth mMmal take-or-pay provisions, and have 
prices tied to an industry index A modest percentage of 
Bxed-mice gas is not unreasonable. Contracts, whether of 
gas p&cha.!& or pipeline capacity, shodd be intermediate 
term. Staggalng contract expirations (preferably annu- 
ally) provides an oppottdtyto be an active market player. 
A modest degree of reifance on spot puchaws provides 
flexibility, as does the use of market-based storage. Gas 
storage and on-propeFty gas resources such as liquefied 
natural gas or propane air are efFedtve peakday and peak- 
season supply management tools 
Since pi$lke companies no longer buy and natural 

gas and are just common carriers, connections withvaried 
&serve bastns and many wells within those basins are of 
peat Importance. Diversity of sources helps offset the risks 
arising from the natural production dedlnes eventually 
experienced by d reserve b a s h  and individual wells 
Moreover. such diversity can enhance a pipeline's attrac- 
tiveness as a transporter of natural gas to dlstrlbutas and 
end users seeking to buy the most economical gas available 
for their needs 

Having adequate treated water skomge fadllties has be- 
come Important in recent years and has helped - 
systems meet demands during peak summer periods. Of 
interest is whether the resources are owned by the utiltty 
or purchased from other utilities or Local authorities Own- 
@ propexties with water rights provides more aipply 
se.axity. This is especially so in states like California where 
water aIlocaftons are being reduced, particuIarly since re- 
cent droughts and environmental issues have a-eated 
alarn Since the prlmary cost forwater companies is treat- 
ment, it makeslittle Merence whether raw water fs owned 
or bought In fa& compliance with federal and state water 
regulations is very Ngh and the overan wst to deliver 
treated water to consumers remains relatively afFordable. 

Asset concenfrafion in the elecfric 
utility industw 

In the electric industxy, Standard & Poor's follows the 
operations of majwgeneratingfadlitlesto assessifthey are 
well managed or troubled. Slgntncant dependence on one 
generating facility or a large BnandaI investment in a 
single asset suggests high risk The size or magnitude of a 
particular asset relathre to total generation. net plant in 
service, and common equity is evaluated Where substan- 
tlal asset concentration exists, the finandal profile of a 
company may experience wide swings depending on the 
d s  performance. Heavy asset concentration Is most 
prevalent among utilitis with costly nuclear units 

In this category, pretax cash fmome coverage of all inter- 
est charges is the primary ratio. For this calculation. allow- 
ance for funds used during construction (AFUDC) is 
removed from income and interest expense. AFUDC and 
other such noncash items do not provide any protedlon for 
bondholders To identiFy total interest expense. the analyst 
reclassiiies certain operating expenses The interest wm- 
ponent af various off-bdance-sheet obligations, such as 
leases and some purchased-power contracts, Is included in 
interest expense. This provides the most direct indication 
of a utility's ablUty to service its debt burden 

While considerable emphasis in assessing credit probc- 
tfon is placed on merage ratios, this measure does not 
provide the entire earnings protection picture Also impor- 
tant are a company's earned returns on both equity and 
capital, measures that highlight a M s  earnings perform- 
ance. Consideration is gfven to the interaction of ernbed- 
ded costs, fi nandal leverage, and pretax return on capital. 

Water utilities Adydng debt leverage goes beyond the balance sheet 
Nearly al l  water systems thr0ughwttheU.S. have ample and wvers quasidebt items and elements of hidden &an- 

long-term water mpplfes. Yet to gain comfort, Standard & dal leverage. Noncapitalfzed leases (including saleflease 
Poor's assesses the production capability of treatment back obligations), debt guarantees. receivables finandng. 
plants and the M t y  to pump water from underground and purchased-power contracts are all considered debt 
aquifers in relation to the usage demands from consumers. equivalents and are reflected as debt in calculating capital 
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structure ratios By makfng debt level adjustments. the 
analyst can compare the degree of leverage used by each 
u m L y o o ~ .  

Furthermore, asset. are examined to ideneffy underval- 
ued or overvalued i t e m  Assets of questionable value are 
discounted to more accurately evaluate asset protedion 

Some flnns use short-term debt as a permanent piece of 
theft capital structure. Short-term debt aIso Is considered 
part of permanent capital when It b used as a bridge to 
permanent Bnandng. Seasonal, self-liquidating debt is ex- 
cluded &om the permanent debt amount. but thissftuatlon 
is me-with the exception of certain gas utilities. Given 
the long life of almost al l  utillty assets, short-term debt may 
expose these companies to interest-rate volatility, m a r -  
ketingrfsk bank line backup rfsk, and regulatory exposure 
that cannot be readily offset The lower cost of shorter-term 
obligations (assuming a positively sloped yield w e )  fs a 
positive factor that partklly mitigates the risk of interest- 
rate variability. As a d e  of thumb, a level of short-term 
debt that exceeds 10% of total capital is cause for concern 

Similarly, if floating-rate debt-and preferred stock con- 
stitute over one-third oftotal debt plus preferred stock this 
level Is viewed as unusually high and be cause for 
con- It might also indicate that management Is aggres- 
slve in Its flnandal polides. 

A layer of preferred stock in the capItal structure is 
usually viewed as equity-since dividends are dfscretion- 
ary and the subordinated daIm on assets provides a cush- 
ion for providers of debt capital. A preferred component 
of up ta 10% is typically viewed as a permanent wedge In 
the capftalstructureof utilitfes However. as m f - r e t u r n  
regulation b phased out, preferred stodr may be viewed 
by uttlfties-as many industrial firms would-asa tempo- 
rary option for companies that are not current taxpayers 
that do not beneflt from the tax deductibility of interest 
Even now, floatingrate preferred and money market per- 
petual preferred are problematic a rise &I the rate due to 
deteriorating credlt quallty tends to induce a company to 
take out such preferred stock with debt S t r u ~ e s  that 
convey tax deductibility to preferred stock have bemme 
very popular and do generally afford such flnandngs with 
equity treatment 

Cash flow adequacy 
Cash flow adequacy relates to a company's dbnity to 

generate funds internally relative to its needs. It is a basic 
component of credlt analysis because it takes cash to p;ly 
expenses, h n d  capital spending. pay dividends. and make 
interest and prindpal payments. Since both common and 
preferred dividend payments are important to maintain 
capltal market access, Standard &Paor's Iooks at cash flow 
measures both before and after dividends are paid. 

To determine cash flow adequacy, several quantitative 
relationships are examtned. Emphasis is placed on cash 
flow relative to debt debt service requirements and capital 
spending. Cash flow adequacy is evaluated with respect to 
a W s  ability to meet all fixed charges, Including capadty 
payments under purchased-power contracts. Despite the 
conditional nature of some contracts the purchaser is ob- 
Ugated to pay a minimum capadty charg; The ratio used 
fs funds from operations plus interest and capadty pay- 
ments divided @ interest plus capadty payments. 

Fin;~nciaI flexibilify/capifal attraction 
Financing flexibility incorporates a uDUity's Bnandng 

needs, plans. and alternatives as well as its flexibfllty to 
acmmpkh its f7.nandng program under sires without 
damaging credkworthlness. Extend funding capability 
complements internal cash flow. Espedally stnce c~tilities 
are so capital Intensive, a flrrn's abnity to tap capital mar- 
kets on an ongoing basis must be considered. Debt capadty 
reflects all the earlier elements: eamfngs protection, debt 
leverage. and cash flow adequacy. Market access atreason- 
able rates is restricted ifarea6nable capitalstructure is not 
maintained and the company's ~ n a n d a l  prospects dim. 
The analyst also reviews indenture resh-ictions and the 
impact of additional debt on covenant tests. 

Standard & Poor's asseyes a company's capacity and 
willingness to h e  o o m o n  equity. This is affected by 
various factors. including the market-to-book ratlo, divi- 
dend policy, and any regulatory restrictions regarding the 
composition of the capital strochire. 
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New Business Profile Scores Assigned for U.S. U~li ty and Power 
Companies: Financial Guidelines Revised 
S tandard &Poor's Ratings Services has assigned new 

business profile s c m s  to U.S. utility and p o w  compa- 
nies to better reflect the relaFive business riskamong com- 
panies in cbe sector. Staudard & Poor's also has revised its 
published risk-adjusted financial guidelines. The new busi- 
ness scores and financial guidelines do no; represent a 
change to Standard & Poor's ratings criteria or methodology, 
and no ratings changes are anticipafed from the new busi- 
ness pofile scwes or revis& financial guirlslimes. 

New Business Profile Scores and Revised 
Financial Guidelines 
Standard &Pods has a h y s  monitored changes in the 
industry and altered its business risk assessments accord- 
ingly. This is the first time sinm the l h o i n t  business pro- 

file scale for U.S. investor-wed utilities was implemented 
that a comprehensive assessment of the benefits and the 
zpplicaiicn of the methcdology has been made, The princi- 
pal purpose was to detennine if the methodology contimes 
to prwide meaningful differentiation of business risk The 
review indicated that d i l a  bsiness pnfile scoring wnen- 
ues to provide analytical benefits, the complete range of the 
lOpoint scale was not being utilized to the fullest extent 

Standard & Pooi's has also revised tfie key financial guide 
lines that it uses as an integral part of evaluating the credit 
quality of U.S. utility and power companies. These guidelines 
were last updated in June 1 5 3 .  Tne financial guidelines for 
three principal ra t i~s (funds from operations (RO) interest mv- 
erage, RO to total debt, and total debt to mtal capiCal) have 
been broadened so as to be more flexible. Pretax interest cov- 

Chanl 
D i i i u t i o n  of Business Prome Scores 

Table of Contents 

New Wwss Profile Sate 

mi! 
Tm~anission and Disbibution-Watar, Gas, and Electric 

Page 2 June 7.2004 Standard & Poor's UtiPties & Perspectives 
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erage as a key aedir ratb was eliminated. 
finally, Standard &Pow's has segmented the utiSi and 

power industiy into sub-sectors based m &e dominant mr- 
porate strategy that a company is pursuing. Standard & 
Poor5 has pblished a new U.S. utility and power company 
ranking list that reflects these subsectors. 

There are numemus benefib to the reassessment Fullei 
utirition of the entire 10poht scale provides a superior rela. 
5.rs n%ng of qudbtive b~siness ride A nvisbn of the 
f ~ n c i a l  guidelines supports the goal of not causmg rating 
changes fmm the recalibration of the business profiles. 
Classification of mpanies by sub-smn will ens~re greater 
compambil~ty and consistency in ratings.The use of industry 
segmentation will also allow more indepth statistical analysis 
of ratings disbibuths and changes. 

The reassessment does not represent a change to 
SZandard & P m ' s c r ~ i a  ormethodology for d e ~ i n i n g  
ratings for utilii and power companies. Each business pro- 
file score should be considered as the assignment of a new 
m e ;  these scoies do not represent improvenait or detiJri- 

oration in our assessment of an individual company's busi- 
ness risk relative to the previously assigned score The 
financial guidelines continue tn Ce risk-adjustad based on 
historical utility and industrial medians. Segmentation into 
industry subsecbrs does not imply that specific company 
charactwistics will not weigh heavily into tfie assignment of 
a company's business profile score. 

Restllts 
Previously, 83% of US. utility and power business profile 
scores fell between 3' and '6', which clearly does not 
refla2 the risk differentiation that exists in the utility and 
power industry today. Since the lO+oint stale was intro- 
duced, the industry has transformed into a much less 
hmoge~luur industry, whm thz didia~eim of bdnm 
rii-particularly regarding management, strategy, and 
degree ~f competitive market e x p o s u r h s  created a 
much wider spectrum of risk profiles Yet over the same 
period, business profile scores actually converged more 
tightiy around a in&m mie of '$. The new hsintss 

Chert3 
Transmission Onlp-EleWc, Gas, and Other 

%of cunpa* 
45 

Chanll 

Integrated Electric. Gas, and Combination Utilities 
% ofmmpenies 

( ;2;ofgCop" Back to 

Page 3 June 7,2004 
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file scores, as of June 2, are shown in Chart I. The overall 
median business profile xore is now '5. 

Tzble 1 contains the revised financial guidelines. It is 
important tg ernphashe that these metrics are only guide- 
Jines associated with expectations for mrious rating lev- 
els. Although credit ratio analysis is an important part of 
the ratings process, these three statistics are by no means 
the only critical financial measures that Standard & Poor's 
uses in its anawimf process. We a h  analw a wide 
array of financial ratios that do not have published guide- 
lines for each rating category. 

Again, ratings analysis is not driven so!ely by these 
financial ratios, nor has it e w  b&. In fact, the new finan- 
cial guidelines that Standard & Poor's is incorporating for 
f i e  specified rating categories reinforce the analytical 
framework whereby other factors caa outweigh the achieve- 
ment of otherwise acceptable financial ratios. These factors 
include: 
a Effectiveness of liability and liquidity management 
a Analysis of internal funding sources; 

PI Return on invested capital; 
u The exeartion record of stated business strategies; 
cl Accuracy of projected performance versus zctual results, 

a s M  as the trend; 
m Assessment of management's financial policies and atti- 

tude toward credit and 
m Cwporate governance practices. 

Charts 2 through 6 show business p-ofile scores broken 
oat by industry subsedor. The five indusSy s u b ~ c t o r s  ao: 
w Transmission and distribution--Water, gas, and electric; 
m Transmission only--Electric, gas, and other; 
D Integrated electric, gas, and combination utilities; 
u Diversified energy and diversified nonenergy; and 
m Enwgy merchantlpower developerJtrading and marketing 

companies. 
The average business pmfile scores for transmission and 

dimivlion companies and transm'mion-only companies are 
lowar m the state ttrm t"l~ previm wm33, & ~ e  thi! am- 
age business profile scores for integrated utilities, diversified 
energy, and energy merchants and developett are higher. 

Chans 
Diversified Enwgy and D'iersified Non-Energy 

Sbofcampanies 
35 

Chin6 

Ene~lVlerchantlDevelopedmding and Marketing 

Back to @ 4 i a b ~ e  of contents 
Next Page ) 

Business hofae Scmer 
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See pages 16 ta 19 for the company ranking list of busi- file scores are assigned to all rated utility and power cornpa- 
ness profile scores segmented by industry subsector and nieq whether they are holding companies, subsidiaries, or 
ranked in order of credit rating, outlook, business profile stand-alone corporations. For operating subsidiaries and 
score, and relative strength. 

Business Proills Score Methodology 
Standard &Poor's methodology of determining corporate 
utility business risk is anchored in the assessment of certain 
ylecjb &ractedsks Mat Mine secb~. Wo zssign 
business profile scores to each of the rated companies in the 
utility and power sector on a 1 &point scale, where 'l'repre- 
sents the lowest risk and '10' the highest risk Business pro- 

standalone mrnpanies, the score is a bottom-up assess- 
ment Scores for families of companies are a composite of 
the operating subsidiaries' scores. The acttial moit rating of 
a company is  anatyzed in  part, by comparing the business 
profile score with the risk-adjusted financial guidelines. 

a scores aFo For mast companlss, bsinsss profil, 
assessed using five categwies; specifically, regulation, mar- 
kets, operations, competitiveness, and management She 
emphasis placed on each category may be influenced by the 

Table 1 

Revised Financial Guidelines 

Funds from opratiortdintercst coverage (r) 
BDsiness Profile AA 
1 3 2.5 
2 4 3 
3 4.5 3.5 
4 5 4.2 
5 5.5 4.5 
6 6 5 2  
7 8 6.5 
8 1 U 7.5 
9 
10 

Funds from operalionhotnl debt (%) 

Bwmess Pmiile An 
1 20 15 
2 25 20 
3 30 25 
4 35 28 
5 40 30 
6 45 35 
7 55 45 
8 70 55 
9 
10 

Total d e w t a l  capital (%) 

B~sinessPmfils AA 
1 48 55 
2 45 52 
3 42 50 
4 38 45 
5 35 42 
6 32 40 
7 30 38 
8 25 35 
9 
10 

EBB 
1 5 1 
2 1 

2 5  1.5 
3.5 2 5  
3.8 28 
42  3 
4.5 32 
5.5 3.5 

7 4 
8 5 

EBB 
10 5 
12 8 
15 10 
20 12 
22 15 
28 18 
30 20 
40 25 
45 30 
55 40 

Skndard & Pocr's UfiIitIes & Perspectives 
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ka&e Mde - 
dominant strategy of the company or other factors hrr 
example, for a regulated transmission and distribution corn- 
pany, regulation may account for 30% ta 40% of the busi- 
ness profile scwe because regulation can be the single- 
most important credit driver fw this type of company. 
Conversely, competition, which nay not exist fm a transmis- 
sion and distribution company, would provide a much lower 
proportion (e.g., 5% to 15%) of the business profile score. 

For certain types of companies, such as pmw genera- 
tors, power developers, oil and gas exploration and produc- 
tion companies, or nonenergyrelated holdings, where these 
f i  mnponencs may mi be appropriate, Saidartf &Poor's 
will use other, more appropriate methodologies. Some of 
lhese companies are assigned business profile scwes that 
are useful only for relative rankii purposes, 

As noted above, the business profile score for a parent 
or holding company is a composite of the business profile 
scores of its individual subsidiary companies. Again. 
Standard & Poor's does not apply rigid guidelines for deter- 

mining the proportion M weighting that each subsidiary rep 
resents in the w m l i  business profila score. Instead, it is 
determined based on a number of factors. Standard & Poor's 
will analyze each subsidiarfs contribution to FFO, forecast 
capital expenditures, liquidity requirements, and other para- 
meters, including the extent to v lm- i  one subsidiary has 
higher growth. The weighting is determined case-bycase. n 

Ronald M. Bamne 
New York ( i )  212-4387652 
Richard W. Corhight, Jr. 
NEW York (1) 212-4387665 

Suzanne 6. SmZth 
New York{l J 212-43821 06 

John W. Whitlock 
New York (1 J 212-438-7678 

Andrew Watt 
New York (1 1 212-438-7868 
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NW York (! J 212-482U94 
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fMOUNT OF CAPITAL EMPLOYED 
TOTAL PERMANEM CAPITAL 
SHORT-TERM DEBT 
TOTALCAPITAL EMPLOYED 

IC p 
TOTAL DEBT 
PREFERREDDEBT 

PIVIDEND PAYOW RATIO 

FAPITAL STRUCTURE RATlOS 
BASED ON TOTAL PERMANENF CAPITA!-: 
LONG-TERM DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 
WMMON EQUITY 
TOTAL 

BASED ON TOTAL CAPITAL: 
TOTAL DEBT, INCLUDING SHORT-TERM 
MlNORrrY IMEREST 
COMMON EQUIP( 
TOTAL 

FINANCIAL STATISTICS 

BATF W RFTURN ON AVERAGE COMMON E Q U m  

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS I INTEREST COVERAGEQ) 

FUNDS FROM OPERATlONS ITOTAL DEBT(3) 

TOTAL DEBT I TOTAL CAPiTAL 

&!& ILLINOIS. INC. [41 
CAPlTALlZATlON AND FINANCIAL STATISilCS (1) 

3038 - 2002. INCLUS* 

m m -BB 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

8.83 % 7.01 % 7.83 % 7.84, % 8.13 % 
0.00 5.38 5.50 5.50 5.50 

5 YEAR AVERAGE; 

SEE PAGE 2 FOR NOTES. 
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Aaua Illinois. Inc. 
Cap-hlization and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003. Inclusive 

Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics are based upon financial statements as originally reported in 
each year. 

(2) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(3) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt. 

Source of Information: Aqua Illinois, Inc. and Consumers Illinois Water Company Annual Reports to the Illinois 
Commerce Commission 



PROXY GROUP OF SIX C. A. TURNER WATER COMPANIES 
CAPITALIZATION AND FBANCIAL STATISTICS (1) 

20(U 2002 m m 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

CAPITALIZATION STATISTICS 

@&COUNT OF CAPtTAL EMPLOYED 
TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL 
SHORT-TERM DEBT 

TOTAL CAPITAL EMPLOYED 

INDICATED AVERAQF CAPITAL COST RATES (21 
TOTAL DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 

m L  STRUCTURF RATIOS 
BASED ON TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL: 

LONG-TERM DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 
COMMON EQUITY 

TOTAL 

BASED ON TOTAL CAPITAL: 
TOTAL DEBT, INCLUDING SHORT-TERM 
PREFERRED STOCK 
COMWON EQUIN 

TOTAL 

FINANCIAL STATISTICS 

RNANCIAL RATIOS -MARKET BAS= 
EARNINGS I PRICE RATlO 
MARI<ET I AVERAGE BOOK RATIO 
DMDEND YIELD 
DMDEND PAYOUT RATIO 

RATE OF RETURN ON AVERAGE BOOK COMMON E Q U U  

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS I INTERFST COVERAGE (3 

EUNDS FROM OPEW\TIONS I TOTAL DEBT (4). 

JOTAL DEBT 1 TOTAL CAPITAL 

See Page 2 for notes. 
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Prow Group of Si C. A. Tumer Water Companies 
Ca~italiization and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003, inclusive' 
Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics for the group are the arithmetic average of the achieved 
results for each individual company in the group, and are based upon financial statements as 
originally reported in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual long-term debt interest or preferred stock dividends booked to average of 
beginning and ending long-term debt or preferred stock reported to be outstanding. 

(3) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt 

Selection Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those water companies: 1) which are included in the Water Company 
Group of C. A. Tumer Public Utility Reports (December 2004); 2) which have Value Line (Standard Ediion) five- 
year EPS growth rate projections or Thomson FN I First Call consensus live-year EPS growth rate projections; and 
3) which have more than 70% of their 2003 operating revenues derived from water operations. 

The following six water companies met the above criteria: 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Artesian Resources, Inc. 
California Water Service Group 
Miidlesex Water Company 
York Water Co. 

Source of Information: Standard & Poofs Compustat Services, Inc., PC Plus I Research 
Insight Database 

Company Annual Forms 1 OK 
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American States Water Co. 
Long-Tm Debt 
Short-Tenn Debt 

commcn Equity 
Total Capital 

Aqua America, Inc. 
Long;renn Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Prefened Stock 
common Equity 

Total Capital 

Artesian Resources Corn 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Prelened Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

f%~fom'ta W& %MW -UP 
Long-Tern Debt 
SW-Tenn CleM 
Preferred StoGk 
Commoi-I Equity 

Total Capital 

Capital -re Based upon Total Capital for 
the Pmy Grwp of Six C. A Turner Water Companies 

fcf the Years 1999 throuah 2003 

5 YEAR 
1999 AVERAGE - 

Middlesex Water Company 
Long-Term Debt 50.57 % 47.29 % 49.70 % 50.48 % 51.88 % 49.98 % 

Short-Tm Debt 6.42 9.47 7.43 3.71 1.26 5.66 
Preferred St& 209 218 228 2.49 2.55 2.32 . . - . - - - .- . . 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

York Water Company 
L o n g T m  Debt 41.40 % 45.00 % 46.35 % 48.29 % 50.41 % 6 2 9  % 

short-~erm ~ e b t  9.07 3.n 2.83 3.90 ZM 4.35 
Preferred Stodc 000 0.M) 0.M) 0. 00 0.00 0.00 
Common Equity - 49.53 50.s2 - 47.81 - 47.39 49.36 

Total Capital - 10000 % - 100.00 % iM].OO% 100.W % 
P 

100.00 % - 100.00 % - 

Prow Gmun of Sk C. A Turner 
water ~o&nies 
Long-tenn Debt 50.22 % 50.60 % 50.04 % 49.14 % 48.21 % 49.64 % 
ShoCt-Tenn Debt 7.05 6.59 7.60 5.75 5 91 6.58 
Preferred Stock 0 47 0.52 0.70 0.84 0.93 0.69 
Common Equity - 42.26 - 44.27 - 44.95 43.09 7 

Total Capital - 100.W % 1W.MI% 1w.oo% 1oo.oD% - lW.W % - 10O.MI % 

Source of Information: Standard & Pooh Compvstat S~MW.  Inc.. PC Plus 1 Research Insight Data Base 
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Prow Group of Three Value Line (Standard Ediion) Water Companies 
Capitaliition and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003, Inclusive 
Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics for the group are the arithmetic average of the achieved 
results for each ind i iua l  company in the group, and are based upon finanaal statements as 
originally reported in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual long-term debt interest or preferred stock d'~dends booked to average of 
beginning and ending long-term debt or preferred stock reported to be outstanding. 

(3) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt. 

Selection Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those water companies: 1) which are included in the Value Line 
(Standard Edition). 

The following three water companies met the above criteria: 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
California Water Service Group 

Source of Information: Standard & Poor's Cornpustat Services, Inc., PC Plus / Research 
Insight Database 

Company Annual Forms 10K 
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American States Water Co. 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Refend Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Aqua America, Inc. 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stodc 
C~mmon Equity 

Total Capital 

CaTimia Water Services Group 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stodc 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Prmcy Gmup of Three Value Une 
(Standard Edition) Water 
Companies 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
preferred~toclc 
~Ammon Equity 

Total Capital 

Capital Structum Based upon TOM C a p i  IIU 
the Proxy Group of Three Vahrt Line (Standard Edion) Water Ccmpanies 

5 YEAR 
AVERAGE 

Source of Information: Standard 8. Pwfs Cornpustat Services, Inc., PC Plus I Research insight Data Base 



PROXY GROUP OF FIFTEEN UTILITIES SELECTED ON M F  BASIS OF LEAST RELATIVE DISTANCE 
CAPITALIZATION AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS (1) 

3999 - 2003. INCLUSIVF 

CAPITALIZATION STATISTICS 

WOUNT OF CAPiTAL EMPLOYQ 
TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL 
SHORT-TERM DEBT 

TOTAL CAPITAL EMPLOYED 

U\IDICATED AVFRAGE CAPITAL COST RATES Ia 
TOTAL DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE RATIO8 
BASED ON TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL: 

LONG-TERM DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 
COMMON EQUrrY 

TOTAL 

BASED ON TOTAL CAPITW 
TOTAL DEBT, INCLUDING SHORT-TERM 
PREFERRED STOCK 
COMMON EQUITY 

TOTAL 

FINANCIAL STATISTCS 

FINANCW RATIOS - MARKFT BAS= 
EARNINGS I PRICE RATIO 
MARKET I AMRAOE BOOK RATIO 
DMDEND n n D  

PATE OF RETURN ON AVERAOE BOOK COMMON EQU1l-f 

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS I INTEREST COVERAGE (31 

FUNDS FROM OPEtWllONS / TOTAL DEBT (41 

JOTAL DEBT I TOTAI CAPITAL 

See Page 2 for notes. 
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Prow G~OUD of Fieen Utiliies Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 
Cap'bliiation and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003. Inclusive 
Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics for the group are the arithmetic average of the achieved results 
for each indi~dual company in the group, and are based upon financial statements as originally 
reported in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual long-term debt interest or prefened stock dividends booked to average of 
beginning and ending long-term debt or preferred stock reported to be outstanding. 

(3) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt. 

Seledion Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those electric, gas, combination electric and gas, and 
water utilities: 1) which are included in Standard & Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC PlusDatabase; 
2) which are most similar in risk to Aqua Illinois, Inc. based upin an analysis of the least relative d i i n c e  
of eight financial and operating ratios as explained in detail in Ms. Ahern's direct testimony; 4) which 
have Value Line (Standard Edition) or ThomsonFN / First Call consensus fwe-year EPS growth rate 
projections; and 5)  which have not cut or omitted their common dividends in the five years ending 2003 
or through the time of the preparation of Ms. Ahern's direct testimony, nor are expected by Value Line 
Investment Survey (Standard Edition) to cut their dividends during the next five years. 

The following fifteen utilities met the above criteria: 

AGL Resources, Inc. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Cinergy Corp. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
KeySpan Corp. 
Northwest natural Gas Co. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southwest Water Company 

American States Water Co. 
California Water Services Group 
Consolidated Ediion, Inc. 
Green Mountain Power Corp. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. 
Southern Company 

Source of Information: Standard & Poor's Compustat Se~ces ,  Inc., PC Plus Research Insight 
Database 
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fly be driven by legislation Other pressures will arfse from 
global competition and improving techndogies, whether 
it be the declining cost of incremental generation or ad- 
vances in transmission capadty or substitute energy 
sources Kke the fuel cell. It b impossible to say predsely 
when wide-open retail competttion wffl ocnu; this will be 
evolutionary. However, sigdflcantly greater competition 
in retail markets is inevitabie. 

Gas utility competition 
Similarly. gas utilities are anaIyzed with regard to their 

competitive sbnding in the three major areas of demand: 
residential. comrnerdal, and industrial. Although regu- 
lated as holders of monopoly power. natural gas utfiities 
have for some time been actively competing for energy 
market share with fueloft elechicfty. coal. solar, wood. etc. 
The long-term staying power of market demand for natu- 
ral gar cannot be taken for granted. In fact, as the elechic 
utility industry resmctives and reduces costs, electric 
power will become more cost competitive and threaten 
certain gas markets In addition, independent gas market- 
ers have made greater inroads behind the city gate and are 
competing for large gas users. Moreover, the recent trend 
by state regulators to unbundle u UUty &ces fS creating 
opportunities for outsiders to market niche products Dis- 
tributors still have the upper hand. but those who do not 
reduce and control costs and thus rates. could find com- 
petition even more difiiallt 

Natural gas pipelines are Judged to carry a somewhat 
Meher business risk than dkaributfon c o m d e s  because 
th;y face competition in every one of their karkets. TO the 
extent a pipeline sewautilitiesversusindusMal end users 
its stability is greater. Over the next five years, pipehe 
competition will heat up since many service contram with 
customers are expiring. Most dish-ibutor or end-use as- 
tomes are Iooklng to reduce pipehe costs and are work- 
ing to impmve their load factor to do so. Thus pipehes 
will likely find It dlfflcult to recontract all capadty in 
coming yew.  Being the pipeline of choice is a function of 
attractive transportation rates, diversity and quality of 
sefvices provided, and capadty available in each parUcular 
market In all cases though periodic discounting of rates 

ance their tight budgets) Also, water utIl l tf~~ are not fully 
immune to the forces of competition: in a few instances 
wholesale customers can access more than one supplier. 

Telephorle competition 
The Telecomunications Act of 1996 accelerates the wn- 

tinuing challenge to the local exchange companies' (LECs) 
century-old monopoly in the local loop. Competitive ac- 
cess providers (CAPS). both fadlities-based and resellem, 
are aggressively pursuing customers. generally targethg 
metropolitan are& and promising lower rates and better 
service. 

Most long-distance calls are still originated and termi- 
nated on the local telephone company network. To corn- 
plete such a call, the long-dtstance provider (including 
ATlkT. MCI. Sprint and a host of smaller interexchange 
carriers or "LYCs") must pay the local telephone company 
a steep 'access* fee to compensate the local phone corn- 
pany for the use of its local network. CAPS in contra% 
bufld or lease facllftfes that directly connect customers to 
their longdistance carrier, bypassing the local telephone 
company and avoiding access fees. and thereby can offer 
lower long-distance rates But the LECs are not standtng 
still: they are combating the lass of business to CAPS by 
lowering access fees, thereby reducing the economic incen- 
tive for ahigh usage long-distance customer to use a CAP. 
LECs are &rnp~ng tomake up for the loss of revenues 
from lower access fees by increasing basic local service 
rates (or at least not lowering them). since basic service is 
far less subject to compefition I.ECs are improving oper- 
ating efildency and marketing high margin. value-added 
new services. Additionally, in the wake of the Telecommu- 
nications Act. LECs wfll capture at least some of the inter- 
LATA long-dlstance market As a result of these initiatives. 
LECs contlnue to rebuild themselves-from the traditional 
utility monopoly to leaner. more marketing oriented or- 
ganizations 

* 

While LECs, and indeed all segments of the telecommu- 
nications sector, face increasing competition, there are fa- 
vorable industrv factors that tend to offset heihtened 
business r iskad auger for overall ratings stability for most 
LECs Importantly, telecommunications is a declining-cost 

to retafn customers wlll occur and put pressure on profit- business With increased deployment of fiber optics, the 
abiIity. cost of transport has fallen dramatically and digital switch- 

ing hardware and software have yielded more capable, 
Water utility competition trouble-free and costefficient networks As a result, the 

As the last true utility monopoly, water utilities face very 
little competition and there is currently no challenge to the 
continuation of franchise areas. The only exceptions have 
been cases where investor-owned water companies have 
been subject to condemnation and munidpalization b e  
cause of poor service or political motivatlo~~~. In that re- 
gard, Standard & Poois pays dose attention to costs and 
rates in relation to neighboring utilities and national aver- 
ages. (In contrast, the privattzatlon of public water fadlities 
has begun albeit at a slower pace than antldpated. This Is 
ouxlrrfng mostly in the form of operating contracts and 
publidprivate partnerships and not in asset ~EK&C?TS 
This trend should continue as dties look for ways to bal- 

cost ofnetworkmaintenance has dropped sharply, asillus- 
trated by the ratio of employees per 10.000 access lfnes. an 
oft dted measurement of efficiency. Ratios as low as 25 
employees per 10.000 lines are being seen down from the 
typical 40 or more employees per 10.000 ratio of only a few 
years ago. 

In addition. networks are far more capable. They an! 
increasingly digitally switched and able to accommodate 
high-speed communications. The infrastructure needed to 
accommodate switched broadband services will be bidlt 
into telephone networks over the next few years. These 
advanced networks will enable telephone companies to 
look to agreater variety of high-margin, value-added sew- 
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ices. In addition to those w e n t  s d c e s  such as call ence. In essence, favorable nuclear operations offer signla- 
wafting or caller ID. the delivery of hundreds of broadcast cant opportunities but, if a nudear unit runs poorly or not 
and interactivevfdeochannelswill. be possible. W e  these at all, the attendant risks can be great 
services offer the potential of new revenue streams, they , 

will simultaneously present a formidable challenge. LECs Operation8 of gas utilities 
will be entering the new (to them) arena of multimedia For gas pipeline and distribution companies, the degree 
en-ent and will have to develop e x p e e  in mar- of plantutilfzation, the physical condition of the mains and 
keeing and entertaLnment programming aatmen; such lines, adequacy of storage to meet seasonalneecis. 'lost and 
sMk stand in sharp contrast to LECs' tradftional strengths unaccounted for' gas levels, and per-unit nongas operat- 
in engineering and customer service. ing and construction costs are important factors. Emdency 

scatisticssuch as load factor. operating costs per customer. 

Operations and operating income per employee are also evaluated in 
comparison to other utIllties and the industry as a whole. 

Standard & Poor's focuses on the nature of operations 
from the perspective of cast, rehbillty, and qudty  of Operations of water utilities 
service. Here. ernphasfs is placed on those areas that re- As a group, wafer utflities are continually upgrading 
quire management attention in terms of time or money and their physical plant to s a w  regulations and to develop 
which. if unresolved, w lead to polltieaL regulatory. or additional supply. Over the next decade, water systems 
competitive problems. will increasingly face the task of mafnCaining complfance. 

as drinking water regidations change and M ~ c h t r e  
Operations of electric utilities ages. Given that the Safe Drinking Water Act was author- 

For electtics. the stabis of umty plant investment is kd in 1974, the first generation of treatment plants built 
reviewed with regard to generating plant availability and to conform with these d e s  are almost 20 years old. Addi- 
uOUFzation. and atso for compliance with &ling and con- tionally. because the focus during this period was on sat- 
templated environmental and other regulatory standards. isfying environmental standards. deferred maintenance of 
The record of plant outages, equivalent avaihb111tyP load dfsMbution system has been common. especially in older 
factors, heat rates, and capadty factors are examined. Also urban areas. The increasing cost oFsupplying treated water 
important is effidency. as defied by total megawatt hour argues against the high level of unacmunted for water 
per employee and customers per employee. Transmission witnessed in the industry. Consequently. Standard & 
interconnections are evaluated fn terms of the number of Poor's antidpates capital plans for rebullding distribution 
utflities to which the utilify in question has access the cost lines and major renewal and replacement efforts aimed at 
structures and available generating opadty of these other treatment plank 
utilities and the price paid for wholesale power. 

Because of mounting competition and the substantial Operations of telephone companies 
escalation in decommissioning estimates. signlflcant. For &ephone companies. cost-of-service andysfs fo- 
weight is given to the operation of nudear fadlitles. Nu- cuses on plant capability and measures of efficiency and 
dear plants are becoming more vulnerable to high produc- quality of service. Plant capabilltyb ascertained by lookfng 
tfon costs that make their rates uneconomic Signfflcant at such parameters as percentage of digftalIy switched 
asset concentration may expose the utility to poor perform- lines: fiber optic deployment. in paNcuIar in those por- 
ance. unscheduled outages or premature shutdowns, and tions of the plant key to network survival. and the degree 
large deferrals or regulatory assets that may need to be of broadband capadty fiber and coaxlal deployment and 
written off for the umty to remain competitive. A h .  broadband switching capacity. EfEdency measures In- 
nuclear facilities tend to reprwnt signiacant portions of clude operating margins the ratio of employees per 10,000 
their operators' generating capability and assets The loss access lines, and the extent of network and operations 
of a produdIve nuclear unit h m  both power supply and consolidation. Quality of service encompasses examha- 
rate base can Interrupt the revenue stream and create sub- tion of quantitative measures, such as trouble reports and 
stantfal additional costsfor repafrs and improvements and repeat service calls, as well as an assessment of qualitative 
replacement power. The ability to keep these stations run- factors that may fndude service qcmllty gods mandated 
ning smoothly and economically directly influences the by regulators. 
ability to meet elecMc demand. the stability of revenues 
and costs, and, by extendon. the a b w  to &lain ade- 
quate creditworthiness. Thus. emnomfc operation. safe Regulation 
opecarion, and long-term operatJon are examined in depth. Regulatory rate-setting actions are reviewed on a case- 
Spedfidy,  emphasis is placed on operation and mainte- bycase basis with regard to the potential effect on credit- 
nance costs, busbar costs, fuel costs, refueling outages. worthiness. Regulators' authorizing high rates of return is 
forced outages, plant statistics. NRC evaluations, the po- of little value unless the returns are earnable. Furthermore. 
tential need for repairs, operating licenses, decommission- allowing high returns based on nonmsh items does not 
fng estimates and amounts held in external trusts, spent benefft bondholders. Also, to be viewed positively. regula- 
fuel storage capacity, and management's nudear experf- tory treatment should allow conststent performance fmm 
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period io period, given the i m p  of fhmcial stability 
as a rat fn~ consideration 

The utikygroup meets frequently with cornmlssion and 
stafF members, both at Standard & Poor's oWces and at 
corn-on headquarters, demonstrating the Importance 
Standard &Poor's places on the regulatory arena for credit 
quality evaluation. Input from these meetings and from 
review of rate orders and their impact weigh heavlly in 
Standard & Poor's analysis. 

Standard & Poor's does not 'rate" regulatory commls- 
sions. State commissions typically regulate a nrlmber of 
diverse tndustxIes, and regulatory approaches to Werent 
types of companies often -&er &&in a single regulatory 
ltrisdIctlon TNs makes it all but impossible to develop 
inclusive "ratings" for regulators. 

Standard &Poor's evaluation of regulation also encom- 
passes the administrative, judidal and legislative proc- 
esses involved in state and federal regulatlon. These can 
affect rate--setting activities and other aspects of the busi- 
ness such as competitive entry, environmental and safety 
rules. facility siting, and securities sales 

As the utility industry faces an increasingly deregulated 
emhnment  alternatives tn traditional rate-making are 
becnmln~ more critical to the abilltv of utfities to &eC- 

competitive if they are to sustdn a~rrent levels of bond- 
holder proteaion.) 

Natural gas industry regulation 
In the gas industry, too. several state commission polides 

weigh heavily in the evaluation of regulatory suppott 
ExampIes indude stabfkdon mechanisms: to adjustreve- 
nues for changes in weather or the economy, rate and 
service unbundling dedsions revenue and cost allocation 
between sales angtranspor&ion customers. flexible in- 
dustrial rates, and the general supportlveness of constmc- 
tion costs and gas purchases. 

Water industry regulation 
In all water utility activities, federal and state environ- 

mental regulations continue to play a dUml role. The 
IegtsIacive timetable tn effect the 1986 amendments to the 
Safe Drinking Water Ad of 1974 was quite aggressive. But 
environmental standards-setting has actually slowed over 
the past couple ofyears due largely to increasfngsenthnent 
that the stringent, costly standards have not been justifled 
on the basis of public health. A moratorium on the prom- 
ulgation of slgnitlcmt new envtmnrnental rules is antid- 
pated. 

tively compete. maintain earnings-power, and sustain 
creditor protection Thus Standard & Poor's focuses on 
whether regulators, both state and federaL will help or 
hinder uUties as they are exposed to greater competition. 
There Is, much that regulators can do. from allocating costs 
to more captive customers to allowing pricing flextbfl- 
ity-and somettmesfust stepping out of the way. 

Under traditional rate-making. rates and earnings are 
tied to the amount of invested capieal and the cost of 
capital. This can sometimes reward companies more for 
justifying costs than for containing them Moreover, most 
current regulatory policies do not permit utilities to be 
flexible when responding to compe&itfve pressures of a 
deregulated market. Lack of flexible t . s  for electric utili- 
ties may lure large customers to wheel cheaper power from 
other sources. 

In general, a reguIatoryjurisdiction isviewed favorably 
ifit permits earning a return based on the ability to sustain 
rates at competitive levels. In addition to performance- 
based rewards or pendtles flexible plans could include 
market-based rates, price caps, Index-based prlctss, and 
rates premised on the value of customer service Such rates 
more dosely mirror the competitive envfronrnent that uU-  
ties are confronting. 

Electric industry regulation 

Telecommunications industry regulation 
Despite the advances in telecommunications deregula- 

tion, analysis of regulation a f  telephone operators will 
contlnue to be a key racing determinant. for the foreseeable 
future. The method of regulatlon may be elther classic 
rate-based rate of return or some form of price cap mecha- 
nism The most important fktor Is to assess whether the 
regulatory hework-no  matter which type--provides 
sumdent financial incentive to encourage the rated corn 
pany to maintain its quaIfty of service and to upgrade its 
plant toacc~mmodatenewservices while fadng increasing 
competition from wireless'operatars and cable television 
companies. 

Where regulators do still set W s  based on an author- 
ized return, Standard & Poor's strives to explore with 
regulators their view of the rate-of-return components that 
can materially impact reported versus regulatory earnings 
Specifically these include the allowable base upon which 
the authorized return can be earned, allowable expenses 
and the authorized return. Since regulatory oversight runs 
the gamut from strict, adversarial relationshfps with the 
regdated operating companies to highly supportive pos- 
tures. Standard &Poor's pmbes beyond the apparent regu- 
latory environment to-ascertain the act& impactof 
regulation on the rated company. 

The ability to enter into long-term arrangements at ne- 
g o W d  rateswithout havingto seek regulatory approval Management 
for each contract is also important In the eledrfc industry. Evaluating the management of a ucillty Is of pararnot~nt 
( W e  contracting at reduced rates constrains financial importance to the analytical process since management's 
performance, f t  lessens the potential adverse impact in the abilities and decisions affect all areas of a company's op- 

e event of retail wheeling. Since revenue losses associated erations WMe regirlation. the economy. and other outside 
with this strategy are not likely to be recovered from rate- factors can influence results, it Is ultimately the quality of 
payers, utilities must control costs well enough to remain management that determines the success of a company, 
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• With emerging competition umty management wiff be reserve m. fuel mfx, fuel contrad terms, demand- 
more closely sautinlzed by Standard & Poor's and will side management techdques, and purchased power ar- 
become an increasingly critical component of the credit rangements. The adequacy of generating margins fs 
evafuatfon Management strategiescan be the key determl- examined nationally. regionally, and for each individual 
nant in dfierentlating utlllties and in establishing where company. However. the reserve margin picture is mud- 
companies lie on the business position spectrum it is dled by the imprecise nature of peak-load growth forecast- 
imperative that managements: be adaptable. aggressive, ing. and also supply uncertainty relaCing to such things as 
and proadlve if their u W e s  are to be viable in the futum Canadian capacity availability and potential plant shut- 
thfs is especially important for ufiUtIes that are arrentfy downs due to age. new NRC rules, add rain remedies, fuel 
uncompedtive. shortages problems associated with nontraditional tech- 

The assessmentofmanagementkaccompUshed through nologies, and so forth. Even apparently ample reserves 
meetings. conversations. and reviews of company plans. It may not be what they seem Moreover, the quality of 
fs based on such factors as tenure, industry experience. capadty is just as important as the size of reserves. Corn 
grasp oFindustry Issues, bowledge of customers and their panfes' reserve requirements differ, dependhg upon fndi- 
neecis. knowledge of competitors, accounttng and financ- vidual operating characterfsticr. 
ing practices, and commitment to credit quality. Manage- Fuel diversity pmvides flexibility in a changing environ- 
ment's abiUty and willingness to develop workable ment. Supply disruptions and price hikes can raise rates 
sfmkgtes to addres their systems' needs, to deal with the and ignite polltical and regulatory pressures that ulti- 
competitive pressuresof free market, to execute reasonable rnately lead to erosion in flnandal performance. Thus. the 
and effective long-term plan$, and to be proactive in lead- ability to alter genemthg sources and take advantage of 
ing their utilities into the fume are assessed. Management lower cost &els is viewed favorably. 
quality is also indicated by thoughtful balandng of public Dependence on any single fuel means exposure to that 
and private priorities, a record of credibfiity, and effective fuel's problems: electric utilities that rely on olI or gas face 
communication with the public, regulatory bodies, and the the potential for shortages and rapid price Increases; utill- 
fhmdal community. Boards of directon will receive ever tles that own nuclear generathg fadtities face escalating 
more attention with respect to their role in sening appro- casts for decommlssfonlng; and coal-bed capadty entalls 
priate management incentives. environmental problems sternming fi-om concerns over 

With competition the watchword, Standard & Poor's add rain and the 'greenhouse effect" 
also focuses on management's efforts to enhance Rnandal BuyFng power from neighboring utilities, qualifying fa- 
condition Management can bolster bondholder protection dJ&y projects. or independent power producers may be the 
by a g  any number of dismeidonary actions, such as best choice for a utility that faces increasing electridty 
s&g common equlty, lowering the common dividend demand. There h a  been a gtowfng reliance on pwchased 
payout and paying down debt Also fmportant for the power arrangements as an alternative to new plant con- 
electric industry will be creativity in entering into strategic strudlon. This can be an important advantage, since the 
alliances and worklng partnerships that improve em- purchasing utility avoids potential construction cost over- 
dency. such as central dispatching for a number ofutUitfes runs as well as *king substantial capital. Also. utilities can 
or locking up at-risk customers through long-term con- avoid the Einandal risks typical of a multiyear construction 
tracts or expanded flexible pddng agreements. Proactive program that are caused by regtdatory lag and prudence 
management team will also seek alternatives to tradi- reviews Furthermore, purchased power may enhance 
Uonalrate-base, rate-of-return me-making. move to adopt supply flexlbUty, fuel resource diversity. and maxtmW 
higher depredation rates for generatfng fadllties, segment load factors. UtfUties that plan to meet demand projectfons 
customers by individual market preferences, and attempt with a portfouo of supply-side options also may be bettw 
to me* superior service organfiatIons. able to adapt to future growth uncertainties. Notwith- 

Ingeneral. management'sablllty to respond tomounting rhe benefits of purhasing such a strategy has 
competition and changes in the umty industry in a swi& risks assodated with it By entering into a firm long-term 
and appropriate manner will be necesay to maintain purchased power contract that contains a fixed-cost  om- 
credit health. ponent utilities can incur substantial markef operating, 

regulatory, and BnandaI risks. Moreover, regulatory treat- 

Fuel, power, and wafer supply 
Assessment of present and prospective fuel and power 

supply is critical to every electric utility analysi~. w u e  
gauging the long-term natural gas supply positlon for gas 
pipehe and distribution companies and the water re- 
sources of a water utility is equally important There is no 
similar analytical category for telephone utilities. 

Electric util it ia 
For electric utilities emphasis is placed on generating 

ment of purchased power removes any upside potential 
that might help offset the risks. UtilftIes are not mmpen- 
sated though incentive rate-making rather. purchased 
power is recovered dollar-for-dollar as an operating ex- 
pense. 

To analyze the h a n d a l  impact of purchased power. 
Standard &Poor's k t  caIcuIates the net present value of 
future annual capadty payments (discounted at 10%). Thh 
represents a potentiaI debt equivalent-the off-balance- 
sheet obligation that a utility inctrrs when it enters into a 
long-term purchased power contra& However. Standard 
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@ & P w * s  adds to the utility's balance sheet only a portion 
of this amount recognfdng that such a contractual ar- 
rangement is not entirely the equivalent of debt. What 
perwlcage Is added is a function of Standard & Poor's 
qualitative analysfs of the spednc contract and the extent 
to whfch market operathg, and regulatory risks are borne 
by the utility (the risk factor). For unconditiod. take-or- 
pay contracts, the rlsk factor range fs from 40%-BW6, with 
the average hwering around 60%. A lower risk factor Is 
typically assigned for system purchases from cod-fired 
utilities and a higher risk factor is usually designated for 
unit-specific nuclear purchases The range for take-and- 
pay performance obligations is between 10%-50%. 

Gas utilities 
For gas distribution utLIlCles. long-term supply adequacy 

obviously is critical, but the supply role has become even 
more [mporbnt in credit analysfs since the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission's Order 636 eliminated the inter- 
state pipeline merchant business. Thfs thrust gas supply 
respo*&ilities squarely on local gas distributors Stand- 
ard & Poor's has always believed distributor management 
has the expertise and &herewithal to the job well. 
but the rfsks are signtncant since gas costs are such a large 
percentage of total utility costs. In that regard. it is impor- 
tantfor uCUfties to get preapprovalsof supply pIansbystate 
regulators or at least keep the staff and commissioners well 
Wormed. To mfnhfze dsks a well-run program would 
diver* gas sources among difierent producers or mar- 
Letem, different gas bsdn. in the US. and Canada. and 
diBerent pipeline routes Also. purchase contracts should 
be fin with minimal take-or-pay pmvbions and have 
prices tied to an industry index. A modest percentage of 
flxed-~dce gas is not unreasonable. ConEacts, whether of 
gas p&c& or pipeline capacity. shodd be intermediate 
term Staggering contract expirations (preferably annu- 
ally) provides an opportunity to be an active market player. 
A modest degree of reliance on spot purchases provides 
flexibility. as does the use of market-based storage. Gas 
storage &d on-property gas resources such as liquefied 
naturalgas or propane air are effectfve peak-day and peak- 
season supply management tools. 

Since pipeline companies no longer buy and sell natural 
gas and are just common carriers, connections with varied 
reserve basins and many wells within those baslns are of 
great importance. Diversity of sources helps offset the risks 
arising from the natural production dedInes eventually 
experienced by all reserve basins and individual wells. 
Moreover. such diversity can enhance a pipeline's attrac- 
tiveness as a transporter of natural gas to dfstributors and 
end usersseeklng to buy the most economical gas available 
for their needs 

Having adequate treated water storage facilities has be- 
come important in recent years and has helped many 
systems meet demands during peak summer periods Of 
interest is whether the resources are owned by the uWty 
or purchased from other uhlllties or local authorities Own- 
i& properties with water rights provides more wpply 
security. This is espedally so in states like Californiawhere 
water allocations are being reduced, particularly since re- 
cent droughts and environmental h u e s  have created 
alarm. Since the prtmary cost for water companies is treat- 
ment. it makeslittle Werence whether raw water is owned 
or bought In fact, compliance with federal and state water 
regulations is very high and the overall cost to deliver 
treated watw to consumers remains relatively affordable. 

Asset concentrafion in the elecfric 
utility industry 

In the electric industry, Standard & Poor's follows the 
operatlons of major generating fadlities to assess if they are 
well managed or troubled. Signfncant dependence on one 
generatfng factllty or a large flnandal investment In a 
single asset suggests high risk The size or magnitude of a 
particular asset relative to total generation. net plant in 
service. and common equity is evaIuated Where substan- 
Hal asset concentration exists, the financial proflle of a 
company may experience wide swings depending on the 
asset's performance. Heavy asset concentration is most 
prevalent among utilities with costly nudear units. 

Earnings proiecfhq 
In this category, pretax cash income coverage of all inter- 

est charges is the primary ratio. For this calculation, allow- 
ance for funds used during construction (AFUDC) is 
removed from income and interest expense. AFUDC and 
other such noncashitems do not provide any protection far 
bondholdersTo identi& total interest expense. the analyst 
reclassifies certain operating expenses. The interesf com- 
ponent of various off-balance-sheet obligations, such as 
leases and some purchased-pmer contracts, is included in 
interest expense. This provides the most dked indicauon 
of a utility's ability to service its debt burden 

While considerable emphasis in assessing credit protec- 
tion is placed on average ratios this measure does not 
provide the entire earnings protection picture. Also tmpor- 
tant are a company's earned returns on both eqrrity and 
capital. measures that highlight a firm's earnings perform- 
ance. Consfderation Is given to the interaction of ernbed- 
ded costs flnandal leverage, and pretax return on capital. 

Water utilities Analyzing debt leverage gaes beyond the balance sheet 
Nearly al l  water systems throughout the US. have ample and covers quasidebt items and ehments of hidden finan- 

long-term water supplies. Yet to gain comfort, Standard & dal leverage. Noncapitauted leases (including saleAease- 
Poor's assesses the production capabflfty of treatment back obligations), debt guarantees, recdvabies Bnandng, 
plants and the ability to pump water from underground and purchased-power an t ram are all considered debt 
aquifersin relation to the usage demands fromconsumers equivaIents and are reflected as debt in calculating capital 
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structure ratios By making debt level adjustments. the 
analyst can compare the degree of leverage used by each 
utility company. 

Furthermore, assets are examined to identify undwal- 
ued or overvalued items Assets of questionable value are 
discounted tD more acamtely evaluate asset protection. 

Some firms use short-term debt as a permanent piece of 
thelr capital struaure. Short-term debt also is considered 
part of permanent capital when it is used as a bridge to 
permanent financing. Seasonal, self-Uquldating debt is ex- 
cluded from the permanent debt amount, but thkthistuablon 
is rare-with the exception of certain gas utjlities. Given 
the long Me of aIrnost all utility assets, short-term debt may 
expose these companies to interest-rate volatlltty. remar- 
keting risk bank h e  backup risk, and regulatory exposure 
that cannot be readily offset. The lower cost of shorter-term 
obligations (assuming a positively sloped yield curve) is a 
positive factor that partially mftigafe~ the risk of interest- 
rate variability. As a rule of thumb. a level of short-term 
debt that exceeds 10% of total capital is cause for concern 

Similarly, if floating-rate debt and preferred stock con- 
stttute over one-thfrd of total debt plus preferred stock this 
level is viewed as unusually high and may be cause for 
concern. It might also indicate that management is aggres 
sive in its h a n d a l  poUdes. 

A layer of preferred stock in the capital structure is 
usually viewed as equity-since dividends are dlscretion- 
ary and the subordinated claim on assets provides a cush- 
ion for providers of debt capitaI. A preferred mmponent 
of up to 10% is typically viewed as a permanent wedge in 
the capital stnlcture of utilities However. as rateof-return 
regtdkion is phased our preferred stock may be viewed 
by utilittes-as many Industrial Rrms would-as a tempo- 
rary option for companfes that are not current taxpayers 
that do not benent from the tax deductibility of interest 
Even now. floating-rate preferred and money market per- 
petual preferred are problematic: a rise in the rate due to 
deteriorating credit quality tends to induce a company to 
take out such preferred stock with debt Structures that 
convey tax dedtlaibility to preferred stock have become 
very popular and do generally afford such Bnancfngs with 
equity tKeatrnent 

Cashf'lowadequacy 
Cash flow adequacy relates to a company's iibtllQ' to 

generate funds internally relative to its needs. It is a bask 
component of credit analysis because it takes cash to pay 
exp&es, fund capital spending, pay dividends and make 
interest and pdndpal payments Since both common and 
preferred dividend payments are important to maintain 
capital market access. Standard &Poor'slooks at cash flow 
measures both before and after dividends are paid. 

To determine cash flow adequacv. several quantitative 
relationships are examined. ~ r i ~ h & s  is on cash 
flow relative to debt. debtservicereautrements. and capital 
spending. cash flow adequacy is evduated with resped to 
a fimis ability to meet all fixed charges, including capacity 
payments under purchased-power contracts. Despite the 
conditional nature of some contracts, the purchaser fs ob- 
ligated to pay a mWmum capacity charge. The raHo used 
fs funds h m  operations ph~s  interest and capacity pay- 
ments divided by interest plus capacity payments. 

Financing flexibility incorporates a utility's financing 
needs. plans and alternatives. as well as its flexfbillty to 
accomplish its fInandng program under stress without 
damaging creditworthiness. External funding capabfUw 
complements internal cash flow. Espeddny since utilities 
are so capital intensive. a firm's ability to tap capital mar- 
kets on an ongoing basis must be considered. Debt capadty 
reflects all the earlfer elements e d g s  protection, debt 
leverage. and cash flaw adequacy. Market access at reason- 
able Fates is restricted if areasonable capltal structure is not 
maintained and the company's finandal prospects dim. 
The analyst also reviews indenture restrictions and the 
impact of additional debt on covenant tests. 

Standard & Poor's assesses a company's capadty and 
wfllingness to issue com60n equity. This is affected by 
vgolls  factors, including the market-to-book ratio, divi- 
dend policy, and any regulatory M d I o n s  regarding the 
composition of the capital structure. 
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New BU$~R@$$ Profile Scores Assigned for U.S. Utility and Power 
Companies; Financial Guidelines Revised 

S tandard & Poor's Ratings Servich has assigned new 
business profile scores to U.S. utility and power wmpa- 

nies to better reflect !he relative b ~ ~ i n e s s  risk among corn- 
panies in the sector Standard & Pow's also has revised its 
published riskadjusted financial guidelines. The new busi- 
rtess scores and financial guidelines do not rqieser;t a 
change to Standard & Poor's ratings criteria or methodology. 
and no ratings changes are anticipated from the new busi- 
ness profile scorgs ar rm+sed fin8nn'al guideiinss. 

New Business Profile Scorw and Revised 
Financial Guidelines 
Sbndard & Poor's has always monitored changes in the 
indusby and altered its business risk assessments accord- 
ingly. This is the first time since the 10-point business pro- 

file scale for U.S. investor-owned utilities was implemented 
that a comprehensive assessment of the benefits and the 
application of the methodology has been made. The princi. 
pal purpose was to determine i f  the methodology continues 
to provide meaningful differentiation of business risk. The 
review indicated that *bile business profile scoring con5n- 
ues to provide analytical benefits, the complete range of the 
ID-point scale was not being u t i l i i  to the fullest extent. 

Simjard & Pow's has also rm isd  ihe Ls finmual p ide-  
lines that it uses as an integral part of evaluating the Credit 
quality of U.S. utility and power companies. These guidelines 
were last updated in June i 9 3 .  The financial guidelines fo: 
three principal mtios (funds fmm operations (ROI intwestcov- 
erage, RO to total debt, and total debt to total capital) have 
been broadened so as to b!! more flexible Pretax interest cov- 

4 Back to 
Table of Contents 
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chart1 

Distniution of Busines Prome bores 

Hew Susinw Pd:e Score 

b a n  2 

Transmission and Distribution-Water, Gas, and Electric 

%of companies 
%---- 

Page 2 June 7.2004 Standsrd & Poor's Utilities & Psrspectives 
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erage as a b y  credit ratio was eliminated. 
Finally, Standard & Pow's has segmented the utility and 

pvm indusq into subsxtors hsd cin ihedorninant coi- 
porate strategy that a company is pursuing. Standard & 
Poor3 has published a new U.S. utility and power company 
ranking list that reflects these sub-sectors. 

There are numerous benefa to the reassessment Fuller 
~ ~ t i i i a t i ~ n  of the entire IOpoint scalepravides a superior rela. 
tive ianldng of qualibtive b~shgss risk. A revision of be 
financial guidelines supports the goal of not causing mting 
changes from the recalibration of the business profiles. 
Clsssitkation of compzniss by subsecton will ensore greater 
comparability andconsistenof in d g s .  The use of industry 
segmentation will also allow r n m  in-depth statistical analysis 
of ratings di&ibuhs and rating &rigs" 

The reassessment does not represent a change to 
Standard & Pow's criteria ornethodol~gy for determining 
ratings for utility and power companies. Each business pro- 
file score should be considered as the assignment of a new 
score; thex scores do ncit represent inprweliient or deteii- 

oration in our assessment of an individual companfs busi- 
ness risk relative to the previously assigned score. The 
fimncial guidelines continue to k esbadjintd bsrd  on 
historical utility and industrial medians. Segmentation i n t ~  
industry nrb-sectors does not imply that specific company 
characteristics will not weigh heavily into the assignment of 
a company's business profile score. 

Results 
Previously, 83% of U.S. utility and power business profile 
scores fell between '3' and '6: which clearly does not 
reflect tha risk differentiation that exists i n  %e M i t y  and 
power industry today. Since the 10-point scale was intro- 
duced, the indusby has transformed into a much less 
hoinogenms industry. Mhere the d i i i m e  of bs;nes 
risk--particularly regarding management. strategy, and 
degree of competitive marketexposure--has created a 
much wider spectrum of risk profiles. Yet over the same 
period, business profile scores actualfy cornrerged more 
tightly amux! a rndian mia of'$. The nrvu hsinzss pm 

@art 3 

Transmission Only--Elem*c. Gas, and Other 

Chart 4 

Integrated Electric. Gas. and Combination Utilities 

Page 3 June7,2004 
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Featwe Mde 

file scores, as of June 2, are shown in (hart 1. The overall 
median business pmfile score is now '5. 

Table 1 contains the revised financial guidelines. I t  is 
important to emphasize %at the& n e t r i a  are only guide- 
Iines associated with expectations for various rating lev- 
els. Although credit ratio analysis is an important part of 
the ratings process, these three statistics are by no meam 
the only critical financial measures that Standard & Poor's 
uses in its analytical process. We also enalyza a wide 
array of financial ratios that do nor have published guide- 
lines for each rating category. 

Again, ratings analysis is not driven solely by these 
financial ratios, nor has i t  evet been. In fact, tfie new finan- 
cial guidelines &at Standard & Poor's is incorporating for 
the specified rating categories reinforce the analytical 
framework whereby other factors can outweigh the achieve- 
ment of otherwise acceptable financial ratios. These factors 
include: 

4 Back to 
Table of Contents 

@ Next Page) 

Return on invested capital; 
m The execution record of stated business strategies; 
e Accuracy of p:ojccted performance versus actual resub, 

as .tfell as the trerd; 
m Assessment of management's financial policies and atti- 

tude toward credit; and 
m Cupmate governance practices. 

Charts 2 thrwfih 6 show business profile scores broken 
01,: by industry sub-seatr. me five indusq ~~i.ilbsscm are: 
s Transmission and distribution-llllater gas, and electric; 
m Transmission only-Electric, gas, and other; 
8 integrated electric, gas, and c&bination ufilities; 
a Diversified energy and diversified nonenergy; and 
m Energy merchantjpower developerltrading and marketing 

companies. 
The average business profile scores for transmission and 

distribution companies and transmission-onfy companies an! 
I c<m on the &r! &an tfie previous aveizgaj, whits the am. 

r Effectiveness of liability and liquidity management age business profile scores fw integrated utilities, diversified 
a knzlysis of internal funding sources; enera! 2nd enwgy merchants and developers are higher. 

Charrs 
Diversified Energy and Diversified MonInergy 

CtranG 

Energy MerchantlDevelopemrading and Marketing 
% oi mmpanies 

Busiiness Pmfik Scores 

Page 4 June 7,2004 Shndartl &Poor's Utilities & Perspectives 
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See pages 16 to 19 for the company ranking list of busi- 
ness profile scores segmented by industry subsector and 
ranked in order of credit rating, outlook. business profile 
score, and relative strength. 

Business Profile Score Methodology 
Standard & Poor's methodology of determining corporate 
utility business risk is anchored in the assessment of certain 
s p c i k  &;2ra&sistio th3t; define the secbr. y o  assign 
business profile scores to each of the rated companies m the 
utility and power sector on a 10-point scale, where '1' repre- 
sents the lowest risk and ' l [T the highest risk Business pro- 

file scores are assigned to all rated utility and power wmpa- 
nies, whether they are holding companies, subsidiaries, or 
stand-alone corporations For operating subsidiaries and 
stand-alone companies, the score is a bottomup assess- 
ment. Scores for families of companies are a composite of 
the operating subsidiaries' scores. T ie actimf credit rating of 
a company is analped, in part by comparing the business 
profile score with the risk-adjusted financial guidelines. 

For mast companie~, businss profile scorss are 
assessed using fnre categories: specifically, regulation, mar- 
kets, operations, cwnpetitiveness, and management She 
emphasis placed on each category may be influenced by the 

TaMe 1 

Revised Financial Guidelines 

Funds b m  operationwinkrest coverage ( x )  

Bnsiness Profile AA 
1 3 2.5 
2 4 
3 4.5 
4 5 
5 5.5 
6 6 
7 8 
8 10 
9 
10 

Funds from operaIionblal debt EL) 
Business Profile AA 
1 70 
2 25 
3 30 
4 35 
5 40 
6 45 
7 55 
8 70 
9 
10 

Total dewtotal capsl (70) 
BusioessPmfile AA 
1 48 
2 45 
3 42 
4 38 
5 35 
6 32 
7 30 
8 25 
9 
10 

q Back to 
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BBB BB 
1 
1 

1.5 1.5 1 
2.5 2.5 1.5 
2.8 28 1.8 

3 3 2 
3.2 32 22 
3 5  3.5 25 

4 4 2.8 
5 5 3 

BBB 
5 
8 

10 
12 
15 
18 
m 
25 
3iJ 
40 

BBB 
70 
68 
65 
62 
60 
58 
55 
52 
50 
43 
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dominant strategy of the company or other factors For 
example, for a regulated transmission and distribution cm- 
pany, regulation may account for 30% to 40% of the busi- 
ness profile scwe because regulation can be the single- 
most important credit driver for this type of company. 
Conversely, competition, which may not axist for a transrnis- 
sion and distribution company, would provide a much lower 
proportion (e.g., 5% to 15%) of the business profile score. 

For cerkin types of companies, such as p o w  genera- 
tors. power developers, oil and gas exploration and pmduc- 
tion companies, or nonenergy-related holdings, where these 
five mmpunents may mt be appminiab, SBiidaiZ & PoorS 
will use olber, more appropriate methodologies. Some of 
these companies are assigned business profile scores that 
are useful only for relative mkhg purposes. 

As noted above, tfie business profile score for a parent 
or holding company is a composite of the business profile 
scores of its in f~ idual  subsidiary cwnpanies. Again, 
Sbndard & Poor's does not apply rigid guidelines for deter- 
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mining the proportion or weighting that each subsidiary rep  
resents in the overall business profile score. fnstead, it is 
determined based on a number of factws. Standard & Poor's 
will analyre each sifbsidiaMs contributim to FFO, forecast 
capital wpendiies, liquidity requirements, and other para- 
meteis, including the ewtent m which one subsidim;y has 
higher growth. The weighting is determined case-by-case. m 

Ronald M. Bamne 
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Richard W. Cortright, Jr. 
New York (1) 212-438-7665 
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pQUA ILLINOIS. INC. (41 
CAPITALIZATION AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS (I) 

j998 - 2002. INCLUSIVE; 

ZMM m m 1999 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

CAPITALlZATlON STATISTICS 

AMOUNT OF CAPITAL EMPLOMQ 
TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL 
SHORT-TERM DEBT 
TOTAL-CAPITAL EMPLOYED 

JNDICATED AVERAGE CAPITAL COST RATES (2f 
TOTAL DEBT 
PREFERRED DEBT 

6 . B  % 7.01 % 7.83 % 7.84 96 8.13 % 
0.00 5.38 5.50 5.50 5.50 

9 YEAR AVFRAQF 

-13 PAYOUT R A W  

CAPITAL STRUCTURE RATIOS 
BASED ON TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL: 
LONG-TERM DEBT 

COMMON EQUITY 
TOTAL 

BASED ON TOTAL CAPITAL: 
TOTAL DEBT, INCLUDING SHORT-TERM 
MINORITY INTEREST 
COMMON EQUITV 
TOTAL 

FINANCIAL STATISTIC$ 

PATE OF RENRN ON AVERAGE COMMON E Q U m  

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS I IMEREST COVERAGE(2) 

FUNDS FROM OPERATlONS [TOTAL OEBT(3J 

TOTAL DEBT I TOTAL CAPITAL 

SEE PAGE 2 FOR NOTES. 
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Aaua Illinois, Inc. 
Capitaliiation and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003, Inc)usive 

Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics are based upon financial statements as originally reported in 
each year. 

(2) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(3) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt. 

Source of Information: Aqua Illinois, Inc. and Consumers Illinois Water Company Annual Reports to the Illinois 
Commerce Commission 
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Proxv Group of Six C. A. Turner Water Com~anies 
Capitalization and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003. Inclusive 
Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics for the group are the arithmetic average of the achieved 
results for each individual company in the group, and are based upon financial statements as 
originally reported in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual long-term debt interest or preferred stock dividends booked to average of 
beginning and ending long-term debt or preferred stock reported to be outstanding. 

(3) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt. 

Selection Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those water companies: I) which are included in the Water Company 
Group of C. A Turner Public Utility Reports (December 2004); 2) which havevalue Line (Standard Edition) five- 
year EPS growth rate projections or Thomson FN / First Call consensus five-year EPS growth rate projections; and 
3) which have more than 70% of their 2003 operating revenues derived from water operations. 

The following six water companies met the above criteria: 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Artesian Resources. Inc. 
California Water Service Group 
Middlesex Water Company 
York Water Co. 

Source of Information: Standard & Poor's Compustat Se~ces ,  Inc., PC Plus 1 Research 
Insight Database 

Company Annual Forms 1 OK 
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Capital StNcture Based upon Total WRal for 
the Pmxy Group of Six C. A Turner Water Companies 

far the Years 1999 Mmuoh 2003 

5 Y E m  
2003 282'z 2001 z!a - 1999 AVERAGE 

American States Water Co. 
bng-Term Debt 53.41 % 5589 % 58.74 % 42.M % 47.98 % 51.70 % 
Short-Term Debt 9.72 6.22 3.72 10.80 6.01 7.29 
Preferred Stock 0.00 0.00 0.35 0 46 0.56 0.27 
C&mmon Equity 36.87 a - 37.19 3%?3 - 45.45 

Total Capital s% IW.w% .- 100.00 % - 100.00 % 10D.oO% iM).OD% 

Aqua America. Inc. 
Long-Term Debt 49.35 % 50 36 % 47.67 % 48.18 % 47.44 % 48.60 % 
Short-Term Debt 6,47 9 39 9. 83 8.84 11.48 9.20 
Preferled Stack 0. Mi 0.06 0.17 0.46 0 48 0.25 
Common Equity - 44.12 a 42.33 - 42.52 - 40.60 41.95 

Total Capital - 100.00 % !oo.oq% - 100.00 % - 100.00 % -% - 155% % 

Artesian Resources Corp. 
Long-Tefm Debt 5483 % 53.82 % 49.44 % 5871 % 46 49 % 52.66 % 
Short-Term Debt 9 39 3.24 16.68 3.65 10.69 8.73 
Preferred Stnck OW 0 17 0.56 0.76 l.W O"5D . . - . - . . - - -. - -. . 
Common Equity - 35.78 42.72 -- 33.32 - 36.88 - 41.82 - 38.11 

Total Capital - 100.00 % loo.Oq % - 100.00 % - 100.00 % 100.00 % Jm % 

California Water Services Group 
Long-Term Debt 51.77 % 51.25 % 48.36 % 46.69 % 4505 % 48.62 % 
Short-Term Debt 1.22 7.42 5.11 3.59 3.85 4.24 
hefened Stock 0.66 0.71 0.81 0.85 0.98 0.80 
Common Equity - 46.35 - 40.62 - 45.72 - 48.87 - 50.12 46.34 - 

Total Capital -% 100.04% - 100.00 % - 100.00 % 100.M)% - 100.IX1 % 

Middlesex Water Company 
Long-Term W 50.57 % 47.29 % 49.70 % 50.48 % 51.88 % 49.98 % 
Short-Term Debt 6.42 9 47 7.43 3.71 1.26 5.66 
Prefened Stock 209 2.18 2.28 249 2.55 2.32 
Common Equity - 40.92 41.06 - 40.59 - 43.32 - 42.04 

Total Capiial 1oo.oD% !oo.oq% - 100.00 % 1w.Do% =% - 100.00 % 

York Water Company 
LOW-Term Debt 41 40 4b 4500 % 4635 % 4829 1 5041 % 46 29 % 
Short-Term Debt 9 07 3 77 283 3 90 220 4.35 
Prpfemyl Slmk 000 000 0 00 OW OW 0.00 . . -. -. . -- - -- . . 
Common Equity 

TOM Capital 

Group of Sbc C. A Turner 
Water Companies 
LongTerm Debt 50 22 % 50.60 % M.04 % 49 14 % 48.21 % 49.64 % 
Short-Term Debt 7.05 6.59 7 60 5.75 5.91 6.58 
Preferred Stodc 0 4  0.52 0. TO 0.84 0.93 0.69 
common Equity 4226 4229 41-1 44.27 44.95 43.09 

Total Capital s 10O.Oa% 100.00% -% 100.00% =% 

Source OF Information: Standard 8 Pooh Conpustat Services. Inc.. PC Plus I Research Insight Data Base 



PROXY GROUP OF THREE VALUE LINE (STANDARD EDITION\ WATER COMPANIES 
CAPITALIZATION AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS (1) 

j999 - 2003, INCLUSIVE 

2003 2002 2000 1999 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

CAPITALIZATION STATISTICS 

INDICATED AVERAGE CAPITAL COST RATES 
TOTAL DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE RATIOS 
BASED ON TOTAL PERMANENT CAPITAL: 

LONQ-TERM DEBT 
PREFERRED STOCK 
COMMON EQUITY 

TOTAL 

BASED ON TOTAL CAPITAL 
TOTAL DEBT, INCLUDING SHORT-TERM 
PREFERRED STOCK 
COMMON EQUITY 

TOTAL 

FINANCIAL STATISTICS 

FINANCIAL RATIOS -MARKET BASED 
EARNINGS I PRICE RATIO 
MARKET I AVERAGE BOOK RATIO 
DIVIDEND YIELD 
DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIO 

RATE OF RETURN ON AVERAGE BOOK COMMON EQUITY 

FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS I INTEREST COVERAGE (31 

FUNDS FROM OPERATfONS I TOTAL DEBT (41 

TOTAL DEBT 1 TOTAL CAPITAL 

See Page 2 for notes. 

5.90 % 6.04 % 6.66 % 7.44 % 8.00 % 
2.83 3.84 4.03 3.76 3.90 

SYEAR 
AVERAGE 
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Prow Grou~ of Three Value Line (Standard Edition) Water Companies 
Capitalization and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003. Inclusive 
Notes: 

(1) Ail capitalization and financial statistics for the group are the arithmetic average of the achieved 
results for each individual company in the group, and are based upon financial statements as 
originally reported in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual long-term debt interest or preferred stock dividends booked to average of 
beginning and ending long-term debt or preferred stock reported to be outstanding. 

(3) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt. 

Selection Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those water companies: I) which are included in the Value Line 
(Standard Ediion). 

The following three water companies met the above criteria: 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, lnc. 
California Water Service Group 

Source of Information: Standard & Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC Plus I Research 
Insight Database 

Company Annual Forms I OK 
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American States Water M. 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capi i  

Aqua America. inc. 
LongTerm Debt 
Shott-Term b b t  
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Caltfornia Water SeMMces Gmup 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capita1 

Pmxy Gmup of 'Three Value tine 
(Standard W i n )  Wafer 
Campanies 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

~otai mpitai 

Capital %uctwe Based upon Total Capital for 
the pmxy Group d Tfuee Value tine (Standard €dirtion) Water Companies 

for the Years 1999 thmunh 2Mn 

5 YEAR 
AVERAGE 

S o w  af Information: Standard & pwr's Cornpustat SeNices, inc., PC, Plus I Research l ~ i g h t  Data Base 
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Proxv Grouo of Fifteen Utilities Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance - 
Capitalization and Financial Statistics 

1999-2003, Inclusive 
Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics for the group are the arithmetic average of the achieved results 
for each individual company in the group, and are based upon financial statements as originally 
reported in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual long-term debt interest or preferred stock dividends booked to average of 
beginning and ending long-term debt or preferred stock reported to be outstandiflg. 

(3) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) plus interest charges divided by interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
investment tax credits, less total AFUDC) as a percentage of total debt 

Selection Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those electric, gas, combination electric and gas, and 
water utilities: I) which are included in Standard & Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC Plus Database; 
2) which are most similar in risk to Aqua Illinois, Inc. based upon an analysis of the least relative distance 
of eight financial and operating ratios as explained in detail in Ms. Ahem's direct testimony; 4) which 
have Value Line (Standard Edition) or ThomsonFN /First Call consensus five-year EPS growth rate 
projections; and 5) which have not cut or omitted their common dividends in the five years ending 2003 
or through the time of the preparation of Ms. Ahern's direct testimony, nor are expected by Value Line 
Investment Survey (Standard Edition) to cut their dividends during the next five years. 

The following fifteen utiljties met the above criteria: 

AGL Resources, Inc. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Cinergy Corp. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
KeySpan Corp. 
Northwest natural Gas Co. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southwest Water Company 

American States Water Co. 
California Water Services Group 
Consolidated Edison, Inc. 
Green Mountain Power Corp. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. 
Southern Company 

Source of Information: Standard 8 Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC Plus Research Insight 
Database 
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rapital Structure Based upon Total Capital foc 
the Pimy Gmvp of Fdteen l l t i l i i  
for the Yeas 1999 t h m v a h m  

AGL Resources Inc. 
LmgTerm Debt 
Short-Tern Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Cammon Equity 

Total Capital 

Arnerlcan States Water Ca 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Pref'erred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Aoua America. lnc. 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

California Water Service Groue 
Long-Term Debt 
Shoct=Tenn Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Cinemv Cow. 
bng-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Consolidated Edison. Inc. 
1onpTerm DeM 
Short-Term Debt 
Prefened Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Dominion 
Long-Term Debt 
ShOrt-Term Debt 
PreFerred Stock 
Common Equty 

Total Capital 

Green Mountain Power CorP. 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 
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Capaal Sbuchrre Bmed upon Total Capital for 
the Pnay Gmup of FAeen Utilities 
for the Years 1999 thmwh 2003 

5 YEAR 
1999 AVERAGE 

KevSpan Corn. 
bng-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stodc 
Commcn Equity 

Total Cap'hl 

Middlesex Water CMnDanv 
LonaTerm Debt 
Short.Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Northwest Natural Gas Co. 
Lang-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

pinnacle West Capital Corp. 
lnng-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

PNM pesources. Inc. - 
Long-Term Deb! 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Cap'bi 

Southern Companv 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Ten Debt 
Preferred Stack 
Common Equlty 

Total Capital 

Soutfiwest Water Comoanv 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

hoxy Grwp of FTteen 
LJtiliies Selected on the Basis 
of Least Relative Dislance 
Long-Term Debt 
Short-Term Debt 
Pref%wed Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Source of Intbmmtion: Standard & Pwh Cornpustat SeM'ces. Inc., PC Plus I Research Insight Data Base 



A5L Resources, inc. 
American Slates Water Co. 
Aqua Amerlca, Inc. 
California Water Sslvlces Group 
Clnergy Corp. 
Consolidated Edlson, lnc. 
Domlnion Resources, lnc. 
Green Mountain Power Corp. 
KeySpan Carp. 
Middlesek,'i@hlbr Company 
~orthr&lirl$turril Gas Co. 
~lnn$d&&l Capltal Corp. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Aqua Illinois, Inc. 

See page 6 for notes. 

Pre-Tax Interest 
Coverane (1) 

Common Equity 
Ratio (2) 

Basis for the Selection of the Pmxy Group of FiReen Utilities 
Selected on the Basis of lgest Relative Dlstancg 

Fixed Asset 
Turnover (3) 

AFUDC to 
Nel income (4) 

Cash Flow 
a s s % o l  

Permanent 
Capitalization (3 

Nel Cash 
Flow to 

Expenditures (6) 

Funds Flow 
interest 

Coverase (7) 

4.0169 
3.6027 
3,8831 
3.2914 
3.6832 
3.7480 
3.8191 
3.9031 
4,3305 
3.3551 
3,9490 
4.6289 
4.5583 
4.4376 
4.0751 

4.0018 

Oparallng Earnings 

Stability (8) 
Sum of 

Distance (9) 
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Basis for the Selection of the Proxy Group of 
Fieen Utilies Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 

Notes: 

(I) Pre-tax interest coverage represents the number of times available earnings, before income taxes, 
excluding all allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC) cover total interest charges, 
average for the years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(2) Common equity ratio is the ratio of total common equity to permanent capitalization (the sum of total 
long-term debt, current maturities, total preferred stock and total common equity), average for the 
years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(3) Fixed asset turnover is the ratio of total operating revenues to gross utility plant, average for the 
years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(4) AFUDC to net income is the ratio of total AFUDC to income available for common equity, average 
for the years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(5) Cash flow as a percent of permanent capitalization is the ratio of funds from operations (sum of net 
income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and investment tax credits, less total 
AFUDC) to permanent capitalization (the sum of total long-term debt, current maturities, total 
preferred stock and total common equity), average for the years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(6) Net cash flow to capital expendires is the ratio of gross construction expenditures, excluding all 
AFUDC, provided by funds from operation (as defined in Note 5), after payment of all cash 
dividends, average for the years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(7) Funds flow interest coverage is the ratio of funds from operations (as defined in Note 5) plus total 
interest charges to total interest charges, average for the years 2001,2002 and 2003. 

(8) Operating earnings stability is an index of the variation in quarterly before-income tax operating 
income for the years 2001,2002 a'nd 2003. It is calculated by dividing the standard error of the 
estimate of a regression about a trend line by the mean. It is analogous to the coefficient of 
vaiiation. 

(9) Sum of distance is calculated as the squared distances between the eight operating / financial ratios 
of each firm and Aqua Illinois, Inc., summing the squared distances, and then calculating the square 
root of the summation. 

Source of Information: Standard & Poor's Compustat Se~ces ,  lnc., PC Plus I Research 
insight Database 
Aqua Illinois, Inc. Annual Reports to the Illinois Commerce Commission 
and quarterly income statements 
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tine No. 

1. Per Share 

Aqua Illinois, Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
Hypothetical Example of the Inadequacy of 
A DCF Return Rate Related to Book Value 

When Market Value is Greater I Less than Book Value 

Book Value with Book Value with 
Market to Book Market to Book 

Market Value Ratio of 180% Ratio of 80% 

2. DCF Cost Rate (1) 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 

3. Return in Dollars $ 2-400 $ 1.333 $ 3.000 

5. Growth in Dollars $ 1.440 $ 0.3n $ 2040 

6. Return on Market Value 10.00% 5.55% (3) 12,50% (4) 

7. Rate of Growth on Market Value 6.00% (5) 1.55% (6) 8.50% (7) 

Notes: (1) Comprised of 4.0% didend yield and 6.0°/o% growth. 

(2) $24.00 ' 4.0% yield = $0.960. 

(3) $1.333 1$24.00 market value = 5.55%. 

(4) $3.000 1824.00 market value = 12.50%. 

(5) Expected rate of growth per market based DCF model. 

(6) Actual rate of growth when DCF cost rate is applied to book value ($1.333 possible earnings - $0.960 
dividends = $0.373 fur growth 1$24.00 market value = 1.55%). 

(7) Actual rate of growth when DCF cost rate is applied to book value ($3.000 possible earnings - $0.960 
dividends = $2.040 for growth 1$24.00 market value = 8.50%). 



1. Single Stage Discounted 
Cash Flow Model (1) 

Aqua Water Exhibii No. 3.0 
Aqua Schedule 3.8 

Aclua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
lndicabed Common EquW Cost Rate 

Through Use of the Discounted Cash Flow Model 
Summaw d Condusioq 

Pmxy Group of Three Proxy Gmup of F i n  
Value Line (Standard Ut ib i  Selected on the 

Proxy Group of Six C. A Edition) Water Basis of Least Relative 
Turner Water Companies Companies Distance 

2. Quarterly Version of the Discounted 
Cash flow Model (2) 10.7 

3. Conclusion 10.6 % 

Notes: (1) From page 2 of Aqua Schedule 33. 

(2) From page 2 of Aqua Schedule 3.10. 
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Aaua Illinois. Inc - Wwdhaven Lakffi W & m  
Indicated Common EauiWr& RaIe Thmush lJse ofthe 
QuarterfvVeisiM of& discounted Cash 6w.v Model (1) 

for the Proxy Gmup of S& C. A Turner Water Companies, the 
Pmrv Gmun of Three Value LLne lStanderd Edtion) Water Campanies and the - , -  . 
Pmwv Gmup of F i e n  Utililies ~e iecbd on the  ask @Least RBI* Distance 

Based upan Historical and hojected Gmwth in DPS. EPS, and BR+SV (2) 
Based upon Based Upon an 
Spot Closing Average of Closing 

~edcet Prim at Markst Prices for 
December 7. . Last 3 Months 13) -- Average 

Roxy Gmup of Siw 
C. A Turner Water Companies 

American States Water Co. 85  % 
Aqua America, Inc. 12 4 
Artesian Resources Corp 9 3 
California Water S e ~ c e  Gmup 9.3 
Miidlesex Water Company 6.7 
York Water Company 8.1 
Average - 10.3 % (5) 

Pmxy Gmup of Three Value Una 
(Standatd Edition) WaterCompanies - 
American States Water Co. 8.5 % 
Aqua America, Inc. 123 
California Water Servica Gmup 9.2 
Average 

Rnwy Gmup of F i e n  Utilities Selected 
on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 

AGL Resources, Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America. Inc. 
California Water Wces Gmup 
Qnergy Carp 
Consol~dated Edim, Inc 
Dominion Resources, Inc 
Green Mountain Power Corp 
KeyS~an Cow. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Nolthwest Natural Gas Co 
Pinnacle West Capital Cop 
PNM Resaurces, lnc 
Sauthern (;ompany 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

See page 2 for notes. 
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&ua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
IndicatPd Common EauilvCost Rate Thrwsh Use of the 
a&venian of& dkcounted Cash Fkmr Model (1) 

for Me Pmxy Gmup A Turner Water Campaniss, the 
Proxy Gmup of Three Value Line (Standard Edition) Water Cwnpanies and the 
Pmxy Group of Ffleen Utilibks Wetted on the Bask of Least Relative D i i n c e  

Based upon M jeded  G M  in EPS (4) 
Based upon Based Upon an 
Spot Closing Average of Closing 

Madat Prices at Market Prices for 
December 7,2004 Lastj Months (3) Averaqe 

Pmxy Gmup of Sb 
C. A Turner Water Companies 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
AmJan Resources Corp. 
California Water Service Gmup 
Middlesex Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

Pmxy Group of Three Value Line 
JStandard Mition) Water Commnies 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America. Inc. 
California Water Service Gmup 

Average 

Pmxy Gmup of FiReen Utilities S e W  
on the Basis of Least Relative Distance - 
AGL Resourcss, Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America. Inc 
Caliirnia Water Secvices Gmup 
Cinergy Corp. 
Comolidated Wmon, Inc. 
Dominion Resomass Inc 
Green Mountaln Power Corp. 
KeySpan Corp. 
Mddlesex Water Company 
Nolthwest Natural Gas Co. 
Pinpade West Capital Corp. 
PNM Resources. Inc. 
Somem Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

Condusion 

Pmxy Gmup of Sti 
C. A Turner Water Companies 

Pmxy Gmup of Three Value tine 
(Slandard Edition) Water Companies 

Pmxy Grcup of F M  Utilities Selected 
on the Basis ofieast Relative Dilstance 

Notes: (1) See Eqtlation (7-2) on page 5 ofthls Schedule 
(2) Calculated using hisiurical and pmjeded growth in WPS. EPS, and BRtSVfor each company calculated from the 

individual gmwth m k s  shown on page 1 ofAqua Schedule 3 13 in a manner Identical tothe conclusion o f g m  far 
each proxy gmup shown in column 9 on page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.13 

(3) The average 3inonth dosing market price is based upon the market price on the lasttrading day of each of h e  three 
months ended Nwsmber30,2W4. 

14) Calculated uslna h e  averaae projected fibs ywr gmwth rate In EPS horn column 7 on page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.13 . . 
(5) Indudes only those indicated common equity cost rates which are greater than 8 6%. 1.9.. 200 basis points above the 

prospective yidd on A rated M d f s  public utility bonds of 6.6% (fmm page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14 ) 
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ORY FINANCE: 

UTILITIES' COST OF CAPITAL 

Roger A. Morin, PhD 

in coltlTaboratlsw with 
Lisa Todd Hillman 

1994 
PUBLIC UTILITIES REPORTS, INC. 

Arlington, Virginia 
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Chapter 7 
Alternative DCF Modells 

7.3 The Quarterly DCF Modell 
The standard m u d  form of the DCF model: 

a s s r e s  an annual dividend payment, a yearly indrease in dividends 
starting exactly one year from the present, a constant rate of dividend - 
gmwtb, and a stock price Po that is determined on a dividend payment " 
date. But because dividends are nonnaIly paid quarterly, the investor's 
required return should be assessed with a DCF model that recognizes 
guarterly payments. 

' . 
It is a rudimentary tenet of securitp valuation theory discussed in Chapter 
4 that when determining investor return requirements, the cost of equi@ 
is the discount rate that equates the present value of future cash receipts 
to the observed market price. Clearly, given that dividends are paid 
quarterly and given t b t  the observed stock price reflects the quarterly 
nature of dividend payments, the market required return must recognize 
quarterly compounding, for the investor receives dividend checks and 
reinvests the proceeds on a quarterly schedule. Perforce, a stock that pays 
4 quarterly dividends of one dollar commands a higher price than a stock 
that pays a &dollar dividend a year hence. Since investors are aware of 
the quarterIy timing of dividend payments and since the stock price 
already fully reflects the quarterly payment of dividends, it is essential 
that the DCF model used to estimate equity costs also reflect the adual 
timing of quarterly dividends. 

The traditional annual DCF model is based on the b i t i n g  assumptions 
that dividends are paid muaII9; and that dividends increase once a year 
starting exactly one year fmm the present. These assumptions are met- 

, essarily restrictive. Most companies, including utilities, in f a d  pay 
dividends on a quarterly basis. The quarterly DCF model discussed in 
subsequent sections of this chapter rests on the exact same assumptions 
as the annual DCF model except that the DCF model is refbed t o  reflect 
the actual corporate practice of paying dividends quarterly rather than 
once a year. The quarterly version of the DCF model &o assumes that the 
dividend rate is raised once a year instead of every quarter. 

As  both a practical and theoretical matter, stock yield calculations must be 
adjusted for the receipt of cash flows on a quarterly basis. The annual DCF 
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Regulatory Finance 

model inherently produces incorrect results because it assumes that all 
cash flows received by investors are paid annually. By analogy, a bankrate 
on deposits that does not take into consideration the W n g  of the mterest 
payments understates the true yield if the customer receives the interest . 
payments more than once a year. The a W  yield will exceed the stated 
n o m i d  rate. Bond yieId caIcuIations are also mutineIy adjusted for the 
receipts of semi-mud interest payments. What is true for bank deposits 
and for bonds is e q d y  germane for common stocks. 

Most, if not all, finance textbooks discuss kequency of compounding ia 
computing the yield on a financial securiQ. The handbooks that accom- 
pany popular financial calcdators used almost universally by the 
financial community contain abundant diretions with respect t o  fie- 
quency of compounding. 

Appendix 7-A formally derives the quarterly DCF model, wbich has the 
following form: 

[D, (1 + K ) ~ ' ~  + D2 (1 + K )  'I2 + D3 (1 + K )'I4 + DJ 
K =  + 9 (7-1) 

Po 

where Dl, D2, D3, D4 = quarterly didends expected over the 

coming year 

g = expected growth in dividends 

Po = current stock price 

K = required return on equity 

Equation 7-1 must be solved by iteration because K appears on both sides 
. of the equation, Note h t  an even more general form of the quarterly DCF 

model can be derived for the case where the stock price is not determined 
on a dividend payment date. If we let f i ,  h, A , and f4 denote the fraction 
of the year before the quarterly dividends are received, Equation 7-1 
becomes: 

Ln the special case where t he  stock price happens t o  be determined on a 
dividend payment date, fi,&,h, and f4 are equal to 0.25,0.50,0.75 and 1.00 
and Epuation 7-2 reduces back t o  Equation 7-1. 
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a Chapter 7: Alternative DCF Models 

The two-stage non-constant growth DCF model described in Chapter 4 has 
quarterly counterpart: 

I 

Tb.e symbol g represents the first stage growth rate while 9 represents 
the stock price in period 2 that is obtained by applying the quarterly DCF 
model using the  second-stage gmwth rate. 

In-, the cparkdy f k m  af the DCF model desaibed by Equation 7-1 
resembh the standard ammid form, but with a sEghf.3y modified dioidend yield 
componatIRttingD.1'= ~ ( l + k i ) ~ ~ + ~ z ( l  + K ) ' ~ + D ~ ( I  + K ) " ~ + D ~  
in Equafion 7-1, the quarljerIy DCF equation becomes: 

which is very similar to the annual version. One can think of the Dly term 
as an augmented Dr tern that simply captures the added time value of 
money associated wit21 investors receiving successive cparhr1y dividends 
and reinvesting them over the remainder of the year at k%. That is to say, 
during the course of one year, the inpestor has the value of the k t  
quarter's dividend for $4 of the year; the second quarter dividend for 112 
of tihe year; the third quarter dividend for 114 of the year, and the fourth 
quarter dividend is received at the end of the year. The foIIowhg Sustra- 
tion shows how to implement the quarterly DCF model and estimate the 
investor's required market return. 
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Chapter 7: Alternative DCF Models 

7.2 Other Al%erssata've DCF Models 
Other alternative fundional forms of the DCF model are available but are 
largely unrealistic andlor theoretically incorrect. The continuous com- 
pounding DCF model, for example, is developed assuming that dividends 
are paid continuously rather than at discrete t h e  intema1s.l Clearlx this 
model does not reflect realits; any more than does the annual DCF model, 
which assumes that dividends are paid once a year at the end of the year. 
The continuous I9C.F model has the following form: 

where Kc =investor's expected return from the continuous DCF model 

Do = annual per share dividend at time 0, i.e., current dividend 

Another DCF model sometimes used by analysts, notably by the Federal 
Energy Regulatbry Cornmission in its determination of the electric utiliw 
industry's generic rate of return on equity before 1993, lies halfway 
between the continuous and annual forms of the DCF model: 

where K,, ,,, = investor's expected return from the ad hoc DCF model 

This "ad hocn DCF model is based on the arbitrary assumption that the 
firm is halfway into its quarterly dividend cycle and assigns half a year's 
growth to the dividend Of come, the model does not reflect realitp and is 
arbitrary in nature. Only #e quarterly compomding DCF model reflects 
realiv, is theoretically correct, and is computationally tractable. 

1 h effective return under continuous compounding is computed with the follow- 
ing formula: 
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Aoua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water D i i i o n  
Derivation of Dividend Y ~ l d  I% Use in the 

Dismunted Gash flaw Model 

- Dividend Yield 
Avemge 

of A w e  
spot Last 3 Dividend 

112/07/04) (1) Months (2) Yield (3) 

pmxy Gmup of Sf C. A Turner Water 
Companies 

American States Water Ca. 
Aqua America, inc. 
Artesian Resources Cop. 
California Water S w i m  Gmup 
Middlesex Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

P q  Grnup of Three Value Line 
jstandard Edition) Water Companies 

American States Water 
Aqua America. Inc. 
California Water Services Gmup 

Average 

Pmxy Group of FiReen ~Iiitiffi 
Sdeded on the Bask of Least 

AGL Resources. Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America. lnc. 
California Water Senices Gmup 
Cinergy Cop. 
Consolidated Edison, Inc. 
Daminion Resources. Inc. 
Green Mountain Power Corp. 
Keyspan am. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Notttrwest Natural Gas Co. 
Pinnacle West Capital Mrp. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

Notes: (1) The spat didend yield is the current annualized didend 
per share dvided by the spot market price on 1UmiU4. 

(2) The average %month dividend yield was computed by 
relating the indicated annualized dividend rate and market 
price on the last tmding day of each of the three months 
ended November 30. 2004. 

(3) Equal weight has been given to the Jmonth average and 
spot dividend yield. This provides recognition of current 
conditions, but does not place undue emphasis thereon. 

Source of Information: Standard & Pooh Compustat Services. Inc., PC Plus 
Research Insight Database 
finance y h w  com 
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Aaua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water D i i i on  
Current institutionai Hddings (I) and Inb~dual  Holdings (2) for 

the Proxy Group of Si C. A Turner Water Companies, 
the Proxy Group of Three Value Line (Standard E d i )  Water Companies and 

the Pmxv Group of Fifteen Utilities Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 

December 2004 December 2004 
Percentage of Percentage of 
Institub'onal Individual 
Holdings (1) .- Holdings (2) 

Proxy Group of Sb 
C. A. Turner Water Companies ,- 

Mean States Water Co. 
Aqua America 
Artesian Resources Corp. 
California Water Service Gmup 
Middiesex Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

Proxy Group of Three Value Line 
Water Companies 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America 
California Water Service Group 

Average 

Proxy Gmup of Ffieen Utilities 
Selected on the Basis of Least 
Relative Distance 

AGL Resources, Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Cafifomia Water Services Group 
Cinergy Cop. 
Consolidated Edison, Inc. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Green Mountain Power Carp. 
KeySpan Corp. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Northwest Natural Gas Co. 
Pinnade Wed Capital Corp. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

Notes: (1) The percentage of institutional holdings is calculated by biding the number of shares held by 
institutions by the number of shares outstanding. 

(2) (1 -column 1). 

Source of Information: yahoo.investor.reuten.mm 
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m o i s .  Inc. - WoodhavenLakes Water Division 
-lBR+S\L 

I 2 3 - 4 

S v 
BR (1) - Factor (2) Factor (3) SV (4) 

Prcucy Gmup of Si C. A Turner Water 
Companies 

American States Water Co. 3.3 % 2.6 YO 43.4 % 1.1 % 
Aqua America. Inc. 5.3 15.9 65.0 10.3 
Artesian Resources Carp. 2.2 8.0 40.6 3.2 
California Water Se~ces Group 1.8 6 3 48.8 3.1 
Middlesex Water Company 1.5 1 5  56.4 0.8 
York Water Company - 2.0 2.1 - 55.0 - 12 

3.3 % 51.5% 6 . f %  - 2.7 % = Average - - 

Pmxy Gmup of Three Value Line 
(Standard Edition) Water Companies . 
American States Water Co. 3 3  % 2.6 % 43.4 % 1.1 % 
Aqua America. Inc. , 5 3  15.9 65.0 10J 
California Waler Sewices Gmup - 1.8 6.3 - 48.8 - 3.1 

4.8 % 52.4 % 8.3 % - Average 2% = 

Proxy Gmup of Fifleen Utilities 
Selected on the Basis af Least 
Relative Distance 

AGL Resources, Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Califomia Waier Sewices Gmup 
Cinergy Corp. 
C~nsolidated Edison, Inc. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Gmen Mountain Power Corp. 
KeySpan Corp. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Noithwfft Natural Gas Co. 
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. 
PNM Resources, lnc. 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

Notes: (1) Fmrn column 6, pages 3.4 and 5 ofthis Schedule. 
(2) From column 12, page 6 of this Schedule. 
(3) Fmm column 7, page 7 of this Schedule. 
(4) Cdumn 2 column 3. 
(5) Column I +column 4. 
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Proxy Group nFSaC. A Turner 
Water Companies - 
American States Water Co. 
Common Equity ReMn Rate 
R M o n  Ratio 
lntemal Growth Rate (1) 

Aqua America, Inc 
Common Equity Retum Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Growth Rate (1) 

Artesian Resources Corp. 
Common Eauilv Retum Rate 
Retention ~ & d  
lntemal Gmwth Rate (1) 

Calllomia Water Services G m u ~  
Common EauW Return Rate 
Retention ~btid 
lntemal Gmwth Rate (1) 

Middlesex Water Companv - 
Common Eq* Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
lntemal Gmwth Rate (1)  

York Water Company 
Common Equity Rehrm Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Gmwth Rate (1) 

Average 

Proxy Gmup o l T h w  Value Line 
ptandard Edition) Water Cornpan& 

AmericanSWesWaterCo. - 
Common Equity Retum Rate 
R W c n  Ratio 
Internal Gmwth Rate (1) 

Aqua America, Inc - 
Common Equity Retum Rate 
Retenllon Ratlo 
Internal Gmwth Rate (1) 

California Water Services Gmuv 
Common Equity Retum Rate 
Retention  ati id 
Internal Gmwth Rate (1) 

A~ua  Illinois. Inc. - Wwdhsven Lakes Water Divkion 
Hdr ica l  lntemal Gmvith  rat^ (I), ie, BR. for 

+&a Proxy Group of Six C. A Turner Wabw Companies and the 
Pmxy Gmup of Three Value Line (Standard Ediion) Water Companies 

fwtheyears 1999 -m 

FNe-Year 
Average 
1999-2003 

Internal Gmwth 
2003 - - 2w2 M01 - 1999 .- Rate. i.e., BR 

Average 3.5 % - 
Notes (1) The internal gmwth rate is calculated by muitiplying the common equity return rate by the 

retention ratio (10Wb minus the dividend payout ratio). All date are on a mnsalidated basis. 

(2) Exduds negatives. 

Source of Informab'on: Standard i% Poor's Compuslat Se~ces.  Inc.. PC Plus I Research Insight Dabbase 
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h a  Ilfinois. Inc. - Woodhaven takes  Water DNisioa 
Hi i r ica l  Internal G d  Rate (1). ie., BR, for 

the Proxy Gmup of F m n  Utiiles Selecad on tfm f3asis of Least Ratam Distance 
for Me Years 1999 -2CQ 

Ftve-Year 
Average 
1999-M03 

Internal GwAh 
2003 - ZEk? 2&!2l - 1999 Rete. i.e., BR 

Pmxy Gmup of F i e n  Mlltkts 
Selected on the Basii of Least 
Relative Distanm -- 
AGL Resources. Inc. 
Common Equity Retum Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Growlh Rate (1) 

American Slates Water Co. - 
Common Equity Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Inbmal Gmwth Rate (1) 

Aqua America, Inc. --- 
Common Equity Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Growul Rate (1) 

California Water SeMces Group 
Common Equity Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Growul Rate (1) 

Cinemy Corp. - 
Common Equity Return Rata 
Retention Ratio 
lntemat Gmwth Rate (1) 

WHlsolidated Edison. Inc. - 
Common Equity Rehrm Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Gmwth Rate (1) 

Dominion Resources. Inc. 
CAmmon Equity Retum Rate 
Retention Ratio 
ktbrnaLGrw& Rate (1) 

Green Mountain Power CorP. 
Common Equity Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Growth Rate (1) 

See page 5 for notes. 
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KtwSpan Corp. 
common Equity Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
lntemal Growth Rate (1) 

Middlesex WetDr Company 
Common Equity Return Rate 
Retslltion Ratio 
lntemal G M  Rate (1) 

Nothwest Natural Gas Coo -- 
Common EsuQ Return Rate 
Retention ~ & d  
lmemal Growth Rate (1) 

pinkole West Capital Corp. 
Common Equity Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Gmwth Rate (1) 

PNM Resources, Inc. 
Common Equily Return Rate 
Retention Ratio 
lntemal Growth Rate (1) 

Aqua Illinois. Inc - Woodhaven Lakes Water D i i o n  
H-cal Internal Gmwth Rate (1). i.e., BR, for 

the Pmxy Group of Fhm Utilies SBleced on the Basis &Least Relative Distance 
forthe Years 1999 -2033 

FN~-Year 
Awrage 

1999-2003 
Internal GmWh 

ZMYj - M02 2001 - 2000 - 1999 - Rate. 1.8.. BR 

Southem Campany 
Common Equity Return Rate 16.B % 35.79 1 11.98 % 9.99 % 13.43 % 
Retention Ratio 31 89 27 31 17.61 1217 27 82 
lntemal Growth Rate (I) 5.12 4.31 211 122 3 74 3.3 

Soutfiwest Water Company 
Common Equity Return Rate 1020 % 10.32 % 1212 % 1216 % 15.53 % 
Retention Ratio 
lntemal Growlfl RaVa (1) 

Average 7 4.1 % 

Notes: (1) The internal gmwlfi rate is calculabd by multiplying the common equity return rate by the 
retenlion ratio (1 00% minus the dividend payout ratio). All data are on a mmolidated basis 

(2) Wudes negatives. 

Soum of Infomation: Standard & Poor's Campustat Serv7ces. $c . PC Plus I Reseanh Insight Gatabase 



esua Illlnols. Inc. - Wwhaven Lars9 Water Dhlslon 
CalculaUan of Fwo Year Averaae Orovdn h Common Sharea Oulstandlna (11, I e.. S Factor 

11 U 
Five Year 

1998 1999 
Common common 
Shares 97-98 Shares 9699 

Outelandlnn 111 G r M h  Outstandlna (11 Growth 

MOO 
common 
Shares 

Outstandlna (11 

2001 2002 
COmmon Common 
Shares 00.01 Shares 01-02 

Outstandlna ( lL  Qrmvth Oulstandlmn (11 Gravth 

2003 A m g e  
common Common 
Shares Share 

Oubiandlnn (IJ Growth 
99-00 

Growth 

Proxy Group of Sbic. A Turner 
Water Companies 

h e r k a n  mates Water GO. 
Aquaherka. Inc. 
Arterlan Reaourc~ Cop. 
Calnornla Water Sewices Group 
MlddleseXWater company 
Ywlt Water Company 

Average 

Proxy Group of Three Value Line 
pandard  Edltlan)Waler Cornmnles 
Amerlcan States Water Co, 
Aqua Amsrlca, Inc. 
Cal#ornla Water Sewice8 Gmup 

Average 

Pmxy Qroup of FlHeen UtlliUes 
Selected on lhe Basla of Least 
Relathre Dtstance 

AQL Resources, Inc. 
Amerkan States Water Co. 
Aqua Amsflea, inc 
Cslnornta Water Sewkes Group 
Clnergy Cap. 
Conrolldated Edlson, Inc. 
Domlnlon Resources, Inc. 
Green Mountaln Power Corp. 
Keyspan Corp. 
Mlddleaen Water company 
Northwsat Natural ~ a 8  c;. 
Pinnacle West Capltal Corp. 
PNM Resources, inc. 
Soulhern Company 
Sulhwest Water Company 

Average 

Notes: (1) Year-end shares ou1sbnding. 
(2) Excludes nsgathes. 

Source of lnbmtatlon: Standard 6 Poor3 Cornpustat Sewfces, Inc., PC Pluz I Research Inslghl DataDass 



poua Illlnols. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Dhllsion 
Caloulallon of the PremiumlDlscount of a 

Proxy Qroup of Six C. A Turner 
Water Companies 
American Stales Water Co. 
Aqua Amerlca, lno. 
Artesian Resources Corp. 
California Water Services Group 
Mlddlesw Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

Comoanv'e Stock Prlce Relative to Ila Book Value, 1.e.. V F& 

1 2 9 4 5 B 

1699 

Market 
to Book 
Ratio (1) 

177.2 % 
287.1 
168.0 
201.5 
218.3 
174.4 

2MX) 

Market 
to Book 
Ratio (1) 

170.8 % 
252.9 
163.3 
197.1 
208.9 
154.2 

2W1 

Market 
to Book 
RaUo (1) 

174.8 % 
303.5 
183.8 
197.4 
238.9 
214.9 

2002 

Market 
to Book 
RaUo (1) 

180.8 % 
289.8 
162.1 
181.8 
232.9 
281.5 

2003 

Market 
to Book 
Ratlo (11 

180.3 % 
295.8 
184.5 
188.8 
247.9 
288.9 

Five Year 

Average 
Market to 

B w k  Ratlo 

178.7 % 
285.8 
188.3 
195.5 
229.2 

222.4 
213.0 % - 

Proxy Group of Three Value Llne 
JStendard Editlonl Water Comvanles 

Amerkan State8 Water Co. 177.2 % 170.8 % 174.8 % 180.6 % 180.3 % 176.7 9b 
Aqua America, Inc. 287.1 252.9 303.5 289.8 285.8 285.8 
Callfornla Water Senicea Oroup 201.5 197.1 197.4 181.8 199.8 195.5 

Average a% 

Proxy Omup of flfteen UUlltlss 
Selected on the Basis of Least 
Relative Distance 

AOL Resources, Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Callfomla Water Sewices Qroup 
Clnergy Corp. 
Conadldated Edlson. Inc. 
Dominion Resources. Ino. 
Green Mountain Power Corp. 
KeySpanCarp. 
Mlddlssox Water Company 
Northwest Natural Oas Co. 
Pinnacle Weal Capltal Cop. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

Notes: (1) Market to Book RaUo 5 average of yearly hlgh-low market price divided by the average of be~lnnlng and 
ending yeai's balance of bwkcommon equity per share. 

(2) (1 - (100 1 column 8)). 

Source of InformaUon: Standard 8 Poor's Compustat Sawlcrs, Inc., PC Plus/ Researd, lnstght Database 

v 
Factor (2) 



Apua Water olv ls lq 

Mgh Low Ammge 
6 6101 Slock Book l o c k  Aotual Projaded V 

2003 2OO7-Z998 Fador(2l Pdce PlfCO Va lu~  P e d E L  F ' d o ' { L  6V(5' 0Rt5V17L 

Proxy Qmue of Slx C.A. Tmcr 
 stir cwnedms 

har lcan  Slatae W a l u  CQ. 15.21 19.00 4.6 % 30.04 20.00 1.4 46 5.7 % 7.1 Y. 17.50 S25.W 30.0 % 
a qua ~msrloa, Inn. ez88 1w.00 1.8 2o.W 20.W 8.60 29.00 81.0 1.0 (1.3 7.3 
Meslmn Resources Corp. NA NA NA NA NA M M NA NA NA NA 
Cailfornla Walar Ssrdoes Omup 16.83 23.00 , 6.3 36.00 25.W 16.25 2o.W 38.2 2.5 4.7 7.2 
tdddasax water ~onpany  10.48 NA ti4 NA NA N4 NA M NA NA NA 
YorkWater company 8.42 NA - NA ti4 NA t44 W N A  NA ..N4 NA 

Average 4.2 % - 43.8% L% 4.8% 1,2% - 
Proxy Qloup 01 ThcaeValva Lho 

laandsrd EBtlnnl Water C- 
Amsdcan State# Wabr Co. 

har lca, Inc. 
CaRLrnla Watar Senicsa *up 

Avaraso 

Proxy Qmup dFlnamVUtUat 
Gelacted on the Bad8 of Laad 

AQL Rssmmsh (no. 
hertoan aatea Wo1.r co, 
Apl8Fmerlcs, tnc. 
Ca#forma Watar Serrlss* OIoup 
clnugy Cwp. 
Cmeoldalsd Edlson. lno. 
Dodnlm Retouroar, Inn. 
Wean Mowislnln Power Ccip. 
KeyspnnCorp. 
Mld@arlx Water Conpany 
NoNlwDst NntinalQ48 Co. 
PlNi8Cl. Welt CsplW CW. 
PNvl Reaotaoea, lnc. 
souhorn Company 
S o ~ t w e s l  Water Company 
Avaresa 

Nates: (1) Frampnesa 10 Wwgh 25 oflNs Schedule. 
(1) Tho s Fadoflsthe dxor rive year compound qorrthrsle bdwoenlhs 2002 and 1007 (ndbpolnl o f 2 W 6  

2006 pr4ocilon) common 8harrs oulalandlng. 
(3) Tho Avanga Mock Pdce la lha 8vtrass of colram 4 md o o h  6. 
(4) (i - (oc&nn 6 1 c o h  7)) 
(5) C o w  3. cohmtn 8. 
(8) Fmrn pans 8, e o h  14 oflMs Sshedtdr 
(7) cokrm 9 + cabnn $0. 

S o m a  of Informallon: Vaho Uns hvedrnant Suvay, Saplambs 17, Odobar 1. Odobar 28, Nwrrnbs 11, snd Doownber 3.2001 
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Common Stack 1835.496 shr 
as of814104 
wWa;r Cpp: fafi mion (SmaV Cap) 
CtRRWTPOSITIO# MOZ 2003 61UMO 

CalBwnia Water Service Gmup pmvids reguUed and (1 1IW). Rwenue W o w n ,  T& M:mkl, ntaS bbunness. 18%; 
~ D ~ . ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ' I M I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x . ~ ~ T ~ . ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

bmurs) in 98 m m m u n h  in i n h i a ,  Weshjnglnn, and New deprer rafs: 2.2%. Has abmilB15 employeer, Chairman: RnM 
lAsdaL Main eeruhs areas San F m d m  Bay a m  Sacma& W. Fog. .Reddent h CED:  pel^? C. Nelnm I m :  Delawa~~.  Ad- 
VBlley, Sakm Vsllsy, San Joaqum VaRey h peits (d Las Angelas. d w  1RI) No& Firrf %el, San Jose, CaHomk 351124598. 
ALguiiad WM( U%ty Company (594): Rio G d r  Corp. Telephacc40B367.8200. I n t a m e t m w ~ ~ r . m r n  
California Water Service Group a p  Additional rate case decisions augur 
pears to be on the road to recovery. we11 for Cal heading forward . . Cal is 
The company reported secondquarter expected to me a general rate case for one 
earnings of $0.59, nearly double last year's third of its districts, which covers appmxi- 
figure, and $0.18 above our estimate. Rev- mately 40% of its customer base. I.. addi- 
enues bmeased 31%, as hot and dm tion,-it expects a decision on another case 
weather prompted higher usage rates, as tow almost $8.0 milIion. 
w d  as new cnstomer grvwth. However, . . .bat strrcter regnLatorp h w s  may 
the bnDr of the upside was a result of a fa- Limit profits. The msts of meeting regn- 
vorable rate order &om the Califorma latory guidelines continue to increase and 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), it doesn't seem as though they wiil moder- 
which added almost $10 million. Further in the coming years Indeed, the grow- 
gains were offset by ger prices &om mg threats of terrorist ashuih on US. 
wholesalers, &oug4 as ,al was forced to dringing.systems ought to keep mfmstruc- 
archase about half of its supply. ture mamtenance casts elevated. Addi- &r e are adding a dime to our 2004 tional equitp offerings will fikely be neces- 

earnings estimate, and now expect sary, given the wmpany's cash require- 
Cal to earn $L70 a share. Although ments. Thus, we look for gains to be 
us, rat ,  will likely d&e as we head tempered over the next Ie of yeare. 
into the cooler winter months, more timely Cal shares may a p p x  to income- 
rate decisions o y h t  to drive favorable minded investors. CWT's dividend yield 
seco&half comparisons. The is tops among the water u a t y  group. 
CPUC, whiehFbeen a stumbling block However, others will want to take a pass 
in recent years, appears to be settling as these untimely shares hold tittle gains 
cases in a more timely fashion of late. In appeal out to late decade. Cal's cash atrain 
fact, the board recently approved a $2.1 may also impede i t  fhm participating in 
million increase in annual revenues for the the industry's consolidation theme. 
Salinm disfsim Andre J. Cadanza October 29,2004 

DMends hi- paM in d + e b  
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and Fower subsi- sees to buy seenrity and &issjori allowances. ?bo, 
enerating assets from an affiliate. CIN would defez its'transmission and die- 

%H&P has been relying on power pur- triiution request for an increase of $78.1 
b e d  from Citi G&E (CG&E), million until 2006. Finally, the 5% residen- 
which owrates in Ohio's deredated elec- tial rate reduh-on wodd be extended for 

bi Kentn& regnlators. ~onsent*&f the pense wiLt be lower as c&sian&on yemi- 
SEC and the Federal E n e m  Renulators ins to comply with The Clean Am Act I 

fect in January, 2007. 
The company has a rate agreement in 
Ohio. The pact calls for yearly generation 
rate adjustments in a range of 5% to 8%. 
The increases, starting in 2005, wodd re- 
Beet expeeses related to pmviding 
resezms necessary to maintain adequate 
electric supplies as well as the wst of envi- 

sin& is untimel$ 
Inoome-oriented investom might take 
a look here. The yield is a full percentage 
point abwe the industry norm. And our 
projection of steady earnings . ~ o w t h  to 
2007-2009 snggests increased dzndends at 
a rate almost double that of the group. 
Arthur& Me& &tuber L 2004 
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k c i d  planning easier. 
The shares are still best held for cur- 
rent income. NW Natural isn't a per- 
formance stock. Its support comes mainly 
&om the dividend, which we expect will 
continue to grow slowly this year and next. 
On this prospect, the current yield is very 
near the gas-stock average. We look for 
management to snbm.t new tariff filings 

t &om time to time to recover the cost of 
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Cornparim of Bond Ratings and Business Profile for 
the P w  Group of% C. A Tumer Water Companies. 

me Pmxy Group o f ~ h k e  value tine (Standard Ediion) Water Companies and the 
Pmw G m u ~  of Ffteen Unities Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 

Nwember 2004 November 2004 Standard &Poor's 

Moody's Standard & P d s  Business Position 
Bond Ratinq Bond Ratins - I h f i l e  (2) 

Bond Numerical Bond Numerical Credit Numerical 
RaGnn Weiahtins (11 Welqhtins (1) &&g Weiqhtins (1) 

Pmxy Gmup of Six C. A Turner 
Water Companies 

American States Water Co. (3) A2 6 A- 7 A- 7 3 
Aqua America. Inc (4) NR - - PA- 4 A+ 5 2 
Artesian Resources, Inc. NR - - NR - - NR -. - - 
California Water Service Group (5) A2 6 NR - -  A+ 5 3 
Middlesex Water Company NR - -  A+ 5 A 6 3 
Yo& Water Cmpany -- NR -- - - NR - -  A 5 - - - -  2 ----,- 

Average 6.0 - & - -  A+ A+ 5.6 26 - 
Pmxy Group of Three Value tine 
JStandani Ediion) Water - 
American States Water Co. (3) A2 6 A- 7 A- 7 3 0 
Aqua America. Inc. (4) NR - - AA- 4 A+ 5 20 
California Water Service Gmup (5) A2 - 6 - - - -  M - - A+ 5 -- 3.0 

Average 5 - 6.0 - - - I = L 1 1 3 -  A+IA 5.5 A 5.7 27 

Pmrcy Group of F W n  Ubliies 
Selected on the Bask of Least 
Relative Distance - 
AGL Resources, Inc. (6) 
American States Water Co. (3) 
Aqua America. Inc. (4) 
Califomla Water Services Group (5) 
cinergy ~ w p .  (6) 
Consolidated Edmn. Inc (7) 
Dominion Resources. Inc (8) 
Green Mountain FowerCorp. 
KeySpan Corp. (9) 
Middlesex Water Company 
N o w  Natural Gas Go. 
Pinnacle West Capital Corp. (10) 
PNM Resources, Inc. (1 1) 
Southern Company (12) 
Southwed Water Company 

Average 

A3 
A2 
NR 
A2 
Baal 
A1 
A21M 
Baa 1 
A2 
NR 
A2 
Baal 
Baa2 
A1 
NR -- 
A3 - 

A- 
A- 
M- 
NR 
BBBt 
A 
A-I BBBt 
BBB 
A+ 
A+ 
A 
BBB 
EBB 
A+ 
NR 

A - 

A- 
A- 
A+ 
A+ 
BB&' 
A 
A I BBB+ 
BBB 
A 
A 
A 
BBB 
BBB 
A 
NR -- 
A- - 

Notes: (I) Fmm page 3 of this Schedule. 
(2) Fmm Sandad &Poor's US. Utiliies and Power Ranking tist. December 2,2004. 
(3) Ratings and business prolib are those of Southern California Water Company 
(4) Ratings and business profile are those of Aqua PennsyWania, Inc. 
(5) Ratings and business pmfile are those of California Water Senrice Company. 
(6) Ratings are business pmfile are thcse ofManfa Gas Light Cmpany. 
(7) Ratings and business pnnile are a composite ofthose of Consdidated Edision of NY, Orange & Roddand tltilities, and Rockland Electric Co. 
(8) Ratings and business profile are a composite ofthose of Consolidsted Natural Gas and Virginia Elecbic Power. 
(9) Ratings and business pmffle are a composite o l  those of Boston Gas Co., Colonial Gas Go., and Keyspan Energy Delivery - 1.ong Island 
(10) Ratings and business pmfile are those of Arizona PuMi M c e  Company. 
(11) Ratings and business pmfile are those of Public Service Co. of New Mexico. 
(12) Ratings and business pmfile are a composite of those ofAlabama Power Co . Georgia Power Co.. Gulf Power Ca . Miissippi Power Co.. and 

Savannah Eleclric & Power C;o 

Source of Information: Moody's Investors S e ~ c e  
Standard & Pooh Global 1JtiIities Rating Service 



Moody's 
Bond Rating 

Aaa 

Aal 
Aa2 
Aa3 

Baal 
Baa2 
Baa3 

Bal 
Ba2 
Ba3 
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Aqua Illinois, Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
Numerical Assignment for 

Moodfs and Standard & Poor's Bond Ratinas 

Numerical 
Bond Weiahting 

Standard & Poor's 
Bond Ratinq 

AAA 

BBB+ 
BBB 
BBB- 



Corporate 

Moodv's 
Comparison of Interest Rate Trends 

for the Three Months Endina October 2004 (11 

Spread - Corporate v. Public Utility Bonds Spread -Public Utlllty Bonds 
Aa (Pub. A (Pub. Util.) Baa (Pub. 

~onds  Public Utillty Bonds ~ti l .) over over Aaa . ~111.)-over 
Years Aaa Rated Aa Rated A Rated Baa Rated Aaa (Corp.) (Corp.) Aaa (Corn,) A over Aa Baa over A 

Average of Last 
3 MonIhs 5.53 % 5.83 % 6.02 % 6.30 % 0.30 % 0.49 % 0.77 % 0.19 % 0.28 % 

Average Spread (2) 0.30 % , 0.49 A % = 0.77 , % , 0.19 - % - 0.28 % - 
Notes: (I) All ylelds are distributed yields. 

Source of information: Mergent Bond Record ,November 2004, Vol. 71, No, 11 
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Aoua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
Judgment of Equity Risk Premium for 

the Proxy Grwp of SK C. A Turner Water Companies. 
the Pmxy Gmup &Three Value Line (Standard Edition) Water Companks and the 
paw Group of RReen Utilities Selected on the Basis of Least Relabve Distance 

Proxy Group of F*n 
Pmwy Gmup of Three Utilities Selected 

Proxy Gmup of SK C. Value Une (Standard Eased on the Basis of 
A Turner Water Edition) Water Lead Relative 

Companies - - Companies - -- Distance 

1. Calwlated equity risk 
premium based on the 
W market using 
the beta approach (1) 

2. Mean equity risk premlum 
based on a study 
using the holding period 
returns of public utilities 
with A rated bonds (2) 4.2 

3 Average equity risk premium 4.0 % 

Notes: (1) From page 6 of thls Schedule. 
(2) From page 8 ofthis Sd!edukle 
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Lhe 
No. - 

Asua nllnob. Inc - Waadh8Ven Lakes Water Division 
Darkation of ~ q u &  Risk Pcembtm Based on the Total Market Appmach 

Ustng the Beh fa the Pmry Grwp of Sx C. A Turner Water Coinparib, 
the Pmry Grwp of ThreeValue Lim (Standanl Edltlon) Watnr Canpanles and ma 

Pmw Gmur, of F i n  VWllfes Wedad on the Basla of Lmst Relathrs Dmnce  

Proxy Gmup &Three Value 
Pmxy Gmup of Sb: C. A IAN (Standd EdWn) 
Turner Water Companies - Water Companies 

1.   me tic mean total return On 
the Standard & PWZS 500 ComPoSb 
Index- 19262003 (1) 124 % 124 % 

2 Arithmetk mean yield on 
Aaa and Aa Corpora& Bonds 

19262003 (2) 

3. W i l  Equity R M  Premium 6.3 % 
_I_. 

6.3 % 

4. Forecasted 5 5  year Totd Annual 
Mamt Return (3) 

5. hospsdive Ymld an h a  Rated 
Corporate Bonds (4) . (6.lL -- 

6. Forecaded Equity Risk Prenllum - 5.1 % 5.1 % 

7. Average of nMb3rical and Forecasted 
~qu i t y  premium (6) 5.7 % 5 7  % 

8. ~djusted Value Llne Befa (9 -- 0.66 0.72 

9 Beta Adjurjed Equity Risk PRlmbrm - 3.8 % 4.1 % 

Note% ( I )  From stocks. Bonds. Bals and Inflation - ZGQ4 YearbookValuatmn Edi in ,  lbbotscn Associates, Inc, 
Chiigo. 11 2004 

(2) Fmm Moody's Industrial Manual and Mergent Bond Record Monthly Update. 

(3) Fmm Nota 1. page 4 of Aqua Schedule 3.15. 

(4) Average foncast based upon sixquadedy estimates of Aaa r a w  w~porste bonds per the wnsenats 
of nearly 50 emnomists reporied in Blue Chip Fnandal ForeQstr dated December 1.2C04 (see page 
7 of ~o Shedule). me estimates are detiked befow. 

m u m  Quarter MOQ 5.6 % 
Fnst Quarter ZCOS 5 8 
Sacond Quarter ZOO5 6.0 
ThW Quartermm 6.2 
Fourth Quarter 2005 6.4 
RrSt Quabr 2006 6.5 ->- 

Average 6.1 % 

Fmxy Gmup o( Rltsen 
Ulilitieo Selected Based on 
me Basis ol bad Relatlve -- Dlstanm 

(5) Average of the Htstorial Equity &k Premium of 6.3% fmm Line No. 3 and the Forecasted m u &  R M  
Premium d 5.1% tmm Line No 6 ((6.3% +5.1%) 1 2= 5.7%) 

(6) From page 9 of thk Schedule. 
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-- 
12 # BLUE CHIP FINANCIAL FORECASTS H DECEMBER 1,2004 

Corporate Bond Spreads 
As of week ended November 19.2004 

Consensus Forecasts Of U.S. Interest Rates And Key ~ssum~t ions '  

Aaa Corporate Bond Yield 
minus <@Year T-Bond Yleld 

--------- Histow ------...-..------ 
-Average For Wmk Ending- -Average For Month-- Latest Q 

Interest Rates Nov.19 Nov.12 Nov.5 Oct29 Q& Sep. & 3 0  2004 
Federal Funds Rate 2.00 1.79 1-78 1.74 1.76 1.61 1.43 1.43 

Prime Rate 5.00 4.79 4.75 4.75 4.75 475 442 4.47 

LLBOR, 3-mo. 2.32 2.28 2 20 2.14 2.08 1.89 1.73 1.74 
commercial Paper, I-mo. 2 02 2.00 1.92 1.85 1.79 1.67 1.48 1.48 
Treasury bill, 3-mo. 2.13 2.08 1.99 1.91 179 1.68 1.50 1.51 
Treasury bill, 6-mo. 2.35 2.30 2.21 2.12 2.05 1.91 1.76 1.79 
Treasury bill, 1 yr. 2.53 2.47 2 35 2.27 2.23 2 12 2.02 2 08 
Treasury note, 2 yr. 2 89 2.82 2.65 2.57 2.58 2.53 2 51 2.56 
Treasury note, 5 yr. 3.52 3.53 3.39 3.30 3.35 3.36 3.47 3.51 
Treasury note, 10 yr 4.17 4.22 4.12 4.05 4.10 4.13 4.28 4.30 
Treasury note, 20 yr. 4.88 4.95 4.85 4.79 4.85 4.89 5.07 507 
Corporate Aaa bond 5.48 5.59 5.50 5.42 5.47 5.46 5.65 5.64 
Coporate Baa bond 6.18 6.25 6.19 6.15 6.21 6.27 6.46 645 
State & Local bonds 4.52 4.58 4.45 4.44 4.49 4.56 4.70 4.71 
Home mortgage rate 5.74 5.76 5.70 5.64 5.72 5.76 5.87 5.90 

-------.----Hi~t~ry- ----- -- 
4 4  1Q 2Q 3 4  4 4  1Q 2 4  3 4  

Key Assumutions 2002 2003 2003 2003 7003 2Q@ 2004 2QQ3 
Major Currency Index 100 0 95.1 90.8 90.7 87.8 85.3 €23 0 86.5 
Real GDP 0.7 1.9 4.1 7.4 4.2 4 5 3.3 3.7 
GDP Price Index 2.0 2.7 1.1 1 4  1.6 2.8 3.2 1.3 
Conswner Price Index 2.0 3.8 0.7 2.4 0.7 3 5 4 8 1.9 

s &om Federal 

U.S. Treasury Yield Curve 
As of week ended November 19.2004 

1997 1995 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

~bnsensns~6recasts-~uarterl~ A V ~ . '  
4 4  'r - 1Q .2Q' , 3Q6 ' 4 4  .' IQ 
"m, a. 2005 . 2005 * 2005 ' 2006 ' 
2.0 2.4' A 2.7- ' 3.1' 3.4 ' 3.7 
5.0 ' 5.4 . : 5.7 ' 6.1' 6.4, 6.7 
2.2' 2.6 ' 3.0 ' 3 3  3.7 3.9 . 

' 2:O -1 2.5: ; 2.8 - , '3j: - 35 3.8 
'2.17 2.4 .. -2.8 3.1"3-4 3.7 
2 3  " ,  2.7 ; 3.0 , 3 3  3.6 3 8  
2.57 ., 29 34. ,. 3.6 ' 3.8 4.0 
2.8 - 3 i  ; 3 5  &3:8 4.1 4 3  
3.6 ' 3.9 4 3  . 4.4, 4.6 4.8 
4.2 ' 4 5  -; 4.8 - 5.0 5.1, 5.2 
4.9 5.2-1 '5.4 -5.5 5.7 5.8 
5.6, 5.8 6.0 6.2 :' 6.4 6 5  
6.3. 6.6 , 6 . 8  '6:9 7.1 7.2 
4.6, 4.8:' ,34.9 5.1 5 2  ' 5.2 
S.8.:'6.0 n . 6 2 - 6 4 .  . .6.6 - 6.7 
~onsdnsud ~ ~ t - & s & ~ " a & r l ~  Avg. 
44 " IQ',  - 2Q ;-:3Q 4 4  1Q . 

~ 2 ' ~ ~  2005 .+@g.2005,2006 
82.4 ,81.0 .' 803 , ,  80.1 81.0 813 
3;jc-, ' 3 3  - 3.6, -3.6 3 5  : 33> 
2.1 ' 2.1 2.0 ' 2.1 ' 2.1 . 2.2 
2.9' ' .'2> . -2.3 :,- 2.4 ' 2.4 25  

Reserve Release (FRSR) H. 15. LIBOR quota avatl- 

arc reported on a mustant maIurlty basis Historical data for the U S 
GDP Chamcd Pnce Index arc from the Bureau of Ecanomic Anal~sw 

(BEA) Consumu Price Index (CPI) history is from the Departwnt of Labor's Bureau of Labor Stat~stics (BLS) 

U.S. Treasury Yield Curve U.S. 3-Mo. T-Bills & 10-Yr. T-Note Yield 
Week ended November 19.2004 and Year Ago vs (Ou&erty Average) Htsbry Forecasl. 

4Q 2004 and 1Q 2006 Consensus forecasts 
7 50 
7.00 
6 50 
6.00 
5 50 
5 00 
4 50 
4 00 
3.50 
3 00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1 00 a 

0 50 
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Mahmnbes 
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Aqua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Divisio~ 
Derivation of Mean Equity Risk Premium Based on a Study 

Usinq Hoidinq Period Returns of Public Utilities 

Over A Rated 
Public Utility Bonds 
AUS Consultants - 

Time Period 
1. Arithmetic Mean Holding Period 

Returns (2): 
Standard & Poor's Public 

Utility index 

Arithmetic Mean Yield on: 
A Rated Public Utility Bonds 

Equity Risk Premium 

Utility Services 

Notes: (1) S&P Public Utility Index and Moody's Pubilc Utility Bond Average Annual 
Yields 1928-2003, (US Consultants - Utility Services, 2004). 

(2) Holding period returns are calculated based upon income received 
(dividends and interest) plus the relative change in the market value of a 
security over a one-year holding period. 
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&m Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
Value Line Adjusted Betas for 

the Pmxy Group of Six C. A. Turner Water Companies. 
the Proxy Group of Three Value tine (Standard Edition) Water Companies and the 

Proxv Gmup of FiReen Utilities Seleded a t h e  Basis of Least Relative Distance 

Value tine 
Adjusted 

Beta -.- 

Proxy Group of Sbc C. A Turner 
Water Companies - 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Artesian Resources Corp. 
California Water Senrice Group 
Middlesew Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

Proxy Group of Three Value 
tine (Standard Edition) Water 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
California Water Senrica Group 

Average 

Proxy Group of Faeen Utilities 
Selected on the Basis of Least 
Relative Distance - 
AGL Resources, Inc. 
American States Water Co. 
Aqua America. Inc. 
California Water Services Group 
Cinergy Corp. 
Consolidated Edion, Inc. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Green Mountain Power Corp. 
KeySpan Cop. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Northwest Natural Gas Co. 
Pinnacie West Capital Corp. 
PNM Resources. tnc. 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

NA = Not Available 

Source of Information: Value Line Investment Survey. 
September 17. October 1. October 29, November 12, 
and December 3.2004 
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tine 

No. - 

1. Rik-Free Rate (1) 

Aoua Illlnou. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
of lhe Capifal Asset Pricing Model fix 

Me Pray Gmup of Six C. A T~umsr WabK Companies. 
the Pmwy Gmup of Three Value Line (Standard Ediion) Water Companies and the 
Pmxv GRlUD of Fifteen Mliies Selected on the Basis of Least Relative Distance 

2 Average CompanySpecaic 
Market Premium (2) 

3. Capital Asset Pn'cing Model 
Derived Company Equity 
Cost Rae 

4. Riik-Free Rate (1) 

5. Average CompanySpecific 
Market Premium (3) 

6. Capital Asset Pricing Model 
Derived Company Equity 
fket Rate 

Proxy Gmup ofThreeValue Proxy Gmup of F M  LBliffi 
Pmxy Gmup of Sbc C. A Line (Standard Ediion) Water Selected on Me Basis of Least 
Turner Water Companies - --- Companies Relative W i n c e  

Traditional Capital Asset Pridnu Model 

5 4  % 5.4 % 5.4 % 

Empirical Capital Asset Pricina Modef 

5 4  % 5.4 % 

Notes: (1) Developed in note 2 of papa 4 of mis Schedule. 

(2) Developed on page 2 ofthis Schedulo 

(3) Developed on page 3 of this Schedule 
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moxy ~ m u p  of Six C. A Turner 
Water Mmpanies 
American States Water Co 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Artesian Resources C"p" 
California Water S e ~ c e  Grnup 
Miidlesex Water Company 
York Water r~mpany 

Average 

proxy Grnup oflhree Value Line 
(Standard Edition) Water Companies 

American States Water Ca 
Aqua America, lnc. 
Caliiomia Water Setvice Gmup 

Average 

Pmxy Gmup of F h n  Utilities 
Selected on the Basis of Least 
Relative Distance 

AGL R e s o w ,  Inc. 
American States Water C a  
Aqua America, Inc. 
Caliiomia Water Services Gmup 
Cinergy Mrp. 
Consolidated Edison, lnc. 
Dominion Resources, inc. 
Green Mountain Pwer Cow. 
KeySpan Corp. 
Middlesex Water Company 
Northwesf Natural Gas Co. 
Pinnade West Capital Cop. 
PNM Resources, Inc. 
Southem Company 
Swthwest Water Company 

Average 

Aaua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water Division 
Indicated Common Equity Cast Rate Shrough Use 

of the Cap.$al Asset Pricina Model 

~ p a n ~ ~ p e c i t i c  CAPM Result 
Value Une Risk Premium Including 
Adjusted Based on Market Risk-Free 

Beta .-- Prefnlum of 6.5% (1) - Rate of 5.4% (2) 

Traditional Capital Asset hicina Model (31 

See page 4 for notes. 
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pmxy ~ m u p  of Sx C. A Turner 
Water Companies - 
American States Water Cu. 
Aqua America, Inc 
Artesian Reswrces Corp. 
California Water Service Group 
Middlesex Water Company 
York Water Company 

Average 

Proxy Group of 7 7 ~ ~  Value Line 
ptandard Edition) Water Companies 

American Stabs Water Co. 
Aqua Americq Inc. 
Califumia Water Service Gmup 

Average 

Proxy Group of Ffleen UtilRies 
Selected on the Bask of Least - 
AGL Resources, Inc. 
American States W a b  Ca. 
Aqua Americq Inc. 
Calihxnia Water Sewices Group 
anwgy Corp. 
Consolidated Edi in, inc. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 
Green Mountain P W  Cop. 
Keyspa" CorP 
Middles= Wafer Company 
No~ihwest Natuml Gas Ca. 
Pinnacle West r ~ p i t a l  Carp. 
PNM Resources, lnc 
Southern Company 
Southwest Water Company 

Average 

Aquanois. Inc. - Woodhaven L a b  Water Divisioq 
Indicated Comrnm Equity Cmt Rate mrwgh Use 

of me Cmital Asset Pridna Modd 

CornpanySpecific CWM ~ e s u n  
Value Line Risk Fremium lnduding 
Adjusted Based cn Market Risk-Free 

Beta -.- Premium of 6.5% 111 Rate of 5.4% /2), 

Empirical Caoital Asset Pridna Model (51 - 

See page 4 for notes. 
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Aqua IIFnok. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Wafer Diisioq 
Develo~ment of !he Market-Reauired Rate of Rehrrn on Common Equity Using . 

the cap* Asset Pricing Model for 
the Pmxv Gmuo of SIX C. A. T m  Water Com~anies, the 

Proxy Gmup of  hi& ~a!ue tine (Standard Ediiin) Watei companies ?nd the 
Proxv Gmuo of Fifteen Uhlihes Selected on the B a s  of Least R e W e  Distance ' - 

pdius'ted k Reflect a Forecasted Risk-Free Rate and 
Notes: 

(1) From the three previous month-end (Sep. '04-Nov. '04), as W d l  as a recentiy available (Dec. 3,20W), && 
$ine Summan & Index, a forecasted 3-5 yeartotal annual market return of 11.2% can be derived by averaging 
the 3 o n t h  and spot forecasted total 35 year total appreciation, converting it into an annual marhet 
apprec~ation and adding the Valw Line average forecasted annual didend yield. 

The 5 year average total market appreciation of 44% pmduces a four-year average annual Ehjrn of 
9.54% ((1 $485 - I). When the average annual forecasted didend yield of 1.64% is added, a total average 
market return of 11.1856, rounded to 11.2%, (1.64% + 9.54%) is derived. 

The M o n t h  and spot forecasted total market return of 11.2% minus the risk-+ rate of 5.4% 
(developed in Note 2) is 5.8% ( f  I .2% - 5.4%). The lbbofson Associates calculated m a W p m m  of 72% fw 
the period 1926-2003 results from a total market return of 12.4% less the average income return on long-t? 
U.S. Government Securities of 5.2% (1 24% - 5.2% = 7.2%). This is then averaged with the7.?h Valw bne 
market premium resulhng in a 6.5% market premium. The 6.5% market premium is then multiplied by the be!a 
in column 1 of page 2 of this Schedule. 

(2) Average forecast based upon six quarterly estimates of 20-year 'Treasury Bond yidds per the consensus of 
nearly 50 economists reported in the Blue Chip Financial Forecasts dated December I. 2004 (see page 7 of 
Aqua Schedule 3.1 4) The estimates are detailed below 

Fourth Quarter 2004 
First Quarter 2005 
Second Quarter 2005 
Third Quarter 2005 
Fourth Quarter 2005 
First Quarter 2006 
Average 

(3) The hadiional Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is applied using the following formula: 

Where Rs = Retum rate of common stock 
RF = Fiiik Free Rate 
6 = Value Line Adjusted Beta 
Ru = Return on the market as a whole 

(4) Includes only those indicated common equity cost rates which are above 8.6%' i.e., 201) basis points abovethe 
prospective yield of 6.6% on A rated Moody's public utility bonds (from page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.1 4). 

(5) The empirical CAPM is applied using the following formula: 

Where Rs = Retum rate of common stock 
RF = Risk-Free Rate 

= Value Line Adjusted Beta 
RM = Retum on Ule market as a whole 

Source of Information: Value tine Summarv 8 Index 
Blue Chip Finmclal Forecasts, December 1,2004 
Value Line-ent Survev, September 17, October I,October29, November 12, and December 

3,2004 Standard Edgon and SmaU and .Mid-Cap Edition 
Stocks. Bonds, Bills and lnflat~on - Valuahon Edtbon 2004 Yearbook , 

lbbotson Associates, Inc., Chicago, I1 





b r a  Pmxy Grow of 6svsrky.Mn8 Non.MBIy Corrgadoa Comparable to 
p 

Slx C. A T m o r  Water Compnnlas (1) 
Raloom HDldlgs 
R M c K  Cap. 
Ryan's Family 
SLM CorporaUon 
Sam Lea Carp. 
schubnon H) 
Salssllve Ina. Qrnw 
S & d  Teehn. 
SonioeMsrtoi Co. 
S l ~ ~ O h  
smucxer (J.U) 
stsndsx inn 
Slryker Cap. 
sysw carp. 
Tacum¶sh Products 'A' 
TsnnUd Co. 
mom18 Inds. 
mombur0 MI@. 
Vnivussl cow. 
W M O  Co. 
wa@ean co. 
Wendy's l f l  
W e d  Phamno. Svu. 
Zlmmar Holdinot 

Avolags Iw the Nww(W1lY Qmup 

A*. 
Bola - 

0.65 
0.85 
0.75 
0.80 
0.w 
0.80 

A V e ~ Q S  for Ihs Prom Qmup at 
SIX C. A. Tumor Wztar Cowanlet  0.86 0.45 -- 
Mean 

CassmUva Moan (7) 

See psgse 5 and 8 for notel. 





form Prow Grwp 0 1 ~ l n o & v t . c  N O ~ & W  cbnvanlar Companbb lo  
CarnMntnt@ 

Prmy Oran, of NiwlySaven NohVLRty Comprrdsa 
Comp~rabls lo lhs h o w  Croup ofTlnmValus 
Lhe (Sianhrd EWIon) Walar Comrdss (8) 
M s r w  Csnanl 
Mherak Tarhn. 
Mwphy 01 CW. 
Nsw phr, Emel RXy 
N w ~ m  O m a n  
Ooddedal Palmhum 
PIOUYCOrP. 
Pcopls'S Bank 
Ptpll9merlcat Ina. 
PepslCo Inn. 
Pf!nr IM. 
Pmlrctlvr Uls 
auaksr a d i ~  
Rskom nok%na 
RuddckCop. 
SLM Corwntlon 
SIR Lam Cop. 
Ssho~lva Ins. Group 
scntba Tern. 
68rilcsManU CO. 
S#nrrPldr(& 
srmckar (J.M.) 
SLnndax ind'l 
Wryker coy. 
spoo cop. 
Tacurntmn Products 'A' 
Temm ca. 
Thomar Inds. 
n l o ~ u g  Mlg. 
Tor0 Co. 
L%fan PaMc 
V n h a l  Cop. 
U l o d  Gorp. 
Vshpar C q .  
Warpnsn Co. 
Wafs Malkrls 
w s n y s  l*l 
Wed Phamao. S m .  
Z h o r  Hol&@ 

Avsrags Lrlhc NoMVtWy Gmvp 

A v s n p  for ths h o w  QrDup olRpsa Value 
Lina (slsndrrd EtQlm) Water Cowufss 

See papas 8 and 8 L r  notoo. 





Z'bI  
5'8 
P'SE 
t'E I 
CL 
1'85 - 
COOL 

E'8 L'S 1 
8'L 9'8 
6'2 1 8'81 
6%) Z'91 
0'Lt 8'1 1 
8'82 Z'9 
L'cz 9'cz 
0'8 2'8 
c'f 1 6'21 
s'0 I 9'01 
Z'B Z.8 
2'81 L'11 
e'SL H Z  
L'BL 8-81 
0't C'8 
0'26 E'88 -- 

WOL BBBl 

-- 
CP'O ZL'O 

-- 
19'0 11'0 -- 

BVO OL'O 
LE'O 01'0 
BL'O 08'0 
21.0 80'0 
ZL'O 68'0 
PL'O 08'0 
BVO 01'0 
BL'O 08'0 
89'0 08'0 
EC'O 58'0 
VE'O 01'0 
00'0 SL'O 
SD'O 08'0 
t9'0 01'0 
C9'0 08'0 
8E'O OW0 -- 

a100 1199 
'BSW .bv 
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Asua Illinois. Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water D ~ s o n  
, Comparable Eaminns Analvsis 

Notes: (1) The criteria for selection of the proxy group of seventy-nine non-utility companies wasthatthe 
non-utjlity companies be domestic and have a meaningful rate of return on networth, common 
equity or partners' capital for each of the five years ended 2003 or projected 2007 - 2009 as 
reported in Value Line Investment Suwey (Standard Ediion). The proxy group of seventy-nine 
non-utility companies was selected based upon the proxy group of six C. A. Turner water 
companies' unadjusted beta range of 0.1 5 - 0.75 and standard error ofthe regression range of 
3.2822 - 4.2788. These ranges are based upon plus or minus three standard deviations of 
the unadjusted beta and standard error of the regression as detailed in Ms. Ahem's 
accompanying direct testimony. Plus or minus three standard deviations captures 99.73% of 
the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors of the regression. 

(2) Ending 2003. 

(4) The Student's Tstatistic associated with these returns exceeds 1.96 at the 95% level of 
confidence. Therefore, they have been excluded, as outliers, to arrive at proper mean 
historical and projected returns as fully explained in Ms. Ahem's accompanying testimony. 

(5) The standard deviation of the proxygroup of six C. A. Turner water companies' standard error 
of the regression is 0.1661. The standard deviation of the standard error of the regression is 
calculated as follows: 

Standard Deviation of the Std. Err. of the Regr. = Standard E r ~ r  of the Renression 
rn 

where: N = number of observations. Since Value tine betas are derived from weekly price 
change observations over a period of five years, N = 259 

Thus, 0.1661 = 3.7805 = -- 3 7805 
151 8 22.7596 

(6) Mid-point of the arithmetic mean of the historical five year average and five year projected rate 
of return on net worth. 

(7) Arithmetic mean of historical five year rates of return and five year projected rates of return on 
net worth, common equity or partners' capital excluding those 20% and above as well as those 
below 8.6%. i.e., 200 basis points above the prospective yield of 6.6% on A rated Moody's 
public utility bonds (from page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14.) 

(8) Mid-point of the arithmetic mean of historical five year rates of return and five year projected 
rates of return on net worth, common equity or partners' capital excluding those 20% and 
above as well as those below 8.8%, i.e., 200 basis points above the prospective yield of6.6% 
on A rated Moody's public utility bonds (from page 1 of Aqua Schedule 3.14.) 

(9) The criteria for selection of the proxy group of ninety-seven non-utility companies wasthatthe 
non-utility companies be domestic and have a meaningful rate of return on networth, common 
equity or partners' capital for each of the five years ended 2003 or projected 2007 - 2009 as 
reported in Value tine Investment Survey (Standard Ediion). The proxy group of ninety-seven 
non-utility companies was selected based upon the proxy group of threevalue tine (Standard 
Ediion) water companies' unadjusted beta range of 0.26 - 0.82 and standard error of the 
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Aqua Illinois, Inc. - Woodhaven Lakes Water D ~ s o n  
Com~arable Eaminns Analvsis 

regression range of 3.1532- 4.1 108. These ranges are based upon plus or minus three 
standard deviations of the unadjusted beta and standard error of the regression as detailed in 
Ms. Ahem's accompanying direct testimony. Plus or minus three standard deviations captures 
99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors of the regression. 

(10) The standard deviation of the proxy group of three Value Line (Standard Edition) water 
companies' standard error of the regression is 0.1596 (3.6320 I 22.7596). 

(I 1) The criteria for selection of the proxy group of seventy-one non-utili companies was that the 
n ~ n - ~ l i t y  companies be domestic and have a meaningful rate of return on net worth, common 
equity or partners' capital for each of the five years ended 2003 or projected 2007 - 2009 as 
reported in Value tine Investment Survey (Standard Ediition). The proxy group of seventy-one 
non-utility companies was selected based upon the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on 
the basis of least relative distance's unadjusted beta range of 0.27 - 0.79 and standard error of 
the regression range of 2.8609- 3.7297. These ranges are based upon plus or minus three 
standard deviations of the unadjusted beta and standard error of the regression as detailed in 
Ms. Ahern's accompanying direct testimony. Plus or minus three standard deviations captures 
99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard errors of tfie regression. 

(12) The standard deviation of the proxy group of fifteen utilities selected on the basis of least 
relative distance's standard error of the regression is 0.1448 (3.2953 122.7596). 

Source of Information: Value Line, lnc., September 16,2004 
Value Line Investment Survey (Standard Ediion) 




